UNIFICATION of our entire world occurs WHEN publicity of the following SOLUTIONS is spread and multiplied through communities of my 7.46 Billion people known as followers of FollowKeith.com, BidOnKeith.com authorities in all governments and corporations, church leadership at all levels, NGOs, and our entire world. Read and ACT with fearless authority to protect the rights of all others.

### World Press Release, Press Conferences, and Reform-Unification of all humanity is here.

BuiltByKeith.com has published the most incriminating evidence of all time and the solutions to prevent almost all crimes and corruption in the first place. This is another Last Testament Testimony showing the actual reality of todays world paired with the answers that humanity must use to prevent the self-genocide holy cost ‘ Holocaust ‘ of World War Three that secretly started back in 1958 era. Read to end and ACT.

GO PUBLIC as I have done to fearlessly protect the rights of all others.

I have already enlisted our entire world to GO PUBLIC to overthrow all crime enterprises for now +10 years, actually my entire life. These are the legacies I have left for all to USE with ACTS of WISDOM to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.

### Wednesday, March 8, 2017. Today I am back at the Board Member Governors Legislature at 11 am meeting with all their top leaders including Perla Tumaliun. She flys today from TUG airport to meet President Duterte this evening. I was at Presidents Palace on Monday afternoon at 4 pm on the most deadly and profitable HOW to remove corruption from our world once and forever. I then took the overnight Florida bus back to my home with Motorcycle packed as freight. I have about 1,000 Pesos = $20 USD left to me locally as well over $3 million USD in my own pre-tax earned assets are held by criminals and terrorists in USA since NO honest persons have ever been identified to actually DO THEIR JOBS to serve and protect my people.

Today, VP Melvin Vargas has short 15 minute session on the Budget that is STILL not resolved as their deadline was March 5, 2017.

I have lunch with the Board Members, revisit Gov Mambas office, VP office, then to Dr. Rodney Guzman hospital offices, then to meet City Hall Mayor BonBon Guzman. I now sit in TUG City Government Womens association meeting of employees in their main lobby at 3:45 pm after revisiting their Social and Welfare offices with Mrs. Myrna Guzman. They elect Pres Jane Vargas, VP Susan Maralu, Sec Meryln Ooli, Tres Fernadna Catvaan, Pro Jane Pasion, Teresa Singson.

I am reviewing the results of GlobalPeace.org religious Freedom Essential Human Rights Free and Just society. Lt. Col. Gallager noted that instability often results when governments fail to extend fundamental rights, like religious freedom and the rule of law, to all of their citizens. Extremists can tap into this anti-government sentiment to recruit and indoctrinate their followers to kill in the name of God. “No matter what your religious tradition, the ‘God’ that created you did not outsource the creation of your enemy to some other god,” stated Lt. Col. Gallager. “Which means, violent extremism is God’s creation killing God’s creation -- in the name of God. Frankly, I consider nothing more illegitimate.”

This is SolutionIslam.com ChristDomain.com = SolutionGOD.com

Keith
Sunday, March 5, 2017. A guest preacher, Dr. Bill Wilson from NYC Brooklyn is here at New Life Christian Center at Alabang Philippines at 8:30 am. He is in ministry for +50 years, born in 1948. Left as a child by his mother on a corner, a stranger put him in a Christian camp for $17.50. I traveled on extreme purpose from Taguig on my Motorcycle. Sr. Pastor Paul Chase is not here. He has at least 40 persons with him from USA. He speaks about Typhoon Lawin. This is a great new testament church. The power of partnership. With a common goal, purpose, and focus, miracles happen. He claims he would LIVE here if not in NYC. He is great friends with Paul Chase. Over 100,000 people are on his email list to pray for a greatest need. He visited a large cemetery where hundreds of poverty people live INSIDE the walls. He uses this as a prayer chain. The book is ‘Whose Child is this?’ by Bill Wilson. Metro church in NYC has the largest sunday school with 200,000 children each week. He is a prolific author compiling multiple truths.

His book, ‘Running Turtles’ is introduced. He has a back of the room PURCHASE table just like almost every other speaker I know. this is his revenue source. Mine is all electronic and gifted to humanity as I have not received a single PENNY of support from anyone except my own sister, Paige Collins of $800 and Chris Morris at CMAWizards.com. His book ‘Before Sunrise’, then he shows how to sponsor a child for 500 Pesos per child in Philippines. He says USA is known as the NUT country composed of people who are fruit, nuts, and flakes. He speaks about direct connections. A ~28 year old couple sponsored a baby with huge brain deformity as they stated they were on social media. They raised the surgery funds. They claimed they ‘may not be able to change a nation, but they can help a single child’ in Nigeria.

In London on a TV show, Bill was at one time blind in his eye from a rock hit. He has been shot, thrown off a building, and many other atrocities. The presenter asked at what point Bill found his focus. One’s commitment must be stronger than one’s emotions. He speaks about movie ‘Inside Out’ about emotions. We make decisions based on how we feel. Keith: At least most people do. I use common sense, technology, biblical paradigm of integrity, and spiritual focus on people’s hearts.

He states do not make decisions when you brain is on emotion. During Moses time, the Jewish were walking out of Egypt. Most of them thought coming from slavery was a freedom to the Promised land. Marrah - Massah Meribah was their stopping place of ‘bitter water’. Exodus 17. Three weeks ago, some one discovered MORE dead sea scrolls. He speaks of the people wanting to DIE because of their anger and bitterness. He speaks about Peter returning to Fishing after Christ crucified. My wife Marites Duncan is trying to do the same return to slavery of Domestic servant in Hong Kong right now. MaryRights.com is one of her ministries she has not cross promoted for past 1.5 years as I have done for our entire world.

He speaks about Palm Springs California as the comparison. I was there in Jan-Feb 2015. Bill speaks about 8 miles away from bitter water camp was salvation. He speaks about ‘tough times’ come and go, perseverance is how to overcome. Jocel Evangelista is the local pastor here who I met many times at ‘The Fort’ at Market Market 1.5 years ago. He and his wife moved here about 1 year ago during the time of Jesus-Festival 2016 last March. Today they give the offering to purchase 2 motorcycle tricycles for a specific need. This is another love offering. The cost I estimate about 130,000 Pesos each = $2,400 USD. March 24-25 is the next Jesus-Festival.org with Rob Rufus, Jocel, Paul Chase, Marcel Gaasebeek, and Chad Mansbridge at the Mall of Asia SMX convention center. They show a promotional video.

I gift the 13 plagues Aug 28, 2017 BBK20170816*.pdf, the single UNIocracy.com CROSS Reference one sheet world flyer to Pastor Jocel Evangelistic, to Simone of Pastor Wilsons team, and post Video #456 broadcast from their front church yard in Alabang on youtube.com. I have more critical investor business meetings today at 4 pm and another art show gallery opening at 6 pm in GreenHills. My Russian Artist, humanitian friend, Natalie Bronzova as I ask her for direct meeting with Russian Ambassador so he can contact United Nations and new President Trump.

At 4 pm I meet a Singaporeon about his condo and hotel investment. Dead end. I go to the Kingdom City church on Ortigas now to visit and listen to Pastor James and Kate Altin who I met at their church retreat 3 weekends ago. Video was broadcast same day. James speaks about a wedding he officiated. The greatest thing anyone can do is to lead someone to Christ. We must understand what is the KEITH( GOSPEL of GOD. This is a higher than the Gospel of Christ. Gospel means the Truth.

God created us to be with Him. Adam and Eve were naked because there was no sin or shame. Keith: now the ultimate coverup is cybercrime terrorism that rages unchecked throughout almost all society.
Romans 5:12 ‘When Adam sinned, sin entered the world. Adams sin brought death, so death spread to everyone, for everyone sinned. Keith: Christ actually committed a 10 commandment violation, yet almost everyone of Christian faith considers Jesus sinless. At age 12, you can find out the technical issue.

I have decided to redirect $1 Million USD to this growing church since my very own two primary churches of Norcross GA Peachtree Corners Church and Marietta first Baptist Church have done NOTHING at all to ever represent the first of any of my rights. PURE BLIND sheep is the most adequate description of over 3,000 people in these churches who personally know EXACTLY who I am.

John 19:30 Death was Christs final sacrifice for mankind. Ephesians 2:3-9 is quoted. James states that our job is NOT to save people. It is to help and lead for THEM to make their own decision. We must reflect Jesus in our actions. Galatians 5:22-23. But the Holy Spirit produces this kind of fruit in our lives: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.

They show a video about witnessing about Jesus in different ways. Being REAL is how one represents GOD, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and all of humanity (Keith’s biblical commentary). The video asks, what if I am the only person standing between a needy person and Heaven or Hell. Who is counting on you? is the video title. GOD did not call on us to be perfect. Matthew 28:18-19 ‘Jesus came and told his disciples I have ben given all authority in heaven and on earth. Therefore go and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit.”.

This service of mostly young adults closes out at 6:30 pm. I offer $1 Million USD pledge to Pastor James to build his new church as he announces KingdomCity founders have released and ordained him to become an independent church planter, just like I have been for most of my life. I suggest on paper, names of his new church of ChristDomain, Church of light, and a few others.

As I awake on Monday morning, the last dream image is of a new born baby who happens to be dead laying on the bed. As I wrap him in a blanket to send him to his funeral, the last thing I remember is the baby jerking alive again. Could this be another message from GOD to his people that all is not LOST when rebirth of spirit occurs? As I sit here at 9 am at my sister in laws home, I question exactly WHO should I visit next. I have seriously considered going straight to Presidents’ Palace to meet his staff and ask in bible terms ‘ Why in HELL has no one in your government actually done ANY FOLLOW-UP interviews, any Press Conferences, or ANYTHING at all on these most bible based world saving solutions that end the kingdom building rules of all criminals… why…. I do NOT have internet this morning because their father TOOK out the router because one of the four sons did NOT go to school. Milan is the 19 year old son has been playing video games in the home for 2 years now and seldom goes out of the house because these 4 sons and 2 daughters are getting fed food and have a place to sleep. They is about all they care about as the dishes are always dirty. I saw a very large rat (about 10 inches long) running through the hallway just last night. I send a short message to Henry, my General Manager about brief meeting today before I pack motorcycle as freight on the bus and travel overnight back to my home with about 2,000 Pesos left to my name. that is about $40 USD. That is ALL I have left of my very own father’s and GODs inheritance BECAUSE of the Sodom and Gomorra cities of total shame, deception, and greed of YOU, my people. Solved with all these solutions that save yourselves from self-genocide since GOD has not intervened on YOUR behalf in a very, very, very long time… Why would he? after all the crimes you commit on an hourly basis and refuse to acknowledge the worst criminals who are so, so many of your very own leaders…. Solved forever with SolutionGovernment.com eVote.ONE and all the other solutions that are singular and most powerful in their ‘self-saving’ nature…. of self correcting using the HIVE principle of human collective consciences consciousness of http://www.UNIocracy.com

Keith

### Thursday, March 2, 2017. GlobalPeace.org I am in the Educational Forum with Host Dr. Tony Devine. International VP of Eduction of GPF. +30 years in non government sector. Founder of LeapHubs, incubator spaces in public schools. Over 1,000 educators and leaders are in the Grand ballroom at 9 am.

He is describing the characteristics of Good versus Evil leaders. Bill Gates, Nelson Mandala versus Berny Madoff and the North Korean Leader. I speak on the mic for 3 minutes about Berny as he is 2 life sentence serving at Butner Federal Prison in Raleigh, NC USA. Transactional versus Transformational. 1st means getting actions DONE, they keep discipline making rules and ensuring practices are followed, value work more than people, this is the leadership style that many leaders are use to.
Transformational leaders show genuine care and concern for employees, coworkers and organization. Ensure there is mutual self-interest between leaders, followers leading to job well done. Empower followers to engage with their jobs. View both worker and work as important.

This is ProfitShareHolders.com and SolutionManufacturing.com using SolutionFinal.com

Transformational business leaders. TIR is Traumatic incident reduction. Increase profit, customer satisfaction, decrease lost business, turnover, and material cost.

Components: Idealized influence. Role models, walk the talk and are admired. 2. Inspirational (obvious). 3. Individual consideration. personal attention. 4. Intellectual stimulation Challenge followers.

INFLUENCE high ethical behavior.

INSPIRATIONAL express vision. challenge followers with high standard, optimism providing meaning for work. Communication skills precise, powerful and engaging. Followers willing to invest more effort in their tests because the believe in their abilities.

INDIVIDUAL Consideration. Cares for others, pay attention to others. give empathy and support. celebrates others, desire for self-improvement.

INTELLECTUAL STIMULATION. ask for other ideas. be creative, think independently. value learning, solve issues by doing tasks better and more efficiently.

They show a short video of “The Blind Side’ with Sandra Bullock. Protecting family and values is a instinct that is seldom developed.

Respect the Individual. Seek first to understand, then to be understood, pay attention to non verbal clues you are giving. LOOK at people. Listening is work, not a passive activity. Communication is 93% non-verbal. How to respect individuals. Let go of things others can do. Let go of tasks that help others develop. Let go of authority. Know what others in the group can do and want to do. Build people’s skills to take over by involving them in the work.

How can you demonstrate trust and respect in your classroom? the answer is direct ENGAGEMENT with ethics. A teacher states: be true to oneself. Do what you think and say. All students are unique and very special. Intellectual stimulation: actively seek ideas and suggestions from group. Allow people to run with an idea, even with some risk. Recognize ideas and initiative through compliments, formal recognition and tangible rewards. Do not put down or discount ideas.

How often do students offer new ideas and suggestions. How can you encourage interaction.

How to be an inspirational motivator. Team has goals and know their progress. Take the lead in setting goals, make sure goals are clear and understandable. Provide needed guidance and support.

Know kind of reinforcement that works for each student and peer. Share information and cross train each other at teacher and student level. Practice what you preach. Support people through new tasks. Ask for dads and empower people, especially those that have risk. Influence with Ideals. Provide support without taking over. Know what is needed. know HOW to support.

Joe Carvin from OneWorldUV.com does presentation. I spoke with him just last night in lobby and have his card. I showed him state of existing art IcStand.com and PhoneCradle.com as he can be a key investor in BuiltBykeith.com in partnership. He is from NYC area of Rye Brook. I voice record on my Ipad. Revolutionary change is occurring now. Newt Gingrich is quoted. Futurist James Martin … ‘Decisions that will lead to these wildly different conclusions have to be made soon. Create a common platform of understanding where a transition Generation of Moral and Innovative Leaders. Arm our students with a worldwide view to meet opportunities. Moral Compass, positive can-do change agents.

ECE -Educate for global awareness, Connect, Empower video ‘Average is over’ Tom Friedman hyper connective and changing. JoeCarvin@Gmail.com cell USA 914-318-2613.

Our 11 am Final Session is packed with at least 2,000 persons. Next to me is a South Korean business man (HAN) born 1956 as I share universal #1 and only solution SolutionGovernment.com Close out session shows the immediate needs for Construction of new world society economy here in Philippines and around our world. I video record #446 on my iPad.

Next is Nigera speaker Mr. Okai who talks about the kidnapped young girls and slave trading that involves violence in communities. Fear and Intimation are stopped forever with simple off shelf wearable technology of OCTV and EVote.ONE They have the campaign “ONE FAMILY UNDER GOD’ Kundana State, Nigeria involving statewide training and capacity building workshops. Keith: I have been asking our world to
“SEND ME’ for now +9 years. These are the most powerful words I have taught our entire world to complete the ministries of the fore founders including Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago.

No one has responded to date BECAUSE of the massive racism, bigots, and pure apathetic fools who refuse to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. The Nigeria video shows the 2011 election terror campaign when many villagers fled the violence. Sabon Gari-KWOI and Dutsen-Wai communities were attacked by rebel forces (they state Muslims), Evg. Sharia Chawai speaks.

Uganda speaker is at 11:40 am voice recorded as BBK20170302GlobalPeace-UgandaUNIFY-446.m4a Sudan was divided. If Jesus walked into this room, what would he say. “Peace be with you….” He would ask ‘Why are we-you fighting?’” Nigeria ranks 7 in world population at 185 million. Their One family under GOD campaign in Kakuka in Bundibugyo, Harugale, Kasese-Buyinsumbu, Katebwa in Budibugye district. Need for peace in Rwenzori region. Mr Kambua Milton is the region Peace leader.

NCIC Honorable Kaparia from Kenya speaks next on the cradle of humanity origination. he speaks about the major conflicts back in 2008 era and the overwhelming need for social and political change justice to empower all people worldwide. NCIC is their interdenominational religious foundation.

Korean Peace Unification is next. Mr Jon Quan So. Peaceful transformation to a united Korea is their goal to remove the massive instability of this region caused originally by the Korean 1957 war. Keith: HostageForProfit.com is indeed PCTerror.com solved by SolutionGovernment.com SolutionJudge.com and other world saving plans of reformation unification. He wrote ‘The Korean Dream’. Mr Intaec Suh speaks next with a short video on the most horrific human rights violations that affect national security. These are also the reasons I went to Langley AFB Sep 25, 2011 that even criminal ATF William Banks testified on the criminally granted Grand Jury Indictment. For the indictments of all criminals are easy with eVote.ONE and other singular solutions

Mr Suh speaks about K-POP to send the message of unification, interest and support to all global citizens. The song ‘One Dream One Korea’ was introduced Oct 9, 2015 in Seoul World Cup Stadium.

The closing session at 2 pm is voice recorded as I sit with other Dept of Education staff from Mindanao Region 9 which is down near Cebu for those who are geographically inhibited. The production of products and services has always been the key to preventing poverty and slave trading since the beginning of civilized society. Social competency. In spite of technology advances, there exist different cultures around the world. This is part of the ultimate battles of humanity who refuse to actually LOVE and CARE each other by respecting and fearlessly protecting the rights of all others.

Closing Plenary of the Global Peace Convention 2017. ASAM (or ASEAN) continues to build new models of peace and mediation. GPBEC -Global Peace Business Economic Commission (Community).

Steve Miska is retired USA Military analyst for Iraq. I met him at Interfaith forum as he is also a Man of GOD. I have his card. he speaks on Violent Extremism as I voice record at 2:35 pm. 30,000 recruits to ISIS and extreme groups have joined from 100 countries in last few month/1 year. The narratives of hatred are countered by Interfaith leaders who are the original separation of church and state. this is ChristDomain.com + SolutionIslam.com = SolutionGod.com

Each of us have a direct role to play about providing the solution to destroy the crime of apathy. Quote Terry Lewis is the song producer. GET INVOLVED. BE THE BRIGHT LIGHT. Democracy is NOT a passive sport.

Dr. View provides summary report on Korean unification. The Blame game is typical of most country leaders who fail to actually DO THEIR JOBS. Keith: This is solved with SolutionUNI.com to teach our very own United Nations ambassadors and support staff HOW to mediate disputes so we all have the Free Trade and Travel across all borders with ZERO restrictions on anyone as long as they are honest through ONE Singular database URLiDent.com

One method was to declare unification and publish to world. Chinese, Japanese, English, Korean, Mongolian translations are shown. Second. Asian Pacific ?trade? agreement and security decisions.

Mrs. Barbara Murray speaks at 2:50 pm about Womens rights and empowerment. I shared WorldSchoolfund.com with her personally just yesterday. To learn to trust and work with each other was second session. Session 4 was developing network of like minded persons who use our God gifted talents to cooperate with each other. Session 5 was cultural peace building starting in each home. Session 6 was healthy relationships at home. Hear the message, speak the truth, and work issues out. Where this is will, page 5 of 89
there is a WAY… Dr Suk Moon was their host chairperson. The next speaker on Womens Leadership talks (voice recorded 3 pm) about social economic issues. Advocacy of global peace occurs with TAKE ACTION to GO PUBLIC (Keith).

The next speaker is Dr. Markani ?? from India. He introduces a lady friend, Kundy? from Pakistan. The power of friendship unites our world, one relationship at a time. The ultimate waste on military spending enriches the criminal ruling elite only. We work together to overcome/overthrow all issues counter to our need to prosper and thrive. The young leader speaks about the Youth Conference that occurred this same timeframe.

Dr. Tony Devine speaks on the Educational Forum sessions. Many of our educational methods must GO fully digital with mass media. This voice recorded at 3:15 pm. Critical thinking, collaboration, learning with purpose, and the 2030 educational framework. He speaks at length on the overviews of HOW to achieve education to overcome the travesties of our world.

At 3:30, the last presenter acknowledges the contributors of GPF and sponsors. The next intl GPFoundation convention is in 2 years. Keith: CEOSpace.net MUST be notified to partnership with this and all other educational NGOs and governments to FINALLY push UNIocracy.com into the new World Society of zero corruption, crime, and no more need for any politics at any level of government, business, communities, churches, or general public arena.

### Wednesday, March 1, 2017. GlobalPeace.org session is on Education.

Transforming Education 2: Learning for a Purpose: Reshaping What It Means to Educate (Grand Ballroom)

Dr. Dinah Mindo, Regional Chairman - Southern Luzon, Girls Scouts of the Philippines Former Regional Director, Department of Education

Maria Elaine De Velez, CEO & Co-Founder, frontlearners.com
Dr. Ricardo Rotoras, President, Philippine Association of State Universities and Colleges
Mann Renoy, Director, Character Education Partnership, Philippines
Moderator: Dr. Isabelita Borres, Regional Director, Department of Education Region IX

Director Diania Bucono? DepEd. This is WorldSchoolFund.com published to world in summer of 2015. The prime speaker talks about ethical societies free of all corruption. this is SolutionGovernment.com that existed back in 2010 era prior to the most brutal persecution of the author Feb 2011, Oct 3, 2011 to present. CEO of co-founder of FrontLearners.com to promote student competency. Maria Elaine Paris De Velez . She speaks on the effectiveness of interactive learning that engages the students pro-actively. The Mastery Learning Method is teacher one way lecturing and seldom feedback. They use the blended Box method. It works even without Internet. Refer to photo. They offer this program free to public schools, and fee service to private schools. The students participate at the e-Lesson and E-Activity levels. Her husband is Leo.

RICARDO E. ROTORAS. D.ENG. President Philippine Assoc of State Universities and Colleges (PASUC). He speaks on Education, Human Capital and Innovation. This is interoperability between culture and value systems, skills, values, innovation, knowledge resulting in economic and social development. Selected education statistics. They have CHED (Higher Education), TESDA =Vocation Education, Basic Education DepEd use to be run by the Ministry of Education. FatherKeith.com has visited all of these agencies in Cagayan Valley concerning WorldSchoolFund.com and how to direct fund all education world wide. Only 14 out of 100 children Grade 1 become college graduates. Only the Public universities are supplying the STEAM. Science Technology Agri Math.

Education should NEVER be dependent on ability for families to pay for education. This is a crime solved by SolutionGovernment.com

The 3rd speaker is Manny Tentoy, a master teacher from Quezon City and gives seminars ManRentoy.com He speaks about all youth being digital creatures. Philippines rank #1 on social media like Facebook. Kids are on video games and cell phones more than dealing with others in relationships. The Moral values is declining at a criminal rate. Casual sex, premarital sex, prostitute, drunk, gambling, hazing, and suicide. Our young people are NOT the problem, they are the solutions. Through Leadership and Innovation. this is CEOSpace.net and TeamMoneyMachine.com with TeenPenny.com as the Tagalog Philippine language translation. They were instructors at the Chastity and Pro-Life conference at page 6 of 89
SMX center with 8,000 youth participants. Harry Wong in Manila ‘How to be a effective and successful Teacher’, and other books. Year 2012 was +15,000 youth. Then thousands of teachers participated in teacher training. Real Love Revolution. Character.org CEPPhilippines.com Character Education Partnership CEP. He brought Hal Urban ‘Lifes greatest lessons.’ seminar here.

Another master educator coming to Manila is Dr Michele Borba Nov 30 2017.

I ask the most prime question to the entire audience. I have voice recorded at timestamp 10 am on my iPad. I state that funding is the #1 issue followed by red tape bureaucracy that prevents tax dollars from going directly to all public schools. My question: ‘What is the most direct way to fund all public education.’ The hit count is 1314 on WorldSchoolFund.com as the world can access and monitor these websites going vital with millions of Integrity driven count hits.


H.E. Amani Abeid Karume, Former President, Republic of Zanzibar (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/he-amani-abeid-karume)
Kawa Hassan, Director of the Middle East and North Africa Program, EastWest Institute (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/dr-kawa-hassan)
Dr. Chetan Kumar, Senior Advisor on Peacebuilding to the UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP, Philippines (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/dr-chetan-kumar)
Col. Steve Miska, (Ret), USA Military, Director, First Amendment Voice (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/mr-steve-miska)
Moderator: Imam Talib Shareef, President, Masjid Muhammad, The Nation’s Mosque (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/imam-talib-shareef)

Kawa Hassan speaks about the horrific religious wars conducted for centuries. Geo Political shifts show that the most dominant strategy is for hardened barrier restrictions on cultural groups. This continues the visual blood shedding of human rights violations by those who dominant from demonic greed and terrorism. He showcases ISIS as using digital media to broadcast it’s terrorism programs. Systematic corruption in the Middle East is beyond rampant causing violent extremism. Since 1990’s, many governments resemble the mafia terrorist gangs known throughout history as the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’. The worst refugee crisis exists including chemical warfare on Syrian towns and other nation’s cities. The video documentary of ‘The White Helmets’ is excellent. He speaks on President Trump’s Berlin walls and ‘drain the swamp’ programs. To be radical is to change our world one way to PEACE or to Self-Genocide. This is solved with eVote.ONE and SolutionGovernment.com with SolutionPeace.com

Col. Steve Miska has 25 years of Military duty including 3 tours in Iraq. He served in White House as advisor on Iraq. He taught also at Intl College of security, and the USA war school. http://nooneleft.org/who-we-are/our-team/steve-miska-2/ Steve talks about WHY and HOW young people are recruited to become terrorists. Stock Jihadism is a website Europe publication. He speaks that Law Enforcement waits until a crime occurs to identify individuals who are risky and committing violations against others. He speaks on Terry Lewis (music producer) who stated GET INVOLVED, BE the SPOTLIGHT. The ideology of ISIS and other terrorist groups is engrained in many cultures from generations of direct warfare at community levels.

From Africa, former President of Zanzibar is H.E. Amani Abeid Karume, The Promotion of Global Peace and Development. Violent extremist groups is covered by the news Media. But few solutions are shown to prevent these terrorist acts. The world must open up the solutions to prevent these self-genocide actions. Training communities to be self-employed and self-reliant is a key. Keith: This is TeamMoneyMachine.com. Amani asks the private sector, NGOs, and public must reach out to our youth to enable them to be self-sufficient as ethical based networked communities of respected and honorable citizens. education on the differences of religious faiths is also a key centerstone. Drug use is rampant worldwide in not only poverty areas, but wealthy plantations run by criminals known as corrupt corporate executives and corrupt politicians. The root causes of violent extremism is lack of education as well as abject poverty. We are ALL one family under GOD.
Dr. Chetan Kumar, Senior Advisor on Peacebuilding to the UN Resident Coordinator and UNDP, Philippines (https://www.globalpeace.org/people/dr-chetan-kumar) now speaks. For last 15 years he has worked in 21 countries to educate and mediate conflicts. He has worked for Philippine Government. A prominent Philippine political Mindinano family has a son now held in the Malaysia bombing incident. Like a VIRUS, one can arrest and detain groups, but it can not be erased except by conscious collectiveness by all humanity. This is URLiDent.com Evil persons do no see themselves as bad, but as a hero. Joseph Crampbal is an author. Redirecting aspiration is more effective than direct confrontation of those who are brain-washed and on violent paths of destruction attempting to change their own world.

Who has the access to those non-conforming to respect the rights of all others. Women and other youth have more impact on our youth than those men seen as authority of the established status-quo. Local conflicts such as theft, land disputes, cultural family wars, and other unresolved issues help feed extremism. Fifth point is to find key individuals who are the master sage-visionary teachers and educators to engage with others to bring about unification.


Mrs. Rachel Murray is a pastors wife from Maryland who works steadfastly for Global Peace Women group forums. 8 women receive plaque recognition for their worldly service.

Dr. Nona Ricafort, Former Deputy Minster of Higher Education, Philippines, Dr. Jun Sook Moon, Chairwoman, Global Peace Women USA
Julie Malaya, Vice-President, Global Peace Women Philippines
Pamela De Guzman, National Treasurer, Inner Wheel of the Philippines Foundation, Philippines
Dr. Soonok Kang, Secretary General, Global Peace Women.

Dr. Soonok Kang. GPW Global Peace Women. Values based approach to peace-building, One family under GOD begins in the home. Review: They had Nov 30, 2011 Global Peace Conference in Atlanta GA (Keith’s hometown). 2014 Capital Hill Forum in Washington DC USA, GPWLA Leadership Academy. Her session is on the projects and seminars from 2011 to present. Keith: Women rights have never been fully realized despite all the legislation and initiatives over the past 5 decades. The base reason is the power domination of men over women. This has always been easy to see, experience, believe, and counteract with education. My extreme frustration has been over the perversion of our legal, cultural, financial, judicial, commerce systems by those who are often of demonic mindsets of greed, fear, and intimidation.

Dr. Junsook Moon speaks about the impact of women's leadership and intelligence to bring our world back into the peaceful state of harmony. The original battle of and between the sexes has always been a most intriguing limiting dilemma. A short video from Uruguay Chapter President Psio Rinia Pizzo speaks about the fundamental change in our world that we all yearn and strive for...

Donna Schuller is a famous author HealthyFamilyHappyLife.com and co-founder of Shuller Ministries. She is a certified nutrient specialist and health coach as partner with her husband Dr. Shuller for 30 years.

Pamela De Guzman speaks on crafting the women's agenda. The session closes out. Most of the discussion was on the history of their forums and acknowledging each other. This is their method of community of faith as I have never passed judgment on anyone without being compelled by their very own evidence shown to our world. This is basis of SolutionJudge.com and other biblical focused ministries.

4 pm session is Public Private Partnership in Community Development (Ceremonial Hall)

Mario Deriquito, Vice President, SM Foundation. Mrs. Emelita Alvarez, Vice President, Rotary Philippines (Makati EDSA) Parmod Sharma, President, Yuvsatta. Ding Cheihu, National Representative for China, International
Association for Volunteer Effort. Moderator: Dr. Theresita Atienza, Senior Vice President, Development Academy of the Philippines.

Mario. Identifying beneficiary children and youth. BikesForTheWorld from USA reconditioned bikes shipping is about$60 each. Boat builders create 3-5 person canoes and bigger +25 boats with motors. Pedals and Paddles Project. 25,000 children out of 100,000 have been gifted. Focus and build public-private partnerships around the ‘last-mile learners’ who have difficulty attending school. Street homeless kids, farm kids, indigenous, remove access, disabled.

Emelita Alvarez speaks on Typhoon Hawin relief efforts near Cebu City to Kinatarkan Island. This fishing village lost everything. All-Lights Village Kinartacan FisherFolks Assoc. They raised $67,500 USD and turned over 80 new fiberglass (outrigger-style) fishing boats. They donated solar powered battery-lamps. Sustainability.

Parmod ( #LetsDomor ) is India. He speaks on us being ‘Happiness Doctors’. SDG -Sustainable Development Goals. Ding Cheihu from Bejing China speaks on entrepreneur enablement with English interpreter. I raise my hand when asked as a HUGE business builder. BuiltBykeith.com Social Innovation is serving the people. WE THE PEOPLE have the power to change our world. Let the public be the guiding force light to be the social innovators. This is the GLOBAL FAMILY. No one can solve any base problem alone.

With the PPC Private-public Center. Article 2: sections 20 of 1987 Philippine Constitution. “.provides incentives to needed investments.”. ASEAN is most advanced program of PPP. Good Governance elements.

### Tuesday, Feb 27, 2017. Now Henry and I are at the 2017 Global Peace Convention at the Manila Marriott airport with at least 2,000 in attendance from around our mutual world. I received Press Pass through Sonia Atabug, Philippines Chamber of Commerce. The speakers are Gloria Arroyo, former President tot Philippines, VinicioCerezo Former president Guatemala, Jin Kim, former deputy Prime Minister of Strategy and Finance Korea, Dr. Madhav Nalapat, Dir GeoPolitics and Intl Relations, Manipal University, Dr Edwin Feulner Founder The Heritage Foundation, Dr Hyun Jin Preston Moon, Chair GlobalPeace.org Foundation, Moderator James Flynn -Pres. Global Peace Foundation.

The first two speakers share the struggles they have experienced and the results of their insight work to change their own governments to actually SERVE and PROTECT all citizens.

Now, Dr. Nalapat from India speaks about Global Peace. Skeptics abound everywhere. 70 years ago Taiwan had mass riots and deaths in the overturn of communism ironclad rule. What is dreamed and put into practice now, becomes reality. He speaks about technology used to enslave and control. Overall, technology is a liberating event. He visited a village near Bombay where a entrepreneur philanthropist donated laptops to an impoverished people. The children immediately started building relationship networks with others around the world. THIS is WorldSchoolFund.com direct funding of technology to all public schools that destroys the private wealthy schooling system over time as no longer necessary.

He speaks about the caste system of HAVES, middles, and poverty. Only with a horizontal distribution of assets and fundamental civil rights will humanity ever survive it’s current most tragic and horrific transfer of almost all wealth to those collectively known as ‘The Criminal Ruling Elite’.

Dr Edwin Feulner is the Founder of the Heritage Foundation and has been advisor to President Trump as well as other USA presidents and world foundations. He speaks on Ronald Reagan and other great leaders who guard against external risks. he speaks about the trade relationships and shared leadership in the Asian and all other regions. Philippines and USA have always been in conflict or attempts to create free trade and open relationships. Year 1999 was the visiting USA forces agreements with Philippines is still at issue as foreign arms supplier.

The most valuable asset is the human capital of the Philippine people workforce and emerging leadership. The Korean situation is improving with mediation at all levels of WHY this area has been embroiled in cultural and natural resource wars for centuries.

Keynote speaker Dr. Hyuan Jin Preston Moon, is chair of Global Peace Foundation that is only 8 years old. He is from Korea sharing how to create regional peace. This maritime organic area has potential for global, political, religions, and cultural reach worldwide. For Love of GOD, Country, and our people.

Human nationalism must address the global good of all. Restrictions are created by those who profiteer on others because of their extreme wealth and control of basic trade and banking infrastructure.
We all belong to one family under God, Dr. Moon states. In USA, the key phrase is 'Self evident truths'. Universal shared values is the global ethics required to overturn crime networks. Vision enables us to see what is possible and our near time reality. Action is required to transform our world into our own manifested society where everyone fearlessly protects the rights of all others.

Innovative technology can solve many issues, but not of the root issues of crime and corruption he states. KEITH: Yet SolutionGovernment.com eVote.ONE and other solutionFinal.com common sense generated solutions create the worlds first self regulating and monitored society of UNIocracy.com

Mass education has always been the foundational center stone of leveling all cultural and financial fields of free trade and travel. Maintaining the status quo is NOT successful to shape our new world. He wrote a book about Action for Korea. Their country has a growing high rate of non married persons, senior suicide rates, and other non relationship events despite their centuries of family oriented culture.

The Separation of Church and State was original designed to not endorse a single religious faith to be in conflict with others. It has now evolved to another level of abuse. Keith: our religious system will soon be the overseers of all corporations and governments by mediation and arbitration of merit based persons to ensure public view of all decisions and distribution of shared God’s resources. North Korea remains a repressive government society. The Movement for ONE Korea is a prime initiative. keith: this is easy with methods described in newZion2.com line item #2 as old criminal style governments are literally replaced with the new government system of UNIocracy.com run for, by, and of all people.

He summaries by stating we must all UPLIFT ourselves to take responsibility and accountability of each other. Keith: This is URLiDent.com and SolutionPeace.com This first session closes at noon.

At 12:30 I attend the Press Conference with Mr James Flynn moderator. Dr. Tony Devine, Mr. Aldrin Nituma, Dr. Emelia Alvarez, Dr.Assabelita Rorres. Rev John Joseph Hayab, Sheikh Hailru Abdullahi Maraya, Mr. In Teck Seo.

Dr. Nituma speaks about All Lights Villages with solar lanterns, formal education, alternative learning system Dept of Ed. Dr Emelia Alvarez is VP of Rotary Philippines. The Inmate Program is one of their outreach programs. This is also WorldSchoolFund.com LeapHopes is Dr. tony Devine program to mentor students in business enterprise development. Dr. Rorres speaks about river and trash cleanup programs. Their educational programs about enlightenment of students to empower them to be our new leaders.. Dr. Alvarez speaks about localizing moral value outreach to the stakeholders. Transferring learning from school BACK into the family environment and business communities is key to creating the self regulated villages. Good Ethics and behavior are their focus.

Faith leaders are Rev John Hayab and Sheikh Maraya (Muslim) are from Nigeria. He speaks about religious aggression between different faiths and cultures. Rev John is a Baptist pastor. This is ChristDomain.com and SolutionIslam.com who work together to solve their own localized issues in communities of faith and grace of UNITYurl.com Their mix is 50% of Muslims and 50% Christians. He speaks about compromising instead of mediating as PeaceMakers versus PeaceKeepers.

Sheikh Maraya (northern Nigeria) speaks about religions as being compassionate Good conduct and Justice. We are all families of one GOD. No society can prosper without peace.

Mr. Seo in Korea is Action United in Korea. 850 NGOs work together. he speaks about connecting people and organizations together to rid the security risk issues that have evolved since the Korean War in 1957 era. Michael Jackson in 1985 recorded the song “We are the World”. year 2015 song composed of “One Dream, One Korea.”

The 2 pm session hosts are Dr. KH Marsudi Syuhud, Islam - Muslim promoter of their current situation. He is part of Intl Relations and economic Development. Pengurus Besar Nahdlatul Ulama, apparently Indonesia.

Then Dr. Leonard Swidler, Founder and President of Dialogue Institute speaks on the ‘Golden Rule” starting with 6 century B.C. He has a mantra. “Nobody knows everything about anything, therefore DIALOG.” Means Speaking Together. 4 dimensions of dialog. Head search for truth. Hands work together, heart share our expressions and our inner souls. Holy means to be complete and fully human. Critical thinking to search deeply on the grasping of true reality. 3 W’s Ask questions of WHAT, Whence - where is this information coming from (motivation). Weither -What are the consequences of determining and action on the application of the new found truth. He will host more sessions on Dialog training, political, spiritual, cultural, and grass roots on March 3 here at the Marriott Center. He states Brevity is the soul of wit.
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Hon Hwa Gahp Hahn, President The Korea Peace Foundation. He speaks about Global peace initiates as Korea is his prime focus.

Dr K H Mar

Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis are Music Producers. They are 5 time grammy award winners with 20 top 100 hits. They dress like the Blues Brothers in black suits, top hats, and dark glasses.

Honorable Jesus Dureza is secretary Office of Advisor on Peace Process OPAPP to President Duterte. He could not attend host this section. She speaks about violence and armed conflict. Protracted violence is linked to identify and self determination of cultural differences. These are prevented with the OCTV technology stored in Keith Duncan’s 1930 Model A Ford in Atlanta GA involving helium based tethered balloons with self contained OCTV (Open Circuit TV) night vision cameras as well as public street monitoring with webcams and smart phones. z-wave.com with TurnOffLights.com is HOW the public can control violence by identifying WHO are the terrorists and insurgent rebels.

She states shared values of 1. Inclusivity, 2. Transparency, 3 Unity.

Moderator is Tony Devine VP of GPF.

The question and answer written session occurs with the panel. I send in the question ‘What is the most efficient and fast way to destroy political corruption that is the root evil of all crime networks? ‘ 2. Who is the best group to Take Action? ‘ I answered it with SolutionPeace.com and EVote.ONE. and signed it as FatherKeith.com Duncan.

These sessions are voice recorded on my iPad along with the 12:30-1 pm press conference hosted in Ballroom D today. Terry Lewis and Jimmy Jam speak about their new ongoing song to promote Peace using social media. This is their first visit to Philippines.

At 3:30 pm, the moderator does not get to my prime question. I voice record the other panel discussions.

At 4 pm, I attend the Interfaith forum introduced by Rev Robert Schuller (USA) (son of famous Robert Schuller who died April 2, 2015) with Rev Canon Rosemary Mbogo, Sec Anglican church of Kenya. Dr. Syafig a Mughni, Professor of Islamic Civilization, National Islamic Univ (SatuIslam.org). Moderator is Rev Dr. Paul Murray VP GPF USA. Rosemary speaks on moral consistency, bridge builders, advocacy, faith leaders, others. I voice record her speech. the faith of Prayer is point 5. economics is also ecoc-numerical.

Dr Mughni is Muslim from Muhammadiyah, Indonesian. Peace be with us. Shared values - Key to cohesion in diverse societies. 3 categories of Islam teachings. Human relations, worship, daily living. Principals of Human relations. Proper understanding of religion. Moderation in thinking and practicing (Tawassuth), Tolerance to diverse opinions (Tasamuh, Orientation of righteous deeds (amal Salih), Fight for Peace (Salamah), Commitment to Justice (ADL), Common Interests (Maslahah Aammah).

He speaks about Democratic Culture -respecting individual rights, promoting Common responsibility, equality among people, committed to human rights.

Multiculturalism is respecting diverse cultures, acknowledging cultural rights to exist, living with diverse, engaging with diverse.

Humanitarianism is Mutual 1. Respect 2. Love 3. Help. and 4. empowering the poor, displaced, marginalized and deprived.

Next is Dr Hughni head of largest Muslim group in India of 500 Million. Interfaith Peace. Love and Compassion is based on common factors of interoperability between relationship based interactions where everyone benefits. Keith: This is basis for SolutionFinal.com he speaks in mixed English and Hindi. On Political ideology, he states common sense on loving compassion and caring.

Dr Paul Murray speaks about a common thread of humanity of communications, peace builders, and humanitarians, it is often really hard to overcome the tragedies of our world. Violent headlines and news reports cause overload fatigue shutdown. He is cochair of Coalition for America Renewal based in Atlanta GA. Power of a government is endowed by the PEOPLE, For, and OF the people under original creation of GOD himself. For any government to function properly, all people must have the freedom to exchange knowledge and to hold all officials personally responsible for their actions. Our USA founders recognized the corruption of centralized government. The first amendment was created to separate the powers of checks and balances. Why does religion matter in a civil society. We all share common values
regardless of the religious upbringing and exposure. All are welcome in the churches, mosques, synagogues, and other worship areas in the new world society of SolutionGOD.com

In the USA, the self gratification and instant satisfaction is a key, sometimes often criminal, mindset that prevents the protection of our freedoms. He states that some pastors have been asked to submit their sermons to officials for examination of any ‘hate’ speech. Q&A panel. Is religion a good measurement of legal and rationality and is it important? (at timestamp 5:08 pm voicerecording), Dr Shuller asks WHY does humanity do bad things. he answers our animal instincts take over. A deeper reality is that GOD has created humanity because he wanted a family, children. Many have chosen the religion of Atheism as better than other ‘isms’ of faiths. Atheism seldom have any appreciation of science at all. What are the odds of life being our reality without GOD. the odds are something like 1 to 2.5 billion.

My question is read and answered at timestamp 5:15 pm. The next question is if Hate increasing and how can religion reverse this demonic trend (keith’s minor translation). Dr Paul Murray from Atlanta answers that many people have such limited knowledge of GOD our Father. This is ChristDomain.com Dr Murray speaks about how transformation of any man/woman can occur with the application of GOD’s love through others.

### Monday, Feb 27, 2017. Today I visit the Philippines House of Representatives to share-gift-teach SolutionGovernment.com WorldSchoolFund.com and eVOTE.one among other world saving changing only solutions to ensure world peace, prosperity, and justice for all. Since I and most of our world detest, despise, and hate politics at any level of government, community, business, corporations, and even religious denominations, this has always been about total unification of all mankind modeled after the Hive Principal of ‘for, by, and of the good of the majority of all people’. Those who object without providing a better or best solution are the hypocrits, cynics, criminal broad of vipers, corrupt leaders, or just plain ‘foolish’ and even stupid persons who will be banished for their refusals to fearlessly protect the rights of all others.

Today, I visit my own Congressman Randy Ting, room 217 and 5 other top Philippine congresspersons to show them how to actually solve almost all their issues at top, middle, and bottom levels of all governments and corporations. these include Harry Rogue x103 (RV mitra Bldg), Yedda Marie Rommaldex (wife replacement of Fernandind Martin. They were receiving 3 printed thick volumes of the 2017 General Legislative Budget Appropriations directives. When I scanned the contents, it was the typical political numbers of moving tax funds through huge government agencies as few funds actually benefit the original generating producers of goods and services.

Now I sit in the main security office with Lt Col Isabel P Pflores who is the Executive director of Legislative Security. I had asked if I could view the main room before the 4-8 pm session. We have a wonderful talk about SolutionGovernment.com and how it changes Philippines national security.

At 7 pm, I meet Thomas from Ireland who is the Public Relations Media full time specialist with the Global Peace Foundation. globalpeace.org He is thrilled with what I share with him and gave my prime business card to their executive director Akiko Mayuzumi and assistant Kimi (man) so I can finally get press credentials to this world event.

Yes, this entire time, I have been victimized by almost everyone BECAUSE I have spoken and shown the absolute truth. Similar events occurred to my/your very own GodFather Christ Jesus as well as many other fore-founders who can properly be attributed as Messianic Messengers enabled by GOD to change world history.

I am currently watching NetFlix.com Billions show series. I would have been a billionaire a few years ago except too many corrupt persons and terrorists have done everything to DESTROY their own criminal evidence trails. This is prevented with eVote.ONE as even the Philippine legislature is currently debating the Death Penalty Bill as well as trying to get their very own Freedom of Information Act passed.

The history of these crimes against humanity and all other crimes were reported to all proper authorities with every available ways and means since Jan 15, 2008 regarding ROSE extortion and blackmail threats. No honest persons have yet to be found who actually uphold constitutional law and civil/criminal law. This
has always been THEIR issue, not mine. I have invested my entire life in solving problems with mastermind precision as soon as I determined the cause and effect of the most deadly and profitable situations.

I truly remain shocked and stunned that so many criminals freely roam our world without anyone taking them into custody, demanding they testify about their crimes and victims, and actually clearing our world of all crime induced persons. This is also biblical in direct proportions to what mankind has been doing since the dawn of creation. This is explained in all ways and means on the broadcasts on [Iseelunderstand.com](http://Iseelunderstand.com)

### Sunday, Feb 26, 2017. Back at Victory Church GBC this morning without Marites. She is taking the Florida bus back to Amulung since she has been here for 4 weeks and NOT actually GONE PUBLIC as I have requested of our entire world. [MaryRights.com](http://MaryRights.com) is a prime and only key answer to the slave trading enterprises that exist worldwide. Behind me is Alice and her soon new husband. they are about 25 years old and have never cooked a meal for each other. So I suggested they host a dinner party for all their friends where everyone brings their favorite ingredients and cook a family meal. This will be their new start in networking with thousands, then millions of others as I gave her one of MARITES famous big pink business cards.

Will this love Last? Will we stay together? Will I be truly Happy, Do I deserve better? **Less of me.... More of GOD** is the sermon topic series. These are flashed on the big jumboTron TVs. Senior Pastor Pablo teaches this noon service. Pastor Joseph was last week and is on their podcasts. he states a study that Humans are naturally selfish. They are not inherently cooperative and have serving other mindsets. Prof Joshua Plotkin "It's a somewhat depressing evolutionary outcome, but it makes intuitive sense".

The bible and experts know this in plain language. He asks, are we doomed to our selfishness? Ephesians 2:1-10 is about 3 steps. Our Condition, his Intervention Our transformation. This scripture speaks about passions of our flesh, desires of the body and mind, and were by nature ‘children of wrath”. Dead in Trespasses, sons of disobedience. Doomed Children of Wrath. Romans 6:23. ‘For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Jesus Christ our Lord.’ Keith: this is the diagram of Washington D.C. to wash the sin out of Washington #25 on [IseeJustice.com](http://IseeJustice.com) on [youtube.com](http://youtube.com) BuiltByKeith keyword. Admit, Believe, Commit. To be born again is actually a process, not necessarily a singular event.

‘being RICH in MERCY, because of his great love for us...... by grace you have been saved'. Keith has written and broadcast extensively on these most critical conditions, interventions, and transformations. This is [SolutionPeace.com](http://SolutionPeace.com) with [SolutionManifesto.com](http://SolutionManifesto.com) that were created and campaigned years ago because of the mass crimes against humanity that are part of the 14 world plaques published Aug 28, 2016 on [IseelunderStand.com](http://IseelunderStand.com)

Our Transformation is actually easy with the 5 step world methods of [http://www.SolutionFinal.com](http://www.SolutionFinal.com). Transformation comes from GO PUBLIC by fearlessly protecting the rights of all others. Being grateful to others for their service to you has always been the integral part of grace and mercy. Verse 10 'we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand, that we should walk in them.

Jesus + Good works is NOT salvation. How do we walk in God’s words? Colossians 3:1-4, then Ephesians 4:17 Pablo speaks about sales quotas and the pressures to get business bookings. People stoop to lowest manners of favors to get the signed contracts. Pablo states the LORD says ‘Be faithful, and you will be rewarded.’ at 1 pm. scripture 4:22-23 “… corrupt through deceitful desires’. Pablo states to offer oneself as a living sacrifice in service to GOD and humanity. We live out life as his children as a RESULT of what Christ has done. The process of sanctification is a cleansing and educational process.

Pablo speaks about putting off falsehood and speak truthfully to your neighbor, of we are all members of one body. This is [URLiDent.com](http://URLiDent.com) that was gifted to mankind Jan 7, 2015.

He speaks about social media, he speaks about publishing to world. Humble Brag. #soWorthIt Couching in mask of humility. verse 4:25. The worse demonic criminals have perfected the ability to pervert manmade laws with full scale deception, smoke, mirrors, and their ability to control the electronic databases of our world. verse 29 'let no corruption talk come out of our mouths, but only such as ..".
Pablo speaks about the pent up anger from unresolved issues between any interaction of people. Letting go of grudges and bitterness…. is the solution method of Father Keith world saving ministries.

verse 28 Christ stated that if one LOVES one ANOTHER, there will be no objections, crime, and issues between any communities of believers. Pablo speaks about Habitat for Humanity booths outside the auditorium and other NGO’s. This is SolutionHousing.com At 1:11 pm, he speaks about ‘A world where everyone has a decent place to live’. Operation Blessing, Community of Hopes. RealLife Foundation is a scholarship program through Asian Bank. only .6% of population escape poverty without a college degree. This is WorldSchoolFund.com Change a life, change the nation is their mission statement. This restores Hope and Dignity. Some state ‘I was born poor, I will die poor’.

The video plays Lucy Melendez about inviting her son Lunard who is 14 years old. He used the Kids program to boost himself upwards. Joey Molina is the campus minister at this kids program for Real Life scholarships. They meet on Saturday mornings. The service closes at 1:20 pm.

---

# Wednesday, Feb 22, 2017. At Asia Young Leaders Summit 2017 at Manila Marriott.

Our host is Richard Mills. Lillian is the event organizer who already invited me to speak at their other association meeting this Saturday at Alabang. Our first speaker is Willem Tuks Lavarias. Scientist of Tuks + Oil Technology. Eximius and Salutem. Exposed orbited molecules Oxygenated OIL. The claims is to dramatically reduce stage 4 cancer and other diseases. Glycoproteins, Polyhedral Capsid, Envelope, is how to envelop any virus. Conversion of Cannabis Oil. Also extremely effective for HIV-Aids treatment.

2. speaker is Ace Gapus, Managing director of BlogApalooza.com Building online influence. YugaTech Unbox.ph - Gadgets and Tech. She speaks on focus on a niche, building online influence, be seen with people in same field, add real value to network. 9 C’s = Care, Concern and Crusade. Make Content consistently creative. Credibility, connections, capacity. Never stop learning.

ConnectwithHBG@gmail.com @AceGapu.

3. speaker is Luis Archangeh Montgomery Fitch & Assoc. Known as Millennium agency. Age 34. He speaks about bootstrapping his agency with almost zero funds as a new advertising agency with a few fellow professors and students. He looked at his worldly possessions on WHAT he could sell to keep going. he sold his bike, still went into negative. Stress can be a most powerful motivation factors. He sold his car. His founding partners left since negative cash flow. Soon he ran Out of Options. All signed pointed to a spectacular failure of Losses. Welcome to the Rock Bottom Club. the Turnaround was ‘Flip the Script’. failure was never an option. Pure perseverance and ultimate confidence when one KNOWS, just KNOWS one is on the right path “of righteousness’ (Keith’s add-on). The Failure Quotient. One does the 1% of society of survivors do. At what point does one actually GIVE UP. Keith: The answer is simple. When one DIES. Success versus Failure. Greed versus Love. Pushing the envelope of others limits is the ONLY way humanity overcomes abject failures and even the crimes against humanity that are the infamy of mankind. Where the Magic happens means MOVING OUT of your comfort zone. Most people live in their own self contained boxes. few people become box builders and expand past the limitations of all others. This is the spiritual formation of collective consciousness that is the true basis of http://www.URLiDent.com

Paradigm is choose partners for the bad times, not the good times. Who will stick with you regardless of the wars of greed conducted to prevent success. The dichotomy of looking in a mirror should reveal what is on the OTHER side of your very own reflections. Focus on yourself and NOT the competition. Keith: Be aware of your marketplaces and BE the innovator of NEW products and services that truly capitalize on the needs of your vendors, clients/customers, staff, and all others in that very specific order using http://www.SolutionFinal.com Do what everyone else is unwilling to do.

4th speaker is JD Abenaz. zeenoh.com Born 1984, age 33, degree in computer science form California. He is a software engineer who focuses on video games and a horror experience video game. He had a dream on birth of the Universe resulting in Zeenoh. Zee means GOD, noh means talent in Japanese. Walt Disney and Marasru Ibuka (Sony founder) are his role models. Creative Economy. Right mindset, Preserve the core, stimulate progress, find the best people. No one is replaceable. He established contracts with Sony Entertainment. Now into Virtual reality Experience. Psychology of Game. Some are afraid of Artificial Intelligence. This is the social responsibility of the Creativity versus Robot mind experience solved BY http://www.URLiDent.com in the worlds first open public visible world information environment.
‘JD Abenaza’ Success is about intention, belief, and action. The more energy you put into exercising this Brain, the more results you’ll get.”

5th speaker is Patrick and Alexia Gentry, Sprout Solutions. One partner and 3 others started this Online Payroll and HR services in 2014 time era. His opening question is WHY? 8.5 years ago he arrived at Philippines with a backpack. His brother wrestled in Bejing Olympics. He was street marketing his new solution in Manila. The best answer to WHY is:…. Simon Sinek quote: “People do not buy why you do, they buy WHY they do it.” 32 different types of overtime in Philippines. The GOAL: Do business with those who believe what you believe. Hire those who believe WHAT you believe.

Sprout goal is to impact every Philippine by automating payroll and Human Resources functions. He hates the word Millennials. He claims he is NOT on the EDGE. Keith: those who are NOT on the edge (of current cutting edge technology) are taking up TOO MUCH ROOM. What do we know about Millennials. They are very network cluster concentric. They do have a sense of community despite their revolt against their parental and other authority. They each want to make an impact. Many are indeed, conditioned to be self-centered self gratification. Just like every other youth since the dawn of infancy.

Purpose: Flexibility, Recognition, impact, and gratification are 4 mainstays of any young generation despite the labeling they get. Millennials are not Difficult, they just NEED to be UnderStood. Keith: This is lseeIunderstan.com and StNicksList.com along with all other world saving ministries of BuiltBykeith.com

In year 2016 they had 16 employees, now 60. They are self funded. They have tips and tricks of 1. No phone/laptop policy during meetings, encourage physical interaction, experiment partnered with KPIs, regular team building activities to help disconnect from Digital World, tools: Slack, Trello, Spout. Patrick encourages actually CONVERSATION rather than text messaging and diversion of technology. Measurable results from experimentation. Keith: Online research with PhoneCradle.com IcStand.com shown on SelfyProStick.com is the new current world standard of education and business best solution practices.

Motaw. Is a form of kick boxing, massage sessions, YOGA, moral and fitness exercising. Info@SProut

#6 Speaker is Jeff Saez. CEO of NuWorks Interactive Labs. largest Philippines 112 member digital marketing organization. 1 Body. #NUWorksHappy, 2 Heard #NUWorkSpace 3 Mind #StoryTelling.

#7 speaker is Patrick Lynch from Ireland, Founder and CEO of First Circle. 27 years old. Went to Trinity College FirstCircle.PH is first digital SME Financing business. Funded by Global FinTech Leaders. He started with Student Managed fund. Trinity SMF. He worked for Morgan Stanley after college. Pillar 1: Social Orbit. Pillar 2 Focus -stay ON TASK for benefits of all others. Lost Leader. They sent him to Hong Kong at age 24 then shipped him to Manila. One must be 101% dedicated to being successful BY providing the solution-answers to your vendors, client-customers, staff, and stockholders. Startup CompareStartUp. Pillar 3 Dedication. Philippines trade credit shortfall $2 Billion, SME Credit undersupply $10 B, 100Bn SE Asia SME Credit undersupply. Tony Ennis CTO, Tim Glynn CFO Benedict Carandang VP Ext Rel. Vasyl Davydko VP Operations. bridge customer down payment and supplier payment in full.

#8 Aldie Garcia the next generation of family business leaders. he is new partner in PWC PriceWaterhouse Coopers out of 5,000 partners, 250,000 global workforce NYC founded. globe 917-521-9151, 920-962-4669. 29th floor Philamlife tower, 8767 Paseo De Roxas Makati. He speaks about earning their stripes. job level description for NEXT GENS. Family grooming of next Generation management. He shares a coconut juice family 17 year old daughter who grew the new export to China business from 5 Million Australian dollars to 55 M annually in 2 years. Exit strategy is part of all legacy planning.

Transformation. top 3 global trends. Next Gens versus CEOs. 7 golden rules for ambitious next gens. Try before you buy (commit when confirmed by others). Only take a role you are suited for (be realistic). Side effect propagation. No risk means ZERO gains. very wrong risks = total RUIN.

#9 Bas Mawhin. From Netherlands. has +3 bikes, tennis fanatic. tall fellow, about 33 years old. 85 kilo weight. VP Sales marketing of Shore Solutions. single. Did sports management, physical educator at Universities. Selling services of his companies Filipino employees to companies around the world. Focus on Education. Moved to Australia GoldCoast, left his comfort zone. Masters degree. Group called One Step page 15 of 89
Ahead. Roger Fetter is one of his idol. Passion for travel and new experiences. Millennials spend huge $$ on travel. He likes SnowBird in Swiss Alps, near St Jean D’Arves. He is a humanitarian participating in poverty feeding programs.

Growth in the Outsourcing Industry. Dutch-Filipino Shore Solutions is now 2,000 persons. he joined a 2013, a few years near the founding date. Flexible Outsourcing. Comprehensive, co-sourcing, facilities outsourcing. Business owners want to control their staff yet not manage daily. Scalable and flexible. Spreading the word is 100% publicity Push-Pull marketing campaign. Share the potential and kinetic energy of your world with everyone you meet and greet. Set Goals. short, medium, and long game plans. Few people know the first steps. Simple health, lifestyle, and being mindful of cultural nuances.

Keith: his wife claims most Filipinos are hard headed, stubborn, and often lazy. Their motivation has been mostly affected by cultural heritage and the ravishes of World War II passed down through the last 3 generations.

Chase the Journey, not the titles. Choose your Boss. Focus on your 9’s and 10’s. He mentored many teenagers. too many people in entire world focus on objections and failures and seldom see the HIGH POINTS of others. keith was born Aug 15, 1958 in High Point, NC USA, Guilford County. Last, but not least, never take yourself too seriously. TAKE JOY in LIFE. Few do.

Keith: Ideally, be your very OWN BOSS, your own CEO, your own driver of integrity, ethics, virtue, and responsible contribution member of society to BE your own person in community of faith and grace with the rest of our-my 7.47 Billion People.

#10 speaker is Gian Javelona. OrangeApps CEO. Investors in his company include IdeasSpace Foundation, MicroSoft, Chat Reyes and Manny Pangilinan. He states the #1 most obvious. Black Boards and old books. ZERO technology. Bahal na & Ok Na Yan = it’s working, why change it. the impact to students is Bawal Tumawidmay ‘Namatay Na Dito’. don’t drink while driving. Equates to Do NOT use technology while in School. These are crimes against humanity re FatherKeith.com and WorldSchoolFund.com Gian empower education by providing disruptive solutions. He started on personal computers at about age 10. He asked WHY is their no technology or tech masters here in Philippines. 20 people in his company now.

The problem of education they solved with inquirer.NET. Other similair options are eWizard.com they built a cloud server based School Management Solution. using their cell phones, they can access their schedules, class, payments, enrollment, online homework and automatic GRADING. enrollment, school cash flow management, private and school announcement boards, inter student chat features.

features: Analyze, Adapt, Predict a students development roles and next ADVICE on their educational tracts. Example, Maritime Student could match to supply and demand of future jobs.

At 4:10 pm, the 2nd panelist speak about current markets in Philippines. Aldie Garcia with PWC-Partner, Gian Javelona, Alex Gentry (Sprout), AJ Rocero with Regus flexible office share space, Bas Mawhin (shore Solutions), iDr. Charisse Gail Bantiling, head of Design and Construction Management Division. Company is ‘Trends and Concepts Total Interior Solutions. Build out of interior office spaces.

Gian speaks about the automation of robotics that will replace many service and manufacturing jobs. Aldie (PWC Partner) speaks about trusted relationships between service providers and client-customers. Outsourcing is overviewed by Bas Mawhin. AJ Rocero states most of her 20-25 year old staff are HIGHLY emotional. they require handholding to get them FOCUSED on what is important. Brain chemistry has shown that emotional maturity comes from TRIAL by FIRE learning to manage stress in almost any situations. This is WHY role playing and MENTORING by experts and WISE sages is most critical to the development of our new leaders of all world economies.

keith: This is addressed 100% with the youth training programs of CEOSpace.net where Keith is a Platinum Member at extreme expense and even peril starting way back on Jan 15, 2008 and Feb 4, 2011 key dates.

Bas speaks about the labor force and the supply and demand of how to EMPOWER people to focus on what is truly important to their own lives as well as their own communities and world societies.

##### Tuesday, Feb 21, 2017 was also a minor historical date with visit to Preston at Mall of Asia event.
### Monday, Feb 20, 2017  Dept of Energy was 2 hours at 1 pm. Director Patrick Aquino had 15 minute most compressed debriefing on TurnOffLights.com before he went to an emergency meeting at 1 pm. 5 other top energy utilization technical staff spent the next 2 hour with me going through the absolute basic and middle levels of the ONE world standard energy solution to all of mankind. My macbook is still malfunctioning, just like rest of world as I used my SelfyproStick.com method to video and audio record our conversation. It looks like audio circuit on motherboard is dead along with builtin webcam. At least the video survived this epic and monumental world peace meeting with 5 others as I asked them to GO PUBLIC. They even stated that if they had current funding, they would immediately hire me as a consultant using http://www.BidOnkeith.com I now travel over to GreenBelt 1 area of Makati city.

At 3:40 pm, I attend the Adrian Cristobal Lecture by Mr. Alfred KRIP Yuson on the Evolving Genres of the written world: ‘Fake News Fiction’ and the Like(s). 36 journalists attend at the Asian School of Management JVRosario Building. The Rene Moerman Dutch Energy Expert with Mr. Raymond Lim, Singaporean investor was earlier was here after vision Raymond Lim office. He speaks about all the false flags and trumped up news reports that are seldom the actual reality of humanity. Falsehood has a alluring magnetic lure to the human brain to believe almost anything when overwhelmed with facts and false events. 36 are in attendance at this key false flag reading of his reality topical dissertation paper. What is Fiction and what is reality. 4 million drug addicts with 1 million Philippines turning themselves in just in past 1 year. The bloody anti-narcotic campaign is discussed with the horrific media coverage. Keith: The solution is the UNIocracy.com that eliminates the demand by creating brand new communities of faith and grace using the trillions of $$$ seized from the criminal ruling elite. This is similar in nature to WHY communism, Socialism, Democracy government society systems were created in the very first place.

Few people are visionary sages since they are brain washed to expect the government and commerce to take care of their most basic humanoid needs. General apathy and nights of outright rage and riots is the general reality news of so many world communities. Krip, the speaker, reads from his reality dissertation paper of his accrued and acute observations of mankind. He shares that Fernando Marcos history. He stonewalled and eliminated all opposition with ruthless destruction by declaring martial law with support of USA Government criminal politicians. He was a pivotal spin master maestro. I voice record at 4 pm.

He tells stories of reality convoluted with false facts, objections, and diversions of the truth. This is the reality of our entire world as the mass media, broadcast media, and almost all others are deception at the highest levels to avoid the true actions of the rest of our world. I am contemplating going to new Art paper i just bought last night as mind map the conversation using my new German 4 color pen set Stabilo.

To stabilize our entire world was the original UniverseStabilizer.com website I created from CEOSpace.net back in Dec 2015 right before I literally abandoned the most corrupt government society in world of the USA. He speaks about the ‘HACK’ jobs of off world reality. We collect quotes and upside down convex universe of helper helter skelter. We live in a world of internet aged based BullShit according to speaker Krip. The default narrative is almost always negative. We are convinced that nothing is ever good enough, complete enough, or even ready for prime time use by our-my citizens.

Some use phrase alternative history or distorted fiction. The alternative is the most keen observations of reality and the proved providing of solution-answers to solve those world problems, issues, and even international war conflicts. Most liars are considered incompetent corruptible fools. yet many exist at the highest levels of corporations and governments because of their immense power, greed, control of the media, their multiple layers of liar-lawyers, and other aspects to prevent their very own citizens from holding them accountable to their very own ultimate truths or lies.

### Sunday, Feb 19, 2017  Back at Victory Church GBC. I met the new lead pastor Pablo in the noon service as I was searching for Marites. MaryAnne? was the usher as I also met their new missionary in training from Pakistan wearing Michael namebadge(borrowed). His name was Idad?. I met Bishop Manny Carlos 3 weeks ago in this victory church I have cross promoted more than 1.5 years ago, just like all other churches of all denominations as I have already claimed all churches as God's ChristDomain.com

---
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In the 11 am service, Four large banned stage posters show LOVE with theme of recent Valentine days. Today's Pastor was born in 1979. He quotes a book ‘Without even a Hint’. They speak on Ephesians 5:1-3 as I entered late at 11:50 because I lost Marites my wife 45 minutes ago. The verse is ‘But sexual immorality and all impurity of covetousness must not even be named among you, as is proper among saints. ‘

He uses example of pure drinking water. Is it truly pure or almost…. God expects 100% purity. Keith: Exceptions and objections are one of mankind's worse issues with each other. Flee and Pursue. Sexual impurity is a major and initial sin of mankind known as prostitution. Keith: This described in extreme detail in new scripture of ERA3 on IseeIunderStand.com almost daily broadcasts to world including TheTruthVault.com We are made to purse our GOD of our very own universe. To seek and find is the 180 degree of Flee and Pursue.

Topic is Starve the Sumo Wrestler. Be so strong that you can push away any obstacles like David and Goliath. Sex was created by GOD for variety of procreation and binding reasons. Genesis 2:24-25 “This is why a man leaves his father and mother and is united to his wife, and they became one flesh. Adam and his wife were both naked, and they felt no shame”. This I, FatherKeith.com discussed with my new new wife Marites the very first day we met on top of Victory Peak, Hong Kong on June 27, 2015.

Within the bounds of marriage, all is well and blessed. Keith: Ask Ms. Bashama, aka Tammy Jo Austin what she personally did to Keith Duncan from Northpoint Community Church Christmas social party back in Oct-Nov 2010 to present. Now, MaryRights.com with ReManAdate.com resolves these original sin issue. Pastor speaks about Sex and the brain. This releases Dopamine and Oxytocin. Sex is a bonding experience designed by GOD to procreate and bond the strongest family relationships at all levels.

Media Consumption. Pastor claims the bombardment of media rewires our brain to be consumers. he shows how cell phones are the portal to many of our activities and thought actions. Ephesians 5:1-3 “But sexual immorality and all impurity or covetousness must not even be named among you, as is proper among saints. ‘ Hindi na Bagay! He states that GOD can ‘fix us’

C.S. Lewis quoted “Indeed, if we consider the unblushing promises of reqsrd? and the staggering nature of the rewards promised in the gospels, it would seem that our Lord finds our desires not too strong. But too weak. We are half-hearted creatures, fooling about with drink and sex and ambition when infinite joy is offered us. Like an ignorant child who wants to go on making mud pies in a slum, because he cannot imagine what is meant by the offer of a holiday at the sea. WE ARE FAR TOO EASILY PLEASED.

Finish with prayer.

###

At 12:30 pm, I go to the noon service in the secondary production center auditorium. The video is about Dad and Kid camp. Camp Equip. Galatians 3:9 “So all who put their faith in Christ share the same blessing Abraham received because of his faith.” His daughter is Lily who he taught how to swim as a first life skill. She then relied on a life vest and not her dad. 2 Cor. ?. ‘give with a thankful heart’. Marites is out on the patio with her iPad since she had already been in the 1.5 hour service 11 am. The praise gospel team now speak about Love and delight.

Will I be truly happy? is on screen. Less of me, More of GOD. SelfLESS. Joseph and campus missionaries is the pastor today. He and his wife both teach the Gospel and sometimes fight and quarrel about their joint ministries. So it is with my very own wife Marites MaryRights.com who has not quite understood her own personal value to our entire world to return well over 5 million Oversea workers home with the ministries I created for her back on July 4, 2015 weekend, one week after we met.

PURITY is the topic today between Religious Conservatives vs Irreligious Liberals. Pastor Joseph speaks about restoration of ethics and integrity by NOT passing judgment on each other at every conceivable moment. This is eVote.ONE in final testimony testament. he speaks about not even kissing his future wife as part of his pact with her to keep separate until marriage day.

At 12:50 am, the scripture repeats of Ephesians 5:3 (see above). Victory church has a common message each service delivered by each appointed/anointed pastor. Joseph uses a smaller clicker to advance to the next photo behind him on the 3 big MegaTron monitor screens. This is WorldSchoolFund.com with the technology upgrade to all public schools with internet, Apple TV, monopod self mounted PhoneCradle.com and IcStand.com with a simple L shaped clamp patented back in 2008-2011 era.
1 Corinthians 5:9-11. “I wrote to you in my letter not to associate with sexually impure people. 10 Not at all meaning the sexually immoral of this world, or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters, since .. 11 But now I am writing to you not to associate with anyone who bears the name of brother if he is guilty of sexual immorality or greed, or is an idolater, reviler, drunkard, or swindler, not even to eat with such a one.

Keith does the exact opposite just like Christ did. I go to these people to listen to their needs and to learn how to help them save themselves from their own greedy vices caused mostly by poverty and consumer marketing propaganda to buy and live now, pay forever...

There is a difference between an ongoing stubble and unrepentant rebellion. He speaks about serving others when they least expect it. He uses Spiris food buffet compared to rolling fish ball street vendors. Why, then how? Ephesians 5:3 (above). He speaks about getting away just once with sin, then it becomes an engrained habit. Quote: “Not even once, not even a little’. He states he broke into chemistry lab as a young man to play with mercury. he was caught, not turned in, and learned that handling mercury can cause cancer as it is absorbed into human tissue.

1. Not even once. 2. Not even a little 3. Not worth the risk.

Proverbs 6:27-29 ‘Can a man carry fire next to his chest and his clothes not be burned? or can one walk on hot coals and his feet not be scorched so is he who sleeps with another mans wife…

What about our social media online interactions with people. Why do we tolerate sin and vice in our lives? the answers are quite simple and explained with SeflyProStick.com 8 minute video broadcast Dec 2015 and the other scripture ministries on iseelunderStand.com He speaks about explaining adultery to one’s children and spouse. In our inactions at work...

In the media, we consume. Philippians 4:8 “Finally, brothers, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence, if there is anything worthy of praise, think about these things.”.

He quotes: “must not even be named among you”. Lastly why. Ephesians 5:3 “… because these are improper for GOD’s holy people.”. His favorite musical is ‘Les Miserables.” The song is ‘Who am I’. Confess or cover up. Is his soul lost? He gave me hope to …journey on’… verse 5” … that is an idolater, has no inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God. “. Let no one deceive you with empty words, … the wrath of GOD comes upon the sons of disobedience...”. Keith: This is Evote.ONE when everyone passes judgment on all others to ensure ethics and integrity are enforced by will of the majority of all my people. This cleans our world of sin.

Ephesians 5:8-10, .. but now you are light in the Lord, walk as children of light… and try…

GOD has Saved us, blessed us, accepted us, changers us, chosen us, forgiven us, enriched us, elevated us, strengthened us, loved US.

At 1:30 pm, I meet June CamCam and his lovely American Wife Carlette? and son Noah who is the brother of Jonathan Cam-Cam. Jonathan returns to Manila March 1. I provide my ChristDomain.com business card after speaking directly with Pastor Pablo as Senior Pastor Joey Bonoficio is on mission in Singapore for the past few months/year.

Now at lunch at 2:30 pm with my dear wife. She continues to find fault with almost anything because she has not resolved her own old mindset. This I have learned and taught her HOW to reverse her mindset to always be POSITIVE in the name of our Holy Trinity. I even tease her sometimes that I will be spanking her for her objections since she seldom actually SOLVES the issues she addresses of faults in others, mostly in my clothes or what I have NOT DONE. Often I have already DONE the task yet she is unaware because she can seldom if ever RELAX and enjoy God’s world that surrounds all of us. I go get multiple hardcopies of my business cards again as I gave one of my last 14 world plaque one pagers dated Aug 25, 2016 to VICTORY church again. More than 3,000 business cards, (actually MORE) are in world circulation from year 2005 when I went PUBLIC tied to #1 terrorist cybercriminal Robert Dee Rose. That is revealed by the simple email address kDuncan2005@gmail.com and original kDuncan@bellsouth.net that was criminally destroyed by my very, very ex-wife SherryDuncan@bellsouth.net at (770)431-4002 cell, and my original home # (770)825-0500 in Norcross GA as even she faces prison for what she personally has done because of her extreme emotional sickness i have documented after 27 years of faithful marriage when I NEVER kissed another woman, must less committed adultery despite her being colder than dry ice.

We are on Makati Market street today for the German festival. Enough for now. fatherKeith.com

Duncan
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### Thursday, Feb 16, 2017. My Macbook is revived at extreme cost of $600 USD which is about 1/3 of my remaining total cash lifetime reserves. All else STOLEN by criminals, terrorists and the most corrupt government officials in USA in world history. I am quite sleepy today due to the extreme travel and marketing campaigns I have been conducting and completing for now well over a decade, actually my entire life.

Tonight, Henry and I are at ASpace near GreenBelt 5 in Makati, Philippines listening to young entrepreneurs who are Graphic designers. This is shared workspace for startups and those who need collaborative help in going to market. They discuss their lives and aspirations as well as their struggles with finding the right fit for their passions strategized with the work they perform for their clients. At least now, i have my workhorse PC back on line for mass world publicity final push to UNIFY all of mankind.

They speak about creating monumental legacy works that withstand the tests of time. They speak about finding a balanced mindset between work and profitability. 34 people attend this general forum discussion on their directives in life. Normally I would voice record and publish what they are stating to cross promote them to our mutual world.

One of the guest speakers says she gets her motivation from suffering. She instinctively looks for answer solutions to alleviate these poverty and crimes against others. This is also what I have done my entire life and is also a basis for WHY I have always been public despite the criminals, terrorists, and others who are destroying the Peace and Harmony original created by my-our one GodFather.

### Thursday, Nov 24, 2016  Thanksgiving Day in USA. The video series on TheTruthVault.com have still not gone viral worldwide. That is a crime since I have been broadcasting the complete and total Reformation solutions for now, most of my life. I am in BM Honorary Perla C. Tumaliun office right now sharing SolutionHousing.com ReBuildCagayan.PH SolutionGovernment.com URLiDent.com and SolutionDrugs.com that will always create the worlds first free of crime New World Society.
To All Commissioners, NBI, IM, PCOO, Military, Duterte, PNP Dela Rosa, NGO, Press, all Churches, Public, World+USA

UNlocracy.com New World Society Free Trade + Travel

SolutionGovernment.com Removes all corrupt individuals by citizens.
URLiDent.com Interpol #1 world ID database. Shuns all criminals. No visas.
SolutionHousing.com 2-4 million new small businesses. Trillions $$/P
MaryRights.com Return 3 million overseas domestic workers
TurnOffLights.com 10 - 50% reduction in all energy consumption.
SolutionDrugs.com Remove all vice supply and demand.
SolutionMilitary.com Oversees and removes criminals from communities.
ChristDomain.com Unifies all religions to enable oversight of all community needs.
SolutionJudge.com Total Tort Reform of Judicial systems.
SolutionUNI.com United Nations testimony to prevent all wars conflicts.
UNITYurl.com Community chapter meetings to resolve all local issues.
WorldSchoolFund.com Direct funding of all free education at all levels.
SolutionGunControl.com SolutionPeace.com SolutionDefense.com
ProfitShareHoldrs.com - ownership voting rights for all land and corporations.
All Other world changing/saving solutions broadcast on www.BuiltByKeith.com

The latest diagram is:

![Diagram Image]
D.2.9 Jomar Benonio, a respondent lineman with SOLECO, was killed by an electrical generator. D.2.7 recognizes NGOs who have helped rehabilitation of provincial roads through Cagayan caused by super Typhoon Lawin.

I go to the Cayagan Valley Board Member Meeting #19 now as I have done for now last +4 months. All members are present with only 4 absent to conduct other government business. One of my code words given in person to FBI agent Janet in Nov 2010 was g19 for reasons stated the exact same day I went TO IRS and FBI, then AG-USMarshals in Atlanta because ROSE had infiltrated my home multiple times. Dana is 27 year old twin master holder of IT and Library services from St Louis University in Tuguegarao city. resolution 20196-09-139 best implementing schools small category Elementary. This is also WHY I went back to Dept of Education Region headquarter to ask world publicity on WorldSchoolFund.com Direct Funding that puts internet, big screen TV, apple TV, and a few smart phones/ipads/netbooks/laptops in every single classroom worldwide. Every student will have a smart phone suspended over their desk with my original Published patented SelfyStick Monopod on a small C-L clamp on the side of their desk with a small bluetooth wireless keyboard to communicate worldwide with ONE degree of Separation between of humanity with Interpol URLiDent.com INC world crime fighting agency.

The Board Member meeting continues with the Agenda on Finance and Appropriations. Next is permanent parking areas and fee structures. then Operation of TriCycles and Franchising licensing fees. Market days are HORRIBLE across all of the Philippines because their national 2 lane highway system goes right through the middle of every village. There are few if any bypass or express diversion by-pass roads because they have never created the Interstate system (or autobahn) that was created in USA in mid 1950s per Dwight D. Eisenhower, Military commander elected President. This was solved with ForOp.org and SolutionHOV.com that was destroyed by criminals back in Oct 2011. When Philippines becomes first crime free society, trillions of PESOs will be direct funding to build these interstates and a new inter region high speed passenger train and Freight train system. All it takes are two side by side rail lines. Wood is at a premium because of the mass deforesting that has occurred everywhere that replicates the corrupt logging practices in USA back in 1800’s through 1940’s. My criminal terrorist Brother Doug Duncan of ForOp.org will be sentenced to hard labor planting new forests while I have claimed first lien to all his criminally acquired assets. His vigilante Group of gun toting mercenaries will be his work team under OCTV control of these churches and all citizens. WHAT FUN, watching all these world unsaved criminals working to REPAY their debts to society with ZERO chance of escaping the face recognition of InterPol URLiDent.com

D.2.5 is rehabilitation of provincial roads through Cagayan caused by super Typhoon Lawin. Sponsor Hon. Rodrigo C De Asis. 42 Million Pesos is requested. D.2.7 recognizes NGOs who have helped relief efforts including Gov Bodjie Dy in Isabela Province, Junie Cue Quirino Province + others. I notice that Delfin’s daughter Malia Ting carries 2 iPhone 6’s. I had 4 iPhone 3s, 2 ipads, 3 macBook Pros, 2 super desktop PCs, and 3 other laptops on Oct 3, 2011 in my stolen luggage going TO IRS, FBI, AG, Military when kidnapped. Each device and multiple CD-ROMS, thumb drives were fully embedded with all the criminal evidence and the solutions to prevent almost all crimes. I am indeed the technology mastermind of all time in history. This is also shown on http://www.BidOnKeith.com prime world consulting services and products ministries TO all governments, military, corporations, churches, public, and of course YOU, my people.

D.2.9 Jomar Benonio, a respondent lineman with SOLECO, was killed by a electrical generator hooked up carelessly to a power company circuit. TurnOffLights.com would have resolved this issue with page 22 of 89
auto-sensing shutdown of conflicting circuitry known as Ground Circuit Fault Interruption. Sponsor: Vilmer Viloria + Pastor Ross Resuello (Victory Church) who has also never contacted his massive group of Fellow Pastors as requested.

Addendum Authority to agree with National Housing Authority for HOMA Housing Material Assistance Program. THIS is SolutionHousing.com Direct Funding by international Churches and NGO mission teams. Everyone knows that government funded projects seldom get the needed assets applied directly to the greatest needs of any community. This occurs because of the multiple level hierarchy of red tape paper chase conspiracies where each group pockets a percentage of funds passing through their hands at all levels since little accountability is visible to anyone.

I met Jamie Y Taff with CNCVB Cagayan North Convention and Visitors Bureau. Tied to Renato T. Cruz River Rehabilitation Secretariat. DENR Quezon City, email RRS@Skyinet.net 920-6214 This is SolutionSafeWater.com and new dam and water control to eliminate inter region flooding by creating designated flood overflow areas where no one can build homes or shanties. Jamie and I exchange multiple notes about meeting soon about our commonality of existence. I am universal in true pure nature by teaching all to ‘Fearlessly protect the rights of all others’ as the ‘humble’ master teacher of all time. Few have noticed the current state of any world affairs and WHY these slot

Agenda speaks about new office buildings Dept of Ed per Sec Leonor Magtolis Briones. The BM offices are 3 meters by 2 meters per Official. 4). Mosquite borne diseases control Program. Household window screens, nets over bedding, and removing stagnant water are the answers.

Ordinance 191-2016 to prohibit consumption of alcohol 12 hours before until 12 hours AFTER any major weather calamity. This is actually QUITE funny and indicative of the viceful ways of all mankind. Drinking to alleviate worry, stress that actually causes massive human hardships because of the crimes committed while intoxicated. Ordinance No 200-2016 sale of firecrackers to minors under age 16. The discussion now is about alleged transfer of DFA Regional Consular Coordinating center from TUG City to Santiago City. This is dragging on for well over 45 minutes. This is the Dept of Foreign Affairs, a KEY person agency I really need to meet. Even the USA State Dept John Kerry has been directly contacted long ago as well as key members of USA Congress to initiate the most powerful Congressional Investigations into internal corruption of their own government agencies overseen by USA Military Investigators.

Next is the Global Warming issue. I just visited the local Atmosphere Weather station Group at edge of the Governors Providential Providence compound. I was attracted by the 20 meter dipoler antennas in the back of their new building. This solved by http://www.TurnOffLights.com gifted to all of humanity that is truly another Nobel Peace prize for the domino cascading effects that have always been the hallmark of all my divined and ordained solutions. The next agenda is about open air burning and tree management. Philippines does not have composting of their huge corn and rice waste products because of the huge manpower required to remove by-products. They just burn it in place, creating huge air quality issues during harvest times. The discussion is heated (literally) and lasts 45 minutes until 1:30 pm.

I have already published the re-forest solution in this same world broadcast documentation.

Announcement / Information Matters. The Archbishop Sergio Utleg on Nov 28 at Cathedral St Peters has gathering on Peace Talks and Democratic process announced by Mila Ting.

Vice Governor Melvin Boy Vargas speaks on Gov Mamba’s program ‘No Barangay left behind’ that is shown in their 100 days newspaper Oct 2016 just issued. Session is now adjoined.

Earlier, Perla suggested I again CONTACT PCO -Presidents Communication Office so I can FINALLY, after all this time, speak directly with President Duterte who needs just a little coaching by BidOnKeith.com Duncan to mend the open political wounds caused and fused by so many really nasty Mass Media Journalists who take single issue ‘Sound Bites’ totally out of context.

Why has no one ever been successfully accurate and complete in UNIFICATION of all mankind? For the variety of reasons showcased to world, mankind is on absolute verge of total Holocaust self-destruction since why would our own one Mutual Creator do anything to intervene this one last time….? I remain in total world search for OTHER true Integrity driven Messianic Messengers to unite under the one banner of UNIocracy.com to lead our entire world back into the Paradise of Heaven as it already exists right here on mother Earth. God will allow this destruction as why would he/she allow mankind to destroy the rest of his universe since the last extraterrestrial walk on the Moon was way back in 1972 Apollo 17
right when I was age 14 working for God and Humanity with the full force authority vested in you since few have ever noticed, much less done anything to respect the rights of anyone else.

The power of this ultimate language is to restore the rights of all by empowering all citizens to command and control their own leadership to eliminate all crime actions at the point of commissioned transactions. I have always retained the copyrights of all these ERA3 Last Testament Testimonies of Life and gifted them as quickly as feasible using the true universal language of Hope, Faith, and Love of 1 Cor 13:13 that is also, universal in true nature.

### Sunday, Nov 20, 2016. 8:30 am.   Another Final Last Testimony Testament of Total Reform and Unification of all mankind that occurs WHEN all people RISE UP in true outrage and overthrow all criminals once and forever. Failure to TAKE ACTION

Since no honest persons in authority have ever been found, I remain the most powerful evangelist crusader fore-founding father of UNiocracy.com in world history. Why waste words I have stated for now over 10 years. Today, Ezekiel and I are at the first of two church services in our neighborhoods of Amulung. This church has about 50 persons on the back porch of a Benji’s old home above the rice mill at Babayuan. The lady pastor speaks about corruption and about responding to GOD’s call to actually serve humanity with responsiveness. Luke 25, then 2 Cor 3:12-16. Keith quotes John 3:2-5. Pastor speaks about some stating Christ is not of GOD. This appears to be a common controversy among so many religious cults who battle each other over theology and money in attempts to brain wash their congregations to think they are the ONE and ONLY TRUE church of GOD.

Pastor speaks again about being responsive. Indispensable and being receptive to GOD’s Holy Spirit is her teachings. The pastor interacts with our small audience of mostly women and the other half are young people ages 3 to 18. There are only 5 men in our group of 50 today. Her whiteboard line items are: 1. Alive, Single Minded (Messiah), Lovely, Pure, Responsive, Peaceful. The last section is about PEACEFUL being cool minded and thoughtful of others with tranquility. Romans 8:6 speaks about being ALIVE in Christ with mindset of harmony with our entire world. This is the ‘Fruit of the Spirit of God’.

Matthew 11:28 speaks of ‘Peace of Mind’. Taking the yoke of burdens of others is also a key way for each of you to UNIFY all of mankind. Keith: This has always been my mission in life. To UNIFY all of mankind using biblical principals of Integrity, use of off-shelf technology, and application of common sense using SolutionFinal.com to re-generate the rules of conduct and law for all of mankind.

The pastor states being full of humility. She speaks about being closed of mind for most people. Being Meek and Mild is not the answer to transform our world. Keith has stated this in first person tense for now decades that ACTION by fearlessly protecting the rights of others is the true answer to TheTruthVault.com An older lady of faith gives testimony to the rest of our parish of believers during this Sunday School hour. We close out now.

Now at 10 am, Marites, Ezekiel, and I are at Macedonia Full Gospel Church in Anquiray, Amulung with Pastor Ruth located near the local cemetery. Jonathans sermon title is More than Conquerors. Jonathan’s sister is in attendance today from London. Higit Pa Sa Mapagtagumpay. In Tagalog Filipino language. The congregation is about 40 people. Half are younger people of age 1 to 18 with just a few husbands in the back. Jonathan states that pray for God to be in control. He states that GOD is not fair. Perfect example is that he allowed his own son Christ to be severely persecuted to death to set a new reformation standard for all of mankind. Listen to and for the whisper voice of God. Focus on the present and look forward with the experience learned from the unchangeable past. Faith without action is dead. 24x7 prayer does nothing without action with Acts of Wisdom. Jonathan claims that GOD will not abandon us. KEITH: This is a biblical contrast as GOD has indeed abandoned mankind many times throughout history BECAUSE his own creations have succumbed to extreme greed and vice in 100% self-serving way.

How many parents will risk their lives to save their children. Jovine, one of my favorite 1 year old babies is sitting next to me. Jon speaks about knocking on doors asking for entrance and action. Romans 8:37-39  ‘NO! In all these things we are more than conquerors through him who loved us. 38 For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither angels nor ... 39 neither height nor depth nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is in Christ Jesus our Lord.”

Jon asks who is afraid of something/anything. I ask Marites to raise her hand as Jon notices and states this also… Bono quote ‘Religion is what you’re left with when the Spirit leaves the building’. How page 24 of 89
many people go to church to pray when they need something. If you need a breakthrough, on must go to GOD to ask for guidance and then actually TAKE ACTION. GOD does not live in any building. He lives inside us. At one time, GOD resided in the Ark of the Covenant as a physical focal point for the Jews and Gentiles.

Jon states 1) Knowing God  2) Knowing yourself  3) Knowing he Enemy.

GOD TEST.  Close your eyes.  1) Is Christ part of God the Father Trinity.  2. Is Christ the creator of heaven and earth.  3) Is Christ part of the Holy Spirit.  4. Did Christ rise himself from the dead.  Answer NO: God did. This is ALL Part of the Holy Trinity. Too many people pervert the scripture to read in their own answers for their own use, some are very devious and deceptive using scripture out of context.

Jon shows diagram of GOD in center, with 3 circles in arch of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit. Ezekiel beside me is so, so distracted by the other children and can not FOCUS on much of anything. Just like the rest of mankind who looks for deceptive distractions to entertain themselves and avoid the most obvious, serving OTHERS  1 Cor 13:13 to counter remove all those spoken about in Matthew Chapter 23. I refer to this one section as the 1,2,3 punch as Matthew is the first book of the New Testament.

Jon asks if our children abandon us to go live with another family. How would the father feel? Keith: I have been training Ezekiel, all children, and the rest of humanity how to UNIFY themselves by fearlessly protecting the rights of all others.  Jon: Knowing GOD is our first step to gaining ground in spiritual warfare. It is our greets weapon against the enemy. How many people send love messages to others. How does one communicate... by TALK and messaging.  Jon: as long as you know that GOD is with you, it does not matter who is against you. Romans 1:?

2) Knowing yourself.  Christ stated key arguments against mankind previous and on the Cross of Crucification. Jon shows a video of WHO AM I?  Am I what I do? few people understand the role GOD gives us. Or am I why I have achieved? AM i the things I’ve done? Am I what others think of me? How do I identify myself.  Who does GOD say I am…? Thessalian 14, We are all GOD’s masterpiece and the children of GOD. Each of us is Royalty. The front Macedonia church has ‘Jesus King of Kings’ and ‘Beyond Limits, Experiencing God unlimited Favor’.  Matthew 10:1 ‘he called his twelve disciples to him and gave them authority to drive out evil spirits and to heal every disease and sickness’.  Luke 10:19 “I have given you authority to trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of the enemy, nothing will harm you…”.

GOD create Mankind in his own image. How many people looked into a mirror this morning? Keith: I only look to shave.  Each person is unique in their purpose. This is many faiths, yet only one humanity. The reason Satan is so intent on destroying mankind:  ‘God made us for relationships with God, to love God, to be loved by God and to worship God’. Satan,… opposite.  1 Peter 2:9 “But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation,God's special possession,that you may declare the praise of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light. ‘ Back off DEVIL !!, I belong to Jesus.  Share if you belong to Jesus.

3) Knowing the Enemy. God has a plan for each of us/you. Live in the fullness has always been GOD’s plan. Satan divides and conquers by manipulating the greed and viceful sins of man.

The key to winning any battle, either on the battlefield in natural warfare or in spiritual warfare, is to study your enemy. Getting rid of bullies and criminals can actually be quite easy. UNITING with others to destroy the evil ones is exactly what GOD has intended by teaching everyone to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. Jon: Know the enemy’s tactics by looking for patterns in the way they attack and defend. Keith: this is the ultimate observation of the anti-crime tactics of half these websites on http://www.BuiltBykeith.com that teach our entire world how to actually SOLVE their own problems at all levels. Then how to PREVENT almost all crimes in the first place...

Jon: Understand the enemy’s moves so that we can go into battle well prepared, properly protected. This is SolutionMilitary.com and the other preventative solutions. Jon: Learn ever detail of their playing style, their strengths and weaknesses… The devils of our world are always prowling to see chances to rob us of our assets and rights. Jon claims the enemy does not know our thoughts. God is the only one who is omnipresent. The satanic devils are not omnipresent, but multi present. This is the mega RAT-Remote Access Trojan that is the mainstay most critical crimes against humanity conducted by the ANTI-Christ ROSE and so many other terrorist criminals.
We need to be fully informed and armed with righteousness. John 10:10 ‘Satan’s mission is to steal, kill, and destroy mankind’. No interest or Just No Stomach? We must always learn to properly fight in warfare for the RIGHT and RIGHTOUS reasons. John 10:10b ‘I have come that they may have life, and have it to the full.’ Naparito ako upang any mga tup ay magkaoon ng buhay, buhay... ‘Satan cannot influence us unless we allow him. Act for the benefits of others.

Ephesians 6:10-20 Full Armor of God. 10 Finally, be strong,..... Are you ready to FIGHT in the SPIRIT of GOD, or not....

Holy Hotlines are: Worry - 1 Peter 5:7, Fear -Isaiah 41:10 Temptation 1 Corinthians 10:13, Doubt Romans 10:17, Sickness Isaiah 53:5, Depression Psalm 34:18, Loneliness Deuteronomy 31:8

Satan is the tempter and the evil fisher of men. Many times all the enemy has to do is isolate you.

Keith: This is exactly what satanic ROSE and so many others have done starting on Nov 4, 2007 based on mere $109,800 3 Promissory Notes of Forsyth County Judgement 08SC-1345 granted Oct 2010 per HomeWaves.com terrorist cybercrime enterprises with LightLogics.com INC.

Deliverance Testimonies. Jon speaks about a 18 year old girl who was possessed with bitterness, witchcraft. Cherry. March 2014 took 1 hour. She took off a satanic ?chain? from her waist. Kevin was her fiance, a buddhist with spiritual error. A few other demonic examples are bypassed.

What you allow, is what will CONTINUE. Jon closes out his sermon...

### Wednesday, Nov 16, 2016. All that has EVERY been required of anyone on Earth is to simply INTERVIEW 'keith brent duncan'. This is lower case entity on soul purpose of NOT ever been enslaved by the most corrupt society in world history. My current and only last active cell is +(63)0917-335-4300 with broadcast conference Bridge of USA +(1)(712) 775-7031, Code: 166 841 408. The first person on Group Call is the host with code *1134#.

The Overthrow of all criminals is the required step to UNIFY all of Mankind.

All of these world class, saving, changing solutions are the ONLY systematic methodology to ensure humanity prospers and thrives rather than being enslaved by those who have manipulated man-made laws and ethics for their own satanic goals of temporary immortality at the cost of self-genocide of mankind.

As the only #1 world most humble fore-founding Father of UNIocracy.com, absolutely no one has ever had a single legal right to accuse myself of anything. This extreme series of 'perfect' felony crimes occurred by 4 prime people robbing me of my own assets by breaking contracts, then robbing me, then falsely claiming I was endangering them BECAUSE I was hiring lawyers, going TO all law enforcement, and going 100% public to demand the return of my own stolen assets and recovery of ALL my legal costs. Four times I was forced into HELL-JAIL after being robbed by my very own wife, Sherry Duncan, then ROBBED by Rose Aug 4, 2010, Ms. Bashama Feb 4, 2011, then Rose again in summer of 2011. Hell-Jail was spring 2009 by my soon VERY ex-wife in Peachford Hospital for 7 days of drug induced HELL, then 1 night Feb 22, 2011 when Cobb County Judge criminally granted TPO 11.1.1171.99, then Oct 3, 2011 when I was 4 hours away from most critical crime spree exposure interview with nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov as I retain ALL their contact and call records before, during, and after this most massive Class Action Suit LandMark Miscarriage of Justice case AGAINST well over 100 USA Gov officials and criminals all directly tied to ROSE by their own criminal certified signatures and false coverup testimony I sent TO my own churches and a few key persons in Atlanta GA to GO to FBI-AG this entire time.

Each false charge was a capital criminal felony crime committed so the Anti-Christ Robert Dee Rose could complete his satanic missions of enslaving all of you, my +7.46 billion people. Dead men can never testify as each of ROSE’s cabal criminal leaders will be murdered by ROSE and others in the worst slaughterhouse of self-corruption in world history. Anyone can see that Robert Dee Rose (Wife Amy) are terrorists worth at least 500 Million, even $1 billion USD by now. Even all criminals will be manHuntRose.com to seize his criminal assets including the + $350,000 USD per Forsyth County Georgia USA Court Summary Judgment 08SC-1345 that was just the beginning of ROSEs extensive cyber stalking of Keith Duncan and failed attempts to blackmail Keith into his dark clearCollarCrime.com RAT (Remote Access Trojan) telecomm perfect undetectable crime syndicate RICO enterprises that include extensive infiltration by ROSE’s rogue agents inside county governments, IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshal, Military, and by now, almost all other world corporations and governments.
Again, absolutely none of these incompetent criminals own evidence has ever been brought to Justice by those who are constitutionally tasked to uphold Justice, Law, and Order. Even all these ministered to churches, temples, mosques, and other houses of worship have turned their blinded and false eyes toward their own devious means of acquiring leadership prestige and wealth. Tammy Faye + James Bakker of PTL Charlotte N.C. USA in the 1970’s was a model for other criminal cult dogma leaders.

Christ, along with many other messianic messengers, was recognized as a top spiritual authority by almost everyone he met. Yet, there are few records indicating his life from birth through age 29. At age 29.5, I birthed Matthew Duncan on March 3, 1987 with my first wife Sherry Duncan (Nov 4, 1958). Our second son, Kyle Duncan was born Feb 11, 1991 at my age 32.5.

The 3.5 years of pure tribulation was exactly Oct 3, 2011 kidnapping conspiracy start through dump on street Jan 28, 2014 followed by April 3, 2015 return to Walk from Emmaus at Latrum Israel world broadcast visits to the Holy Land and subsequent expansive tours of Rome Italy and Vatican April 6 to April 16, 2015.

The most harsh and realistic vision of world reality will always be the extreme ability for criminals to commit crime sprees and remain undetectable by destroying all traces of their crimes as well as killing off their own eye witness victims.

### Tuesday, Nov 15, 2016.

At the Cagayan Valley Governors Board Member meeting again, only 3 BM are not present. At least 5 prominent mayors of township Barangays are here for award ceremonies of Plaques of Commendation. Resolution No 2016-9-163. Even Archbishop Sergio Utleg representative Victor Priest Father Gary Edgar Agcaoili is here. Cell 917-519-8844. Marites and I met with him back in Sept 2015 on the most aggressive showcase of world history showing the true cause and effects of the sins/ vices of our world and the corresponding solutions.

Resolution D.1.2 Dengue Fever control resolution. Then D.2.2 concerning other matters of super Cat 5 Typhoon Lawin(Haima) damages and the groups that provided relief efforts. NGCP National Grid Corporation, Meralco, North Matrix Development Corporations, and total of 23 cooperative electrical power services companies are recognized.

Yesterday, I visited well over 6 of the Board Member Offices petitioning for SolutionHousing.com and ReBuildCagayan.PH be a BM resolution with the associated mass publicity press releases that will result. Jonathan CamCam invited me to help with the breakfast food kitchen service at Barangay Gabut, lunch service at Jurisdiction #ReBuildCagayan What an interesting name Jurisdiction. Is this the Jurisdiction of Legal Justice and Equality that has been grossly and severely abused by so, so many Political Criminals worldwide? The Next resolution deals with alcohol sale and consumption in the local barangay Gonzaga. Penablanca Ordinance No 220.2-2016 about Environment protection. Sta Teresita franchise and operation of Tri-Cycles. The Privilege hour and Other Matters deals with overload of Jeepneys taxis loaded with people on the top roof. Hon BM Pascual and Cristopher Barcena speaks again on Global Warming. Keith: Solved forever with www.TurnOffLights.com They ask to meet with Dept of Energy and other Commissioners to discuss these pollution and man made disasters.

The Board asks for moratorium on repayment of home loans affected by this massive tragedy that will repeat until our world actually STANDS UP and unifies all of mankind by leveling all playing fields of life. Adjournment is at 11:52 am as the visitors are invited to lunch with the board.

Keith: the most powerful ministries broadcasts in world history and direct visits are RIGHT IN FRONT of our entire world. Few people in the history of mankind have survived so many capital and felony crimes, much less been unable to actually find the true honest and ethical persons who actually uphold our basic civil right laws.

### Sunday, Nov 13, 2016.

Back at Tuguegarao Victory Church today. Starting with missionary report from Pakistan apostle (name ?) The sermon series continues with ‘Truth Be Told’ Ephesians 1:13-14 “ And you also were included in Christ when you heard the message of truth, the gospel of your salvation. When you believed, you were marked in him with a seal, the promised Holy Spirit, 14 who is a deposit guaranteeing our inheritance until the redemption of those who are God’s possession—to the praise of his glory.” Then Keith quotes Colossians 1:9 For this reason, since the day we heard about you, we have not
stood praying for you. We continually ask God to fill you with the knowledge of his will through all the wisdom and understanding that the Spirit gives,

Arthur Cabo is the speaker today. Pastor Ross is with family his mother is 86 years old.

Week 3 is The parable of the Lost Prodigal Son. Click: luke 15:13-32

Previous stories are The Lost Sheep and the Lost coin. These are about the Community Flock, money, and family. Christ ministered to the Tax collectors and Sinners. Keith: This is nora.Beardsley@irs.gov and amanda.D.Houston@irs.gov who actively prevent the arrests of criminals who stole mega millions of Intellectual property and actual real cash+assets worth over $3 Million USD starting Nov 4, 2007, Aug 4 2010, Feb 4 2011, Oct 4 2011 to Jan 28 2014. Christ spoke about the individual sheep lost out of the flock of 100. Each was important and valued. Now the lost sheep is humanity as the Block group of blackened blemished shameful sheep is most of mankind.

The Lost Coin is about one sinner who repents. K: the vices of our world are the extreme crimes being committed against each other because of their pure prostituted spectacle greed. The ONLY solution is the unification of all of mankind with SolutionGovernment.com URLiDent.com and even the original SolutionRedDot.com delivered to world and USA Military on Sept 25, 2011. 1868 days have elapsed from Kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 to today. 1876 from Sept 25. 21,275 since my birth Aug 15, 1958

The Prodigal son expresses many sub-stories of master teachings about obligations to self, family, and community. Arthur states that both sons are ‘lost’. Few consider the older son. Point 1 Loving Father. God is a righteous and just Creator. The Jews only refer to Father as Abraham, the patriarch of the split between Jewish and Muslim religious cultures. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishmael

Point 2 The LostNess of Man. This deals with all the prostituted vices. K: Solved using SolutionFinal.com to create SolutionDrugs.com and the other prevention anti-vice methodologies. Arthur: The older son was bitter and resentful about his young brother and his father’s attitude. This was understandable and justified. K: There is really no additional information to show if the older son was at fault or not. There is only a single exchange of verse 29-30 with no additional verbiage.

Point 3 Eternal Life. Arthur speaks about God’s presence in our daily lives. K: The dynamic nature of GOD is different than what many pastors and theologians have been publishing for centuries. This is truly explained in IseeIunderStand.com as well as first hand observations and continuation of humanity history recorded by FatherKeith.com

Isaiah 64:4 “… and all our righteous acts are like filthy rags;’ K: Read the rest yourself. End of sermon. Announcements and Offertory include upcoming Nov 19 baptism, blood drive, and a video on Dec 04, 2016 9 am CSU Caritan Gymnasium of the 29th church anniversary celebration of “Better Tugueder.”

Luke 9:16 is the Offertory prayer on 5 loaves and 2 fish that Christ gave to his disciples to distribute to the 3,000 people gathered to hear the absolute Truth. K: This is now theTruthVault.com and IseeIunderstand.com in completed and comprehensive format to restore total Peace, Equality, Justice, and Harmony to all of mankind once and forever.

Pastor Rice is the founder of Victory Church (USA college student) back in ?1984 timeframe.

This is the contents of YouTube.comBuiltByKeith #409 video just uploaded during today’s service.


Keith saves our world with UNILocracy.com to avoid dead on arrival self genocide of mankind. Blessed are only those who fearlessly protect the rights of all others, including at the expense of their own lives. This is membership in UNITYurl.com with new world society UNIcraacy.com.

I am the ultimate white hat blacklister in world history.

Until humanity destroys the criminal ruling elite, they will be enslaved by those who wrangle them disabled and dead in spirit.

The life and death cycle of humanity is at the most critical junction of world genocide. Only a few notice or care. I work fearlessly acting with wisdom for all of humanity on behalf of God.

I personally have a few remaining issues with God himself on why HE has not directly intervened in now 9 years of pure hell caused by one antiChrist satanic devil named Robert Dee Rose, Atlanta Georgia based super criminal shown on wherelisRobertRose.com, manhuntRose.com, theFinalTerrorist.com, and KShama.me, AgileLaw.com FineHomeTechnologies.com and OneOceanBahamas.com are the
perfect black collar crime cabal antiChrist enterprises enslaving all of you This is done by stealing all your assets including terrorist attacks on your banks, corporations, government, and military by remote infiltration. Most politicians are the absolute worst bought off criminals. These are the most critical composite compositions of the true nature of humanity and the solutions to remedy all the faults and greed of mankind.

I attend as many world and church events as humanly possible. I have become universal in Gods true nature to unify all religions. No one or group has accomplished this because of human greed and desire to create exclusive membership of haves versus have-nots. SolutionGod.com shows our mutual world how to finally unify under our one mutual creator. I ask our world to support each other with FatherKeith.com using BidOnKeith.com master teaching ministries.

My new wife Marites with MaryRights.com remains abysmally distressed over almost any small worry or issue. She has not ever been her own boss/manager and has not gone through the eye of any severe storm of life like I have done. Since we met online China to Hong Kong around March 2015 and first eye ball visit June 27, 2015, much has changed in the world conditions of pure predatory prostituted greed of our world leadership and underground criminal elite enterprises.

Few in any levels of authority have ever asked the most critical questions of life to FatherKeith.com Duncan or discussed among themselves in open public forum the most basic questions and answers to the meaning of true life. I know why.

I have literally broadcast to our world through every available ways and means on the base prime and primal issues of mankind. This includes the solutions to alter the course of humanity with the simple application of SolutionFinal.com. Once these solutions at http://www.BuiltBykeith.com are deployed, the paradise of Heaven as it is here on Earth becomes your reality. This is the true order since Heaven surrounds you from below the ground you stand on, to the stars in the universe above you.

This uploaded to IseeiUnderStand.com at 12:10 pm today.

### Friday, Nov 11, 2016


The world will always be ‘beyond shocked and choked into nonexistence of death’ by the Criminal Ruling Elite. I remain far beyond outraged that no honest person in any authority level has been identified and commissioned to represent any of your rights. Post the USA elections, the true abdicated abscessed abyss of our democratic republic systems remains at the highest Def Con 5 level of extinction because of the pure raw adulterated and prostituted greed of the specific individuals I have shown our entire world how to Identify and remove from society with www.URLiDent.com and SolutionGovernment.com

It is high noon here in Amulung Philippines. I have never hid from anyone, defaulted or defrauded anyone in my entire life. So WHY have I formulated, broadcast, and endured the absolute worst series of felony, capital, and crimes against humanity in all of recent history? The answer is simple. Because this has always been my pure nature to solve problems at all levels of society then teach the rest of humanity how to cure themselves of the explainable tragedies that are all part of their own spiritual history.

Today I am lethargic for a variety of simple reasons. I only had a little fresh bread this morning as it was overcast with our world void of any major transactions. This entire time I have monitored, observed, and created your new world society perfect standardized methodology to ensure that all criminals are brought to justice with minimum delays and their extremely simple methods of buying their way out of the public court of opinion view.

The breadth of life knowledge I have gifted all of humanity encompasses all realms of issues, conflicts, problems, and even international wars with the specific logical reasoning instructions to inoculate our world from self-destruction. A few churches I have first hand observed use the language of ‘indoctrination’ to brain wash their prospective and current members into blind-sheep submission to the will of their cult leaders. Of course they pass the collection plate-bag known as PTL = ‘Praise The Lord’ which is really ‘Pass The Loot’ as exemplified by Jim Bakker of Charlotte N.C. USA history of 1970’s.

The true nature of almost all humanity is the diversion of GUILT away from their own crimes, vices, and really bad attitudes that proof beyond any doubt of their self-entitlement mindsets. So many people are in full scale panics of worry-stress as they moan, groan, bitch, complain, and object to almost everything in
front and behind them. Only a few of us are of true pure mindset to serve others regardless of the extreme situations that surround all of us.

Despite identifying each and every criminal for now 9 years based ONLY on their own signatures, evidence, and crime sprees, no honest person in authority has ever been identified to put these hardened criminals into the justice wheel barrel of monkeys. For the Gorillas and monkeys are those who control almost all our economic and spiritual systems as previously specified with these world broadcast publications.

Everyone uses single word excuses and object to the omission of single dot i’s and cross Ts. This includes line item #6 on the world famous Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 that clearly states 100% legal to own, possess, and use any firearm. Dismissed on July 15, 2011 when Ms. Bashama (the con-artist bungled Burglar black-wideo pirate thief refuses to testify or pursue prosecution against Keith Duncan because not only did Keith do absolutely NOTHING WRONG, he has been turning over all the criminals crime sprees since day one to all law enforcement, public, churches, and government agencies this entire time.

Sidebar, my own new wife Marites is still going ‘stir-crazy’ despite seeing these world educational results in action since the first time we met in person on June 27, 2015 in Hong Kong and went to Victory Peak overlooking the harbor and SKY100. Bus route 13 is the fast path as their incline railroad tram is very expensive with really long lines. Reminds me of the Chattanooga Tenn Incline railway that goes to top of LookOut Mountain. I returned to that historical Civil War 1864 battle site with Dr. Barb Serle in fall of 2014. She owes me over $6,000 USD of my own cash back despite her objections it was a ‘gift’. Just like Ms Bashama convinced everyone that my BuiltBykeith.com LLC mega-millionaire enterprises ‘GIFTED’ her over $40,000 USD from Nov 2010 to Feb 3, 2011 per Marietta GA USA P.D. 1.11.2506.99 four time forged Police Dept report used to CREATE the TPO 11.1.1171.99. They did not even bother to re-forge all the closed and inactive dates on this 5 pages of pure CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY information that was NEVER updated to accurately reflect ANY of the multitudes of crimes committed against the ONE Man/Son of humanity who represents GOD’s best sovereign interests and ownership this entire time.

Life as the world knows it will soon perish in the 13 plagues as broadcast on BBK20160828-Broadcast13PlaguesRevelations-SolutionGOD-394.pdf seen below on page 52.

I go back to Amulung Disaster Risk Management center now to re-broadcast as more storm clouds gather on the Eastern Front of my home nearby. I will AGAIN be a MEGA-MILLIONAIRE once these criminals are seized with the trillions of $$$ criminal assets I have already formally claimed as my own First LIEN for being the #1 Whistleblower in the history of all mankind.

When I self refer myself as Son of Humanity/sovereign ambassador of God, this is the most truthful of all explanations of exactly WHY I am here from Heaven as it is here on Earth. This also explains the scripture of John 10:30 that I have never taken out of context in relationship with all of God’s teachings.

It is now 7:45 pm as Ezekiel says his prayers with Marites in our bed as we still have no promises of restored electrical power. I am down to no more than $100 USD of total accessible cash. I am reserving the last $400 in my chase.com account to pay for the $110 USD per month storage fee in Atlanta GA on my 1930 Model A Ford. I drove it to world history from March 2014 until Nov 20, 2014 when I bought $11,000 Toyota Sequoia SUV to drive 10 weeks across the USA on the mission of mercy for all mankind.

Everyone I go is to the greatest places of needs. Everyone I go, I directly contact the highest levels of all authority as well as broadcast the absolute TheTruthVault.com to the rest of our depraved world of sinners and vice-crime ridden invested communities who seldom have a clue what is occurring around them. This is their own enslavement and economic torture by the simple various ways and means I have been observing, documenting, and publishing for now decades. I have been victimized so severely, lost literally BILLIONS of $$$ in intellectual Property, and have therefore completed each of the worlds first and only solutions to reverse the course of human history. Everyone benefits once YOU, my 7.46 billion people take Action. This can not be reduced to less step by step methodologies standardized procedures.

Yes, even I often loose enthusiasm for maintaining peace and decorum in my daily world activities because of the absolute abysmal apathy and crime-vice sprees of most of humanity. I sleep now. FatherKeith.com Duncan who has always been totally open source projector sage visionary of all time to become the most powerful reformation evangelist crusader in world history, like Rev Billy Graham.

###
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### Tuesday, Nov 8, 2016  

USA election day tragedy of all time. I am back at Cagayan Board Member (vice governor) weekly meeting as no one told me it was not normal Wednesday. I am meeting with their top level board members and Melvin Boy Vargas about B.M. Resolution for RebuildCagayan.PH and **SolutionHousing.com** that forever solves the poverty of all of Philippines and rest of world. This occurs with Direct Funding overseen by the mission teams from NGOs, non-Profits, Red Cross, and especially mega churches who come to this ‘GROUND ZERO’ devastation. When they see the extreme poverty and damage that occurs with minor and major weather cycles, they will contact the millions of people to send DIRECT FUNDING. This bypasses all the political corruption, graft, back-pocketing, and extreme red-tape paper chase conspiracies that drain YOUR resources to the coffered coffins of the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’.

I arrived at 11:30 am as the OTHER MATTERS section of this meeting. Perla is sitting next to Ross Resuello who is also a key member of rebuilding our entire world.

POP  People Of (Em)Powerment representative is arriving soon as the 7 attending B.M. and about 15 people in public gallery wait with small talk. This group appears to be part of the executive group who helps determine funding and directives for the other agencies. Budgeting has always been the most critical key feature of any government, organization, corporation to accurately identify the cash flow supply chain from taxpayers through agencies that benefit all citizens. This is [http://www.UNIocracy.com](http://www.UNIocracy.com) in it's entirety.

PUBLICITY has always been the key conflictual issue to overcome and overthrow the political corruption that has permeated all of mankind since the dawn of life. LGOs are Local government organizations. NGOs are non government organizations that are mostly non-profit service providers when the governments fail to uphold each of the rights of their own citizens. In the most broadest exposure of human nature, NGOs only exist because of Political Corruption prostituted in bankers bed with underground black market enterprises like [TheFinalTerrorist.com](http://TheFinalTerrorist.com)

There will never be greater crimes against humanity than the ability of criminals to pervert and manipulate the man made laws that were originally created to protect the rights of all others. The meeting is now adjourned at 11:46 am.  RBC is the only cable network video recorder of these proceedings as I have personally visited their offices in Tuguegarao at least 6 times so far.

I sent text message to Jessica Bacud cell (63) 0916-177-7108 with contents of:

BM Resolution ReBuildCagayan.PH + **SolutionHousing.com** mass media exposure changes all Philippine history with world church + NGO non-profit direct funding by inviting mission teams who bypass all foreign political graft back pocketing. Land title ownership also eliminates all bamboo shacks and sharecropper squatters as seen first hand on [www.TheTruthVault.com](http://www.TheTruthVault.com) video broadcasts.  [FatherKeith.com](http://www.FatherKeith.com) Duncan

Other persons texted are my most favorite representative BM Honorary Perla Tumaliuan.

30 minutes ago I went by Mary Ann office at the Dept of Economic Development. She is in Manila at conference meetings right now.

Yesterday at 3:54 pm I sent text message to NBI Deputy Director Ferdie Lavin to Contact PNP Cagayan Region 2 Lt Col Renato B Mallonga  Police Superintendent to debrief mastermind for Humanity [URLiDent.com](http://URLiDent.com) for Interpol Deployement. or [FatherKeith.com](http://www.FatherKeith.com) to interview PNP Chief Bata Dela Rosa schedule.  I have 32 pesos on my Globe account, $160 USD of my LAST world funds in my wallet with 260 pesos cash and that is ALL with about $1,200 USD stuck in my [chase.com](http://www.chase.com) and criminal [WellsFargo.com](http://www.WellsFargo.com) bank accounts that WF refuses to release to me since I can not STAND in front of a WF teller to retrieve my very own $617 USD funds they BLOCKED because I was cyber attacked by others years ago. That is solved forever by [SolutionBankFraud.com](http://www.SolutionBankFraud.com)

The political criminals will soon overthrow and enslave the rest of humanity. Since I have never been a doomsday sayer, clearly I am the one and only true visionary guru sage who has paved the way of total righteousness to all of humanity.

This is how to **UNIFY all of Mankind with [UNIocracy.com](http://www.UNIocracy.com)** New World Society that forever removes the New World Order of the Criminal Ruling Elite.

As I have NEVER recovered a single penny of any of my stolen lifetime assets BECAUSE of the most massive criminal attacks on you, my 7.46 billion people. No honest persons can be found.
The most atrocious crimes against humanity have been occurring for past decades, and no one really cares, much less notices. Terrorist attacks, cyber crime massive infiltration, and the overthrows of our corporations and governments are imminent, just like throughout our war induced comas throughout mankind history. The true reality is there has only been one recent true Messianic Messenger in recent times who has provided the solutions to humanity to reverse the self-genocide of the human race. ONE true man and son of humanity. The truth or consequences of the current prostituted conspiracy systems of divide and conquer shall result in the death of humanity since GOD has not intervened in a really long time based on the historical advance and declines of all these generations of fools, bigots, racists, and of course, the Criminal Ruling Elite.

I sent MORE emails and made direct emails to many people just yesterday, just like I have flooded the domain of the internet with the most critical cause and effects of the decline of mankind. I sent voice mail to Norfolk VA Federal Judge Raymond Jackson to RUN to the FBI-AG to confess his multiple felony and capital crimes against keith brent duncan (lower case) as his life is in danger of being murdered by Robert Dee Rose for the information he has sealed on Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 so NO one can see the absolute TRUTH of TheTruthVault.com Only a FEW people and this really long list of confirmable criminals have NOT been notified for now +9 years of pure hell of the original 3 promissory notes of $109,800 USD per Forsyth County GA USA Judgment 08SC-1345, IRS Whistleblower Feb 2009, 658, and the well over $3 million USD of original personal and business real and actual possessions stolen and sold off by ROSE, murdered Brian Walker (cremated of course), the Duncan Clan, and anyone who just waltzed into my 6326 Brandywine Trail, Norcross GA 30092 or 981 Laurel Springs Lane, Marietta GA 30064 leased home to convert the most extreme intellectual property and original published patented self stick original inventory into well over a Billion USD in cash. No exaggerations have ever been implied or stated.

I am down to about $180 USD in actual cash, about $500 in chase.com and $620 being held hostageForProfit.com by WellsFargo.com after my entire life and honor have been discredited by ROSE and the longest list of criminal terrorists shown on WhereIsRobertRose.com ManHuntRose.com TheFinalTerrorist.com and the last kshama.me Why? only I know these absolute truths.

The six sequenced *keith.com websites have been FollowKeith.com BuiltByKeith.com BidOnkeith.com CreatorKeith.com SaviorKeith.com and the last FatherKeith.com Each has been broadcast for the most specific, laser focused purposes in world history. To TEACH our entire world how to actually Thrive and Prosper by removing 1. All Political Criminals forever. 2. Identify and banish all other criminals 3. Remove the supply and demand of all VICE starting with SolutionDrugs.com 4. remove all world poverty and hunger with the other SolutionHousing.com SolutionEmploy.com SolutionPeace.com SolutionDefense.com (original SolutionRedDot.com testified by Langley AirForce Base sub-contracted gate guards 6 months AFTER Sept 25, 2011 Sunday evening 4 hour debriefing), and the other +77 divined and ordained websites that reveal the true nature of the relationships between humanity and our one mutual Creator I sometimes call DAD.

How could this be happening in real time?
Why can no honest persons be found to actually Uphold the existing Constitutional and Statue Laws that enforce Justice and the protection of individual rights at all levels.

Now we start the 10:30 am Victory Church service. Pastor Ross Resuello is back with 'Truth Be Told' sermon series. 10:30 am, 3:30 pm, 5:30 pm service at their main new Bagay Road church still under construction. +300 can attend in their temporary worship center, more when they FINALLY just have an interview with world renowned FatherKeith.com Duncan who can help fund their entire construction as well as fund ALL rebuilding of our entire world. Pastor shows photo slides of their current ministries, events including gaming, feeding events, when he was recently at a workshop HERE at Victory Site. ROSS says do not worry about your business, your life, your ??, as GOD will take care of you. another WOW. Just how does humanity actually expect to grow, prosper, and thrive. the word WORRY is contrasted 100% with ACTION to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. THAT is the golden commandment wrapped into one authority that almost everyone ignores and shuns..
The ‘Truth Be Told’ as an examination of the parables of Jesus. Today the Parable of the Mustard Seed, and the Yeast. Pastor Marie (lady) gives the sermon today, not Ross. Last week was the Parable of the Sower. (see below). Keith: Romans 13:6 NIV This is also why you pay taxes, for the authorities are God’s servants, who give their full time to governing.

Marie: Luke 13 (NIV) Repent or Perish The Parables of the Mustard Seed and the Yeast 18 Then Jesus asked, “What is the kingdom of God like? What shall I compare it to? 19 It is like a mustard seed, which a man took and planted in his garden. It grew and became a tree, and the birds perched in its branches.”

The Kingship and Dominion of GOD! is is the Rule and Reign over all of creation. Matthew 6:9-10 “the Lord’s Prayer’. She speaks about a video series of “Band of Brothers’ in WWII (I believe in France). Each knew their purpose to protect the others first. Christianity started to become the predominant religion of Eurpoe back in era 300 A.D. for a variety of reasons. They did not abort or sell off their babies (slavery or for cash), they nurtured stable husband-wife relationships, and spoke out about vice and crime.

1. Unstoppable Growth. Luke 13:19. Short video. The mustard seed is one of the smallest of all. yet when it grows, it is the largest of garden plants and becomes a tree. “If you have faith as small as a mustard seed, nothing will be impossible for you. Matthew 17:20. Seeds are usually about 1 to 2 mm millimetres (0.039 to 0.079 in). 100 years after Christ, 10,000 christians existed. 6 million in 300 Ad. 36 million in 400 A.d. Today is 1 out of every 3 claim they are Christian at 31%. Keith: Islam is now growing past 33%, replacing Christianity as the leading world religion faith.

In 1984, Victory Church started with American Missionaries Rice by USA college students in Manila. 33 years later, in 46 nations host Victory churches. There are 7,000 Victory groups in Manila, 76 providential churches exist with 31 in just Manila area. In mid 1990’s Pastor Ross Reusello started the Tuguegarao Victory Christian Fellowship.

Maria states: “do not despise the smallest of beginnings’. she shares story of a husband and child killed by India group because they refuse to renounce Christianity. Another. The husband goes to bible study unexpectedly. When he returns, he picks up his wife. She is surprised and pleased asking what happened. The husband replied, Pastor says we should carry our burdens.

Second variety, husband hugs his wife after attending bible study the first time. Surprised, the woman asks again. what happened. Husband replies, Pastor says we must love our enemies.


The sermon ends with prayer, then song with offertory. The Truth Be Told IS theTruthVault.com and this world broadcast on http://www.IseeIunderStand.com as the new ERA3 of your new world society of UNIocracy.com

Balai Carmela, Carig, Tuguegarao City. Water Baptism, Attendance fee 100pesos. is their Water Baptism, Saturday Nov 19, 2016 9 am. Blood Drive on Nov 26, 2016 8 am to 3 pm Victory Center Bagay Road. Victory 29th Anniversary.

Keith: 5 Luke 12:4 “I tell you, my friends, do not be afraid of those who kill the body and after that can do no more… But I will show you whom you should fear: Fear him who, after your body has been killed, has authority to throw you into hell. Yes, I tell you, fear him.

Keith: Luke 12:22 Do Not Worry 22 Then Jesus said to his disciples: “Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat; or about your body, what you will wear.’

Offertory Luke 12:32: “Do not be afraid, little flock, for your Father has been pleased to give you the kingdom. End of this world broadcast session. TAKE ACTION, I COMMAND our entire world. FatherKeith.Duncan sends out to WORLD.

### Friday, Nov 4, 2016 at ViceGovernors Board Member weekly Meeting. Writing world history as I have done my entire life, every available ways and means. Read to the END as everything else is YOUR free will choice to TAKE ACTION to fearlessly protect the rights of all others once and forever.

---
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I just found BBK20161104-DarkCollarCrime-March2007-wpdfcc.pdf (now on IseeIunderStand.com describing the worse crimes of Dark Collar Crime versus ClearCollarCrime.com that covers almost all aspects of the human psychology of primal crime and HOW to prevent almost all crime in the first place. This one document was published March 12, 2007 and was shown to Robert Dee Rose during months of pre-partnership meetings in summer of 2007. ROSE knew exactly my extensive anti-crime methodology in this one White paper as well as my extensive, now 40 years, of creating perfect computer and human systems. With this extreme knowledge, ROSE is now easily a BILLIONAIRE as well as known as a/the Anti-Christ to be hunted by all of humanity, including all criminals will be ManHuntRose.com to seize and capture ROSE's massive criminal assets.

### Friday, Nov 4, 2016. At Cagayan Governors Board Member meeting #16 Sangguniang Panlalawigan. At 11 am as they were meeting with Vice Governor Hon Melvin K Vargas Jr to plan for this meeting. All Board members are present with excused absences of Larry Ting, Karen Turnigan, Jesus Florencia Vargas. I am introduced as the World Broadcast Journalist Correspondent by Vilmer Viloria. Perla Tumaliuan met with me briefly on http://www.ReBuildCagayan.PH and SolutionHousing.com that also changes your world history once and forever. C1 is Committee on Finance and Appropriation on CY 2016 Supplemental Annual Investment program of Tuguegarao City. C2 is on PBSP (Philippine Business for Social Progress including programmatic testing for drug resistant Tuberculosis (PMST) and grant of authority for visiting consultant-physicians.

D1 + D22 Maria Pascual offers resolution for planting trees and providing tree seedlings to all LG - local governments. Rodrigo De Asis makes note that trees caused most of damage to infrastructure including blocking roads. Keith: This can easily be mitigated by clusters of trees in open areas away from power lines and buildings. Shade trees can easily be trimmed and pruned to reduce damage while providing protection from the high UV sun rays that affect everyone. Even planting fast growing bamboo thickets is a huge environmental benefit to prevent erosion and supply building materials. My own brother Doug is a resident Cary(Raleigh NC) USA expert on tree farming and land management, despite the following crimes. Send HIM to Philippines as part of his court order SENTENCING for the Death Threats he has made against his own brother documented on kshama.me. This ties to the Duncan Tree Farm LLC in Chatham County, Siler City, N.C. USA (tied to criminal terrorist Douglas Vernon Duncan DOB Jan 17, 1954, SS 243-86-004x. I am #3 of my siblings.

D2.3 Resolution. Seal of Good Local Governance was awarded here. Only 306 Local Government unites out of total 1672 in all of Philippines received this award. Only 5 out of 306 are in this providence Cagayan Valley region with #1 first class municipality of Lal-lo. Awarded by DILG (dept of interior and Local Government) D2.5 lease of Cagayan Provincial Sub-office in Cubao, Quezon City, Manila.

D2.6 are resolutions of the Provincial Planning and Development Coordinator and PDC-EXCOM for funding current and on-going Cagayan projects. D.2.6 Res No 04. Series of 2016. Refunding of 26M Pesos, 31M Pesos for Typhoon Lawin Calamity victims. Addendum 1. Resolution appealing to President Rodrigo R. Duterte for 5 Billion Pesos for damage to gov infrastructures, crops, homes. This is 104 Million USD sponsored b Hon Rodrigo C. De Asis. Keith: This is so easy to raise with mass world publicity of SolutionHousing.com and http://www.ReBuildCagayan.PH

Hon Malia Rosaro Que speaks about the respond to evaluation of damages during calamities like Typhoons. This includes connections with NGO-Non government organizations for disaster risk mitigation to validate actual greatest places of needs. She is one of the daughters of Delfin Ting (ex-mayor) who I have met and interviewed. Her brother is B.M. Hon Larry Ting. Re-roofing materials is a prime need after any super typhoon as well as basic water and food. Many of the worst hit areas are next to the rice and corn fields next to the huge Cagayan River.

Most of the conversation is now in Tagalog as I am actively POSTING to major YouTube.com videos on TRUMP vs Hillary as TRUMP claims FBI is investigating Clinton for major indictments of crimes against US, the PEOPLE. Repost to WORLD, Kill ALL Political Corruption forever with SolutionGovernment.com 7.46 Billion of our people benefit with most massive one way transfer of TRILLIONS of $$$ from crime enterprises back to OUR people.. Read to END and TAKE ACTION. THAT is truly all this is fearlessly required by 7.46 billion People.
Nov 1, 2016 All Saints Day. Reference Non-Profit Humanitarian Aid of RebuildCagayan.ph to SEND mission teams to Philippines for first hand rebuild of WorldSchoolFund.com schools, towns, and bamboo hut homes into Concrete structures. The TRUE DEPLORABLES are the underground TheFinalTerrorist.com super criminal terrorists who BUY the Corrupt Politicians around our world to PREVENT their own criminal death row and prison convictions. This is caused BY their ability to DELETE electronic criminal evidence and to threaten fear and ultimate intimation against the last Integrity drive persons who fearlessly protect the rights of all others.

### Repost to STOP all Political Criminals and Corrupt Corporate Executives FOREVER with http://www.SolutionGovernment.com delivered TO the National News Media, All Churches, and of course your extensive NETWORK of family, business, and church friends. TheTruthVault.com is the worlds FIRST BuiltByKeith.com clearinghouse of ALL world saving solutions. Click: https://youtu.be/K86okW9ye0o

### Repost to world Press Conferences Release to Mankind today. Oct 30, 2016. Title: #401 ReBuildCagayan.ph Restores HUMANITY UNIocracy.com #1 Crime free of terror. BuiltByKeith SolutionGovernment.com is the only solutionFinal.com to ensure Humanity's legacy survival from the Criminal Ruling Elite.

Join UNITYurl.com to command all governments remove all criminals from society. TheTruthVault.com reveals all to mankind on HOW to solve all their own root and macro problems, issues, and even world conflicts once and forever. Send Mission Teams to our area and CONTACT FatherKeith.com Duncan and Jonathan CamCam in Amulung to See and Understand the absolute truths. World Funding is easy by SEIZING the TRILLIONS of criminal $$$ starting with Death Row convictions of TheFinalTerrorist.com using Patriot Act and Military intention.

past ### Wednesday, Oct 26, 2016. Now at Tuguegarao Board Member meeting with Vice Governor Hon. Melvin Vargas Jr', session #15. Next to me is OWWA (Director ‘Billie’ Roberto. Bassig who oversees the regional Overseas Workers Welfare Administration commission. Their director is Romeo Pablo at 0917-504-7915 , Reg Welfare Office 2. I shared both SolutionHousing.com MaryRights.com and SolutionGovernment.com that rebuilds all of Philippines as well as all other nations who UNIFY to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. This is the most powerful reformation movement in world history as one prime world problem solved then cascade creates the solution for the next major world problems. These are in top world priority order of:

2. Identification and seizure of all criminals and their assets (URLiDent.com Borderless Justice) including ManHuntRose.com as theFinalTerrorist.com tied to PCTerror.com cyber attacks of ClearCollarCrime.com that is the true #1 world conflict devastation of world societies.
3. Redistribution of trillions of $$$ in all currencies back to all citizens to build new self reliant communities to unload the slums of our world. SolutionManifesto.com using SolutionFinal.com
4. Replacement of all corrupt leaders worldwide with new honest integrity driven leadership cross trained with TeamMoneyMachine.com and other ethics based educational solutions using free WiFi internet and IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com technology demonstrated by world broadcasts such as SelfProStick.com
5. TurnOffLights.com goes public to reduce all world energy by 10 to 50% in next few months/year. 6. Unification of all religions including agnostics, atheists, gay/lesbian rights, human right activated activist groups, and other leadership that protects the rights of children, women, families, business, and government institute entities.

CONTACT BidOnKeith.com and all Governments, Military, Churches, PUBLIC as I have been directing/requesting/ordering/commanding for now +9 years based on Nov 4, 2007 AntiChrist Robert Dee Rose attempts to enslave me into his own super crime RICO organizations BECAUSE of my extensive abilities to create Perfect Computer Systems that he wanted to CREATED the perfect Criminal Ruling Elite. Share with our fellow one New World Citizens of UNIocracy.com, that WE are the PEOPLE who must control and manage ALL our leadership at corporate and government levels by treating EVERYONE as highly paid consultants who REPRESENT our best interests and NOT their own cons-practice practical piracy of our tax dollars, resources, rights, and assets. You, my people will SEIZE the trillions of $$$ USD/ Euros/pesos/etc criminal wealth with SolutionMilitary.com and URLiDent.com to re-build our entire
world with SolutionHousing.com and WorldSchoolfund.com and all other ONLY solutions broadcast on TheTruthVault.com and cross reference indexed gifted to humanity on http://www.BuiltByKeith.com WHO crowd funds the WORLD ministries as specified for most of FatherKeith.com Duncan's life. Time is YOUR and GOD's essence as I know exactly MY role in unifying all of mankind....

Start with contacting ReBuildCagayan.ph Jonathan CamCam in Amulung Philippines and SEND mission teams to our Ground ZERO devastation to personally SEE the REBUILDING of these schools, town halls, shelters, and new CONCRETE homes with the $500 MILLION USD owed by USA Government to FatherKeith.com per famous Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 Kidnapping Murder for hire treason conspiracies. $2 Million USD Bounty on Robert See Rose's head FROM the IRS Whistleblower Feb 2009, 658 held HostageforProfit.com by DAG Sally.Yates2@USDOJ.gov and so, so many others..... Keith's Cell is (63)0917-335-4300 in Philippines at Amulong, Cagayan Valley, Philippines 3505 with Military and PNPolice protection for all who TRAVEL to this new world society paradise of UNiocracy.com that is first FREE trade-travel, crime and drug free nation. Keith Duncan

### Sunday, Oct 30 2016. Another device on the network is using my IP device. LORD have MERCY? Is it a cyber criminal attacking me WHILE I am the ChristDomain.com of GOD.

Romans 12:1 NIV [ A Living Sacrifice ] Therefore, I urge you, brothers and sisters, in view of God's mercy, to offer your bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God—this is your true and proper worship.” FatherKeith.co is back at Victory Church Tuguegarao at 10:30 am Sunday am.

SERMON is TRUTH BE TOLD. K: This has always been my lifelong mission. Pastor Ross Reselluo is out with mission team today touring the barangays to help them. He is the leader of the local Ministers association who MUST be notified about ChristDomain.com SolutionHousing.com and even ReBuildCagayan.ph run by Jonathan CamCam at the center of Amulong, Cagayan Valley, Philippines 3505 epic ground zero of the Cat 5 Typhoon Lawin = Haima. The Youth Minister Director, P.J. Cabanes, is the speaker today. These members traveled to many communities to serve food and extend help to the places of greatest need. Calamities like typhoons are actually man made disasters for a variety of simple reasons. Global warming causes global flooding along with bamboo huts and temporary shelters wiped from the face of God’s earth with 160 mph = 250 Kilometers per hour winds driving everything horizontal.

The movie of ‘SlumDog Millionaire’ the feel-good film of the decade. by Danny Boyle earned 400 million USD with 1 Globe and 8 academy awards. Every best movie has the better than the Best Story. you be the JUDGE. the movie ‘One More Chance’ novel by Juan ?, was very popular. Stories have ability to transform our emotions to motivate us into ACTION. K: This is a KEY world wide problem that FEW can be motivated into anything unless they get immediate gratification and benefits that include CASH or equal wealth.

Matthew Chapter 13:4- The Parable of the Sower. Click: https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Matthew+13&version=NIV Read it yourself... Matthew 13:3-4 “And he told them many things in .” as I am on line with my own GLOBE modem today with login: A.R.M.Y. password: “ask keith…”

Week 1 of TRUTH be TOLD is the above prime directive/order/commandments. Most people will forget their commitments to GOD and humanity based on their own greed and distractions of life. Christ was speaking and seeking about the true natures of humanity hearts, minds, and souls. The difference is the soul soil. Hebrew 4:12 ‘For the word of god is living and Active…” The words of God are fully capable of changing the lives and directions of all of humanity. K: this is all the gifted solutions on BuiltByKeith.com

1. HARD HEART. >>> Matthew 13 “19 When anyone hears the message about the kingdom and does not understand it, the evil one comes and snatches away what was sown in their heart. This is the seed sown along the path.” Even children can understand and use the ethical principals of integrity of GOD and the fore-founding fathers/mothers of our world.

2. Shallow Heart aka HARD MIND. >>> Caused by PRIDE and ego as well as predatory Greed. Caused by FEAR. and the almost impossible ability to LEARN the TRUTHs of life. Caused by BITTERNESS and DISTRACTIONS. Matthew 13:21 “yet he has no root in himself, but endures for awhile, and when he ...” These are the two hour Sunday religious people who return to their viceful ways. K: How many of you contribute 10% of your entire lives and resources in service to OTHERS. This is the tithing back to GOD that DOES not command religious members to send 10% of their income to their leaders for their exclusive use. The bible also warns against the Teachers of the Law -Religious leaders. I page 36 of 89
attend INC indoctrination rally at 2 pm this afternoon as they also have been primarily BRAIN-WASHED into cult belief that they are ‘The ONLY true church of GOD’ known as Church of Christ. They are stunned when I speak the absolute truth about Jesus Christ actual ministry to UNIFY all of mankind.

Matthew 13:22 ‘As for what was sown among thorns, this is the the one who hears the word, but the cares of the world and the deceitfulness of riches choke the world, and it proves unfruitful.’

Pastor states that 99% of things we worry about are NOT current reality. K: This is shown in full color on SellyProStick.com (published Dec 7, 2014) and ReManAdate.com (published summer of 2011).

Pastor: Mark Twain stated: “I’ve had a lot of worries in my life, most of which never happened” Worrying is trying to control the uncontrollable Worry is a down payment on a problem you many never even have. If you have GOD and working faith and grace in your life, what do you have left to worry about.

James 1:17 “Every good gift and perfect gift is from above, coming down from the Father of the heavenly lights, who does not change like shifting shadows.” He speaks about being a medical student like India origin Sam and Sandy who I met just last week in this congregation with his friend Dilip.

3. Thorny Heart. >>> Self evident.

4. The Good Heart >>> Matthew 13:23. “…he indeed bears fruit and yields, in one case a hundredfold, in another sixty, in another thirty”

Ezekiel 36:26 “and I will give you a new heart, a new spirit I will put within you, And I will remove the heart of stone from your flesh and …” announcements and offertory.

1. Water Baptism is now at Nov 19 9 am at Four Dia? resort, Landa.. ?? Tug City.
2. Boodle Feast is Nov 5, Saturday at 3 pm Victory Church Bagay Rd.


### At 2:00 pm , I attend the INC Iglesia Ni Cristo Video presentation at People’s Gym in downtown Tuguegarao City, Cagayan Valley, Philippines to hear if they can convince or Convict ANYONE to join the INC cult style ministries. The gym is almost full with at least 2,500 people. Their pastors are in suits with ties and speaking in Tagalog. They chant and cant a rhythmic prayer for the audience to respond. I do NOT understand their statements, but I CAN see this is a form of brain washing compliance.

They start a video now on their different city countries where they have INC temples. They use almost the exact same church shape regardless of the size of congregation. That is true conformity. I was at their main Quezon INC temple back in Sept 2015 to interview their head Pastor Bro Eduardo Manalo for the exact same reasons I travel our world to UNIFY all CHURCHES once and forever. This is ChristDomain.com + SolutionIslam.com that equals SolutionGod.com

They show the typhoon that hit Australian land in 2013 destroying 1,200 homes. This Lawin Typhoon has destroyed hundreds of thousands of homes, mostly bamboo huts and shanties built on the edges of the rice and corn fields. The cities are not immune. On Nov 25, 2015 I covered the worse fire storm in Manila history on YouTube.com that was the original basis for SolutionHousing.com and TurnOffLights.com that are BOTH Nobel Peace Prize worthy. Japan typhoon is next covered with 97% damage to all homes. Kumamoto Japan. Then Hurricane Sandy in New York USA Gregory Worthern was in NYC times square. They have ‘International Aid for Humanity’. Hon Congressman Raymond Lesniak speaks.

In africa, they speak about how difficult it is to find jobs. this solved forever with http://www.TeamMoneyMachine.com that teaches our world HOW to start and run their very own small business and UN-HOOK from the meat cleaver of the corporate and government criminal worlds.

They state that 50 years from now, 1 out of every 3 people will live in SLUMS. I have shown this will occur in the very next FEW years and the numbers will be 90 to 95% as the Criminal Ruling Elite finally ENSLAVE the rest of our world BECAUSE of lack of education and the ability for humanity to REMOVE all criminal elements once and forever.

Yolanda Typhoon wiped out 5,000 people (died??) in the Philippines. Tacloban City area. They now speak about the housing ministry of building 500 homes. This is SolutionHousing.com with operational support from habitat for Humanity that is based IN my home town of Atlanta Georgia area. They built the small township around their main new temple. Indigenous People are their audience. Paracale Philippines.
Tampakan Philippines shows new bamboo huts construction in camp style format. The speak about Salvation on the Day of Judgment.

Then Guam is shown H.E. Amanda Gorely and H.E. David ? meet with Eduardo Manalo in South Africa. Then, the Israeli Ambassador visits with Manalo. Eduardo V. Manalo speaks on the 2014 installation of the historical marker on their office grounds on 100 year anniversary in Sept. I was at their main campus on exactly Sept 25, 2015 week for purposes STILL not understood by anyone.

Eduardo states ‘let the RICH man not glory in his riches.’. Eduardo, per news reports, had been embroiled in major controversies concerning his own brother, mother, and other pastors of INC over the last two years. I have NOT passed judgment on anyone. Most of society does an absolutely fine job of passing judgment on others without actually seeing the REAL evidence. This shown in the last video of https://youtu.be/d3EJScAPldo  ### World Press Release and REPOST to all Humanity. #1 Terrorists killed with Interpol URLiDent.com titled; #401 Ground Zero Philippines is #1 World Corrupt-crime free paradise. BuiltByKeith.com

K: I have always had MAJOR objections to many of the theology teachings and perversions of many church religions. Only a few religious master teachers show the true pathways of righteousness of HOW to actually fearlessly protect the rights of all others by the AUTHORITY, Resources, and education provided by our fore-founders since the dawn of alpha and omega rise of man.

Manalo states 'because these are the people who have been justified by God. “. and brought into the right relationship with GOD. “ it’s because they have been chosen and selected, he states. How did they come to have the true relationship with GOD. his answer: By the blood of Jesus. He states on WHO will actually be saved…. Only those who have been chosen and selected…. (paraphrased). Made righteous and acquitted of their sins…. Keith: Few people have a true relationship with EACH other, much less a relationship with our-my GodFather Creator. So how CAN they actually create a more perfect union with GOD. The answer (KEITH again) is to fundamentally serve others for their benefit and achievements with little regard for their own wealth, accumulation of assets, and power that is the true end result of pure, prostituted greed.

It is now 3:30 pm as I have a young boy sitting on my left who is watching the video and what I am doing. The video is now over as the three ministers are now speaking over a horrible sound system. Rey Ramirez (57 years old) is on my right. I voice recorded the last minute of their passionate, almost tearful prayer appeal. This is also another way to indoctrinate the masses even though I have no clue what he stated. The left boys choir is 75 strong with about 100 young women on the far upper right.

they are now giving out relief goods as most of the attendees are here to receive relief in exchange for listening to their video and parry prayer invitation. Rey states the Philippine Arena in Manila is one of the largest stadiums in the world. I, Keith Brent Duncan, will have no issue filling up ANY stadium around our world ONCE publicity with YOUR help, finally goes viral.

What truly amazes and continues to STUN me is the abject world poverty that is easily solved by the solutions I have hand delivered directly TO law enforcement, lawyers, public, the ‘FEDS’ at all levels, the military, to United Nations, USA Congress, Interpol, major world corporations, and of course YOU, my 7.44 Billion people who are so, so blinded by both ignorance and greed.

The last cycle of absolute poverty is upon the heads of all who have been enslaved as the criminal ruling elite shown to world by FatherKeith.com and identified by all citizens with Interpol URLiDent.com ENDS the slave trading enterprises that are the true self-genocide of mankind. The greatest transfer of wealth occurs from the seized criminal assets to be redistributed to all of mankind for the reasons stated above.

This has NEVER been completed in the history of man despite the formation of multiple levels and forms of government and control systems to ensure the rights of ALL children, women, men, families, communities, businesses and even churches are fearlessly protected BY these same people.

### end of service as NO one gets anything in form of relief supplies. This is clearly the indoctrination BAIT and SWITCH that is the hallmark trademark of a CULT brain washing organization that is reminiscent of the Bob Jones religious self-genocide cult of the 1970’s.
talents, and internalized accomplishments. In my dream, I am the neutral observer who watches this emotional drama unfold. Therefore, by passing no judgment on any of these people, I can easily understand the relationship cause and effects dynamics at a much higher intelligent quotient (IQ) level as well as see the micro fundamental interactions. I understand the tremendous struggles of the human race, just like my GodFather Christ Jesus and so many of our other fore-founders, messianic messengers, and persons of absolute truth. You can also.

One of the first requirements to ‘Enlightenment’ is to let go of your ego and pride in thinking you are the center of the universe. Even Christ was NOT perfect. That one statement and truth goes against almost all religious teachings in the Christian world. Jesus made mistakes, just like any mortal man. One of his biggest ‘mistakes’ was being fully UNIpolar that is an extremely rare genius mindset. I am also UNIpolar as described in the most extreme detail by myself as well as just a few others who truly understand my life focus.

This laser directive is to UNIFY all of MANKIND. This occurs as soon as our world understands the most tragic and reality based environment of pure prostituted GREED and sociopath behavior/actions of criminal terrorists such as Robert Dee Rose and key members of your own leadership at Corporate and Government levels. This true Satanic, devil based criminals are some of the most functionally competent persons in our world. They succeed by brain washing their victims into thinking they are kind, supportive, and working on behalf of those around them. In true reality, their entire thinking process revolves around stealing others blind and enslaving everyone around them. They have zero remorse, no true compassion, and can manipulate others by the most clever diversion tactics every devised by man.

They believe and try to obtain immortality by protecting themselves from any harm or danger. Once they go ‘over the edge’, they have no limits to the cruelty they inflict on others by justifying their own KING status. It is 3 am now as I remain contemplating the deepest ‘mysteries’ of our-your world and documenting these absolute truths to the best of my extreme abilities.

Everything I have experienced and recorded is 100% true and also part of your world reality.

The collapse of governments and corporations is inevitable based on historical re-occurrences of similar events since the dawn of man. Right now I am down to about $1,000 USD of my total lifetime cash reserves after loosing well over $3 Million USD in pre-tax saved earnings. This was caused by criminals of ROSE and many others who paid off rogue criminal agents INSIDE our own city, county, state, and federal agencies to MURDER Keith Duncan for Hire. This is the most extreme Landmark Class Action Miscarriage of InJustice in world history for a variety of reality stated conditions.

ROSE almost succeeded in having me civilly committed by the USA Attorney General’s office based on ALL evidence has always pointed at both ROSE, Ms. Bashama, and the growing number of satanic based web-concentric criminals in world history. No exaggeration or speculation has ever been implied.

Yes, not a ‘DAMNED’ soul has ever done anything at all to represent the first of any of my Constitutional, financial, legal, civil, cultural, and/or spiritual rights. In fact, those in all levels of authority have turned their blinded eyes AWAY from the truths of their own crimes and vice thinking no one will ever notice, much less bring them to total JUSTICE and EQUALITY using the methods I have personally delivered to our entire world.

My right hand is getting a little fatigue as I do have carpal tunnel syndrome from typing mega millions of reality words starting back at 7th grade at 70 w.p.m. It is 3:09 am as I go back to sleep with my new wife who is also going ‘STIR CRAZY’ worried about MONEY and her own future. For she has a common malady called living in an emotional box. She does not yet fully understand her own tremendous value to all of humanity as one of the the most powerful evangelists speaking on children, women, family and community rights.

I carefully observed and documented her life and sighted vision back in July 2015 when I first met her. These are in the early July .pdf files seen on http://www.IseeIunderstand.com I go back to sleep now truly wondering what GOD will do for YOU in the very near future since almost our entire world is totally incompetent and incapable of living outside their own self entitlement boxes….. Keith

### Wednesday, Oct 26, 2016. Now at Tuguegarao Board Member meeting with Vice Governor Hon. Melvin Vargas Jr’, session #15. Next to me is OWWA (Director ‘Billie’ Roberto. Bassig who oversees the regional Overseas Workers Welfare Administration commission. Their director is Romeo Pablo at page 39 of 89.
I shared both SolutionHousing.com MaryRights.com and SolutionGovernment.com that rebuilds all of Philippines as well as all other nations who UNIFY to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. This is the most powerful reformation movement in world history as one prime world problem solved then cascade creates the solution for the next major world problems.

These are in top world priority order of:
2. Identification and seizure of all criminals and their assets (URLiDent.com Borderless Justice) including ManHuntRose.com as theFinalTerrorist.com tied to PCTerror.com cyber attacks of ClearCollarCrime.com that is the true #1 world conflict devastation of world societies.
3. Redistribution of trillions of $$$ in all currencies back to all citizens to build new self reliant communities to unload the slums of our world. SolutionManifesto.com using SolutionFinal.com
4. Replacement of all corrupt leaders worldwide with new honest integrity driven leadership cross trained with TeamMoneyMachine.com and other ethics based educational solutions using free WiFi internet and IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com technology demonstrated by world broadcasts such as SelfProStick.com
5. TurnOffLights.com goes public to reduce all world energy by 10 to 50% in next few months/year.
6. Unification of all religions including agnostics, atheists, gay/lesbian rights, human right activated activist groups, and other leadership that protects the rights of children, women, families, business, and government institute entities.

Present today are Hilario Ting (son of Delfin Ting and brother of new Manila Congressman Randy Ting), Vilmer Viloria (prime presenter), Pastor Ross Resuello, Jesus Florencio Vargas, Perla Tumalian just returned from Manila today, Maria Pascual. Jean Ponce, Arnold Layus Jr., Karen Turingan that constitutes a quorum forum. The Agenda passes new ordinances concerning transportation, right of ways, and finance issues.

I spoke briefly with Hilario with my compressed world famous business card. Even Perla comes up to see me in the Press visitor gallery to say hello and acknowledged I went by her home Sunday right when President Duterte’s motorcade was touring through the back street I was using to go to Church of Christ 3 pm meeting.

Agenda D.2.5 strictly requires all contractors on government projects to post all signed billboards and sign-ages on details of the project including names, costs, duration of project completion. . Sponsored by Hon. Rodrigo C. DeAsis. Hon B.M. Maria Pascual asks for ordinance of penalties to be imposed for non-compliance and violations.

Agenda D.2.6 is the Health Care Facilities construction under the Health Facilities Enhancement Program of Dept of Health. Sponsor: Maria Olivia Pascual. Perla states full support of actually getting their entire health care system up to world standards. Keith: This is the preventative and proactive risk mitigation that I have detailed for now +7 years including the original FixMedicine.com that encompasses free annual preventative checkups for all world citizens of UNIocracy.com

Three weeks ago was the presentation by their chief regional Doctor describing the travesties of the lack of any significant funding to merge the hospital systems beyond the single level 1 care facility and 16 infirmaries in this region. The Next 2. Resolution is to commend the rescuers during the onslaught of super Typhoon Lawin (Haima) as a super calamity. Sponsor Hon Maria Olivia Pascual.

Agenda 3 Addendum commends Gov Mamba, Roman Catholic Church of Archbisop Sergio Utleg to use their churches as evacuation centers for evacuees. Sponsor Hon Rodrigo C. De Asis. A joint motion is offered to commend ALL churches including the Mormons, Latter Day saints of Jesus Christ. Keith: this is also WHY I have directly contacted the Mormon temples for years about the seed use of their massive genealogy database for use with Interpol URLiDent.com

Agenda 6 Addendum is resolution asking for moratorium of 12 months on payment of all Pag-iBig, GSIS and other similar financial institutions that funded housing projects in Cagayan Providence. Agenda 7. resolution to Dept of Education extending suspension of classes at all levels hit by Lawin until safe for resume of classes. Tuguegarao City, Penablanca, Iguig, Amulung, Baggao, Alcala, Enrile, Solana, Tuao, Rizal, Piat, Sto Nino. Keith: this is solved/prevented by world saving http://www.WorldSchoolFund.com Previously two months delay on the last major typhoon.
Agenda 8. Agriculture and Agrarian reform re letter of Sept 21, 2016 providing granting of equipment and livestock assistance to the province with Dept of Agriculture Field Office No 2. Keith visited them two weeks ago.


PRIVILEGE HOUR now commences.

Robert Bassig now speaks on the Overseas Workers Welfare Administration concerning the farmer victims. Financial assistance for Cagayan and Isabela providences. They ask for 3,000 Pesos for all families of OFW (oversea Workers). He estimates 5,000 families here have oversea workers. 30 million Pesos was the mentioned initial seeded funding amount. + 10,000 applications are expected.

The next meeting is NOT Wednesday, but Friday, November 4, 2016. This is the 9 year anniversary of when Keith was FIRST defrauded by super criminal Robert Dee Rose.

Critical world sidebar notice: NBI-Clearance.com Login: Kduncan2005@gmail.com, pw: xxxx  My new Permanent Visa Reference # FEF45a9a PENDING still as of Oct 26, 2016. (WHY).

Philippines Military press Credentials applied on Sept 17 at Fort Bonoficio at OACPA.Armym2012@gmail.com Col Benjamin L Hao GSC (INF) Office of the Army Chief Public Affairs, Fort Andrews Bonifacio, Metro Manila (near Forbes Park and Makati).

This 100% ties into my visit(s) to Regional Director PNP General Sosa here in Tuguegarao just last week to finally request they directly contact INTERPOL and Chief of Philippine PNP General Bato Dela Rosa as well as hosting press conferences to rest of our world.

Again, I have full broadcast capacity in my back pack that I even had created well over +12 years ago.

### Tuesday, Oct 25, 2016 Recap of past two days. On Monday I was at Amulung Disaster Risk Mitigation Center with the Mayor from 10 am until shutdown at 5 pm. I met Jerry, USA citizen from the United Nations who was interviewing the Mayors office, a military and PNP representative, and the local rescue team leaders. I immediately went to Jonathan CamCam's home and had Jon meet Jerry. I spent the rest of this historical day broadcast through facebook.com/BuiltByKeith, many emails, and a few updates to the +77 ordained and divined websites.

This entire time since Nov 4, 2007, not a SINGLE breathing, even ‘DAMNED’ soul, has ever represented any of my rights despite the well over $250,000, actually $450,000 USD I have spent of my own lifetime savings accounts to GO TO MARKET of the world. This includes well over $200,000 in LIAR-LAWYER fees to demand the return of my own defrauded assets taken under criminal false pretense by #1 super criminal terrorist Robert Dee Rose and Ms. Bashama seen by world on kshama.me and other broadcast websites. GO TO MARKET is the 100% free trade and new world society of www.UNIocracy.com where everyone travels freely with no restrictions. UNLESS, the other citizens have identified them as criminals, fraudsters, ‘deployables’, super criminals, banksters, corrupt politicians, underground criminal RICO enterprise, druggie, pick-pocket, or any other person who has NOT surrendered to the Court of Public Opinion of URLiDent.com

My entire life has been focus dedicated to serving other people by representing the best integrity principles of ethics as prescribed by my-our God Father Creator. Like Biblical JOB, I was one of the most righteous men alive who GOD turned over to all these satanic devils to test if I could preserve and persevere the worse of the crimes against humanity BY creating the prime and only solutions to PREVENT all these crimes in the very first place.

A POS is a Point of Sale terminal common throughout all marketplaces. It can be a simple piece of paper to record a contract agreement, or an expensive online terminal connected to a central mainframe of electronic record keeping documentation. In most arenas, these electronic records can be easily
manipulated, destroyed, altered, forged, and/or morphed into other documents with focused results of criminally profiteering using the ClearCollarCrime.com methods I have countered my entire life.

Few USA citizens understand that their own souls have been sold off by criminals way back in 1920's as corporate entities who have virtually NO rights to their own assets, possessions, and even right to life. THAT is why all USA court documents show your name as all capital letters.

For named specific county, state, and federal government criminal agents want me DEAD to prevent YOU, my people from putting them on Death Row, in Prison, and banned to the emptied world slums that they have helped create.

I just had a wayward chicken do a drive-by, walk through my home. We have no electricity since last Wednesday, Oct 19 Typhoon Lawin strike. No fans, no refrigerator, no lights at all. Few people can afford generators as even a small typical 5,000 Peso unit is now being profiteer priced about 10,000 pesos. These are all concerning the true market price dictated by economic supply and demand.

just posted on FaceBook.com/BuiltBykeith as the #1 most powerful ANTI-CRIME Evangelist in world history. I am down to about $800 USD after loosing $3 Million USD pre-tax incurred assets by ROBBERIES and FORCED Criminal Detention for 848 days of pure HELL, violating every known Constitutional Law and U.S.C. laws known to common man. I require IMMEDIATE Crowd Funding through PayPal.me/BidOnKeith or the latest broadcast

THIS is the TOP section of http://www.BuiltBykeith.com world clearinghouse of ALL and ONLY SOLUTIONS to save mankind from total devastation and genocide..

Crowd Fund Keith today. Click: PayPal.me/BidOnKeith + Patreon.com/BuiltByKeith GO PUBLIC with SolutionGovernment.com URLiDent.com to Overthrow all criminals forever by their evidence to seize their crime assets and removing all their political allies.

1. Call the Public + Press Conference line daily at 10 am EST(USA) DIAL +1(712) 775-7031, Code: 166 841 408. The first person on Group Call can be the host with *1134#. Contact ALL National News Broadcasters today ! !

If PC, CLICK: https://www.freeconferencecall.com/wall/166-841-408#/ Invite all top level Press Journalists, high level Government officials, Church Leaders, and of course, Police, Federal Judges and Criminal Investigators to join our New World Society of UNIocracy.com for each reason stated on SolutionManifesto.com

2. Join our world wide partnership crusade ministries today with UNITYurl.com chapters of full authority and full scale visibility with enforced integrity of all 7.4+ Billion of my people. Failure to respond ensures chaos, mayhem and enslavement. No one has any bigoted excuse to NOT go public with the Acts of Wisdom of this Book of Life.

3. Respond with full scale protests ensures you will succeed in removing all political criminals using SolutionGovernment.com and Interpol URLiDent.com Otherwise, Your world collapses for your failures to enforce the protection of all rights of all others as you are already being slave traded as the working classes.

4. Contact all National News Broadcasters, mega-churches, and top government officials today to re-broadcast these absolute truths TheTruthVault.com on the crimes committed by so many.

FatherKeith.com Duncan is conducting the most powerful direct and Email campaign funded by very last of $3 Million USD lifetime assets. Support our world ministries today using BidOnKeith.com, RISE UP and command your Governments and all Corporations protect your assets, ownership, and all rights. Command USA Gov and Military protect Keith while all criminals are convicted and shunned by all citizens using Interpol URLiDent.com one Referential integrity database + eDevice Face recognition to shun, isolate, and send all unrepentant criminals to the slums vacated by my people. 19.80 km north of Tuguegarao (TUG) airport is where I wait for Military, FBI, AG, church and government leaders to find FatherKeith.com to protect his life, Intellectual Property, debrief the one 'WHO I AM', order seizure of all criminals and assets tied to TheFinalTerrorist .com. This occurs while my people (+7.43B) remove all criminals from society with these sage, only world saving solutions.
Click: IseeIunderStand.com or HERE for the World Congress Library of world saving solutions. FatherKeith Duncan is clearly the fore-founding father prime sage of your new world society free of all criminals.

Ask all top level government officials to provide Safe Haven Sovereign Ambassador status so Keith and Marites can finally fill up stadiums of our 7.44 Billion People while consulting for all governments, corporations, organizations, non-profits, churches, and you, our people. This unifies all of mankind under your new world society UNIocracy.com

### Sunday, Oct 23, 2016. Back at Victory Tuguegarao Church fellowship at 10:30 am. Massive world events have been occurring and few notice or even care. Most of humanity has been brainwashed by capitalistic marketing propaganda and by cults that use religions and fanatic ministries to create exclusive clubs such as the Criminal Ruling Elite. Most have collectively called them the Illuminati for their ability to remain hidden from public view.

Pastor Ross Resuello is speaking in mixed English and Tagalog again. Since I do not have internet today, everything is my own contributions real time commentary. ROSS is head of a large ministers association that I have asked him to contact for FatherKeith.com reasons that NO one has truly seen, much less examined, believed and acted with fearlessly authority to protect the rights of all others.

The sermon topic is ‘WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN’. Are these events to draw us closer to GOD? or not. Are these man made disasters, normal weather events, or GOD created for a purpose? The recent CAT 5 Typhoon Lawin drove rain horizontally and even reverse vertically into every nook and cranny. Most roofs flew off if they were not anchored in concreted with rebar and welded structurally steel. Estimates are at least one month before normal business activities can resume. The question is ‘Why is this happening to me?’ How compelling a prime question. WHY have all these crimes against Keith Duncan (FatherKeith.com) been committed and not a single ‘blasted’ soul has done anything but claim ‘No crime was ever committed’.

Ross says asking WHY is not valid. Asking HOW do we respond is the prime focus. Keith: without asking WHY we have no trackable history on cause on effect. When humanity addresses the WHY to prevent further occurrences of crime and sinister actions, then the HOW becomes PRO-ACTIVE rather than RE-ACTIVE. Ross says these events are to ‘prune’ us through trials and tribulations. See http://www.SolutionFinal.com for 5 easy steps to permanently solve any issue at all.

Scripture is book of JOB as Ross speaks on cause and effects. The first 5 chapters are in contrast to the last chapter. How did JOB respond as GOD chose him as the most righteous man on earth.

Job 1:1 “In the land of Uz, there lives a man whose name was Job. This man was blameless and upright; he feared God and shunned evil.” Job lost everything and even went into depression because he could not fathom WHY GOD would do this to him. Job responded with verse 20 ‘At this, Job got up and tore his robe and shaved his head. then he fell to the ground in worship’.

KEITH: I grew my hair and beard for 848 days for 100% $$$ specific reasons. In fact, for 1,000 days and made the most massive contribution contritions to GOD during this entire time starting with way before 1996, actually 1971 time frame at age of 13, seventh grader. how did GOD respond. So far, almost no direct or indirect communications with only very rare occasional indictors that I have been reporting to world this entire time.

Job decided to worship GOD in the midst of his suffering. Mrs. Job abandoned him also and asked why he did not CURSE GOD and just go DIE. Job 2:9 ‘his wife said to him. Are you still maintaining your INTEGRITY? Curse GOD and die!’. Ross speaks about overcoming emotions and acting with focus. Job 1:21 ‘and said ‘Naked I came from my mother’s womb, and naked I will depart. the Lord gave and the Lord has taken away; may the name of the Lord be praised’. Job acknowledged his humanity. We can not compel GOD to answer our requests according to ROSS who states we must submit to our loving GOD.

Keith: I object to this line of reasoning. Too many people falsely think they can pray to GOD for intervention, better job and money, better lifestyle, more friends, more whatever, and that GOD will respond at the appropriate time WITHOUT any actual ACTION on the part of the believer.

ROSS says absolute trust in GOD is the first (maybe only) requirement. Job 42:1,2 Then Job replied to the LORDE 2. I know that you can do all things; no plan of yours can be thwarted’. Keith: everyone should read 40:4-14 if they truly want to see the singular answer from GOD to JOB that focuses on ‘by your own right hand’. 
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ROSS: Gods plan is good and perfect. Job 1:22 “in all this, Job did not sin by charging GOD with wrongdoing’. The same has occurred to Keith. For I have never CHARGED GOD with crimes. It has always been the most ruthless criminals in world history who have vindictively and severely persecuted Keith Duncan in order to steal all his massive persona/business and intellectual property for their own use. **Point 2: Job acknowledged his humanity and God’s sovereignty.** Ross acknowledges he does not have the answers. He always asks his congregation to pray and to ASK GOD for miracles to happen. Ross claims GOD can do all things. I agree with that point and I also have extended all the other prime and primal observations on the true nature, cause and effects, of the human nature.

Point 3 In the end, we can see the Goodness of GOD. In the end, GOD blessed JOB 10 fold in wealth and assets. The video shows some of the devastation of the Typhoon Lawin that Keith calls Lawlessness. Job 42:12-13 ‘And the Lord blessed the latter days of Job more than his beginning. And he had 14,000 sheep, 6,000 camels, 1,000 yoke of oxen, and 1,000 female donkeys. He had seven daughters…. Job lived 140 years.. 17 And so Job died, an old man and full of years.

God can make miracles and nothing is impossible, Ross states in closing.

Offertory, will we become bitter or enabled with wisdom based on the trials and tribulations of our own lives. This congregation has small share groups that usually meet on Saturdays. Acts 20:35 “it is more blessed to give than to receive’. Keith: Just yesterday, dropped 5 pesos into cup of a blind man outside Hotel Roma (ROME) I normally do NOT give out money to those who beg from me. This includes the children who think I am rich because I am a rare foreigner. I state that I have NO excess cash to give and often point at their pockets and ask if they have anything to GIVE ME. This usually brings a smile to their face and they turn looking for others for quick handouts as these are the street children who have no ability to feed themselves except by begging from strangers.

Victory is currently raising funds for the last stages of their building fund. I have already pledged $1 Million USD to them as well as so many other churches. This is the well over $500 Million USD the USA government owes the individual entity of ‘keith duncan’ (lower case) for the most excessive series of crimes for the cause and effects I have been broadcasting to humanity this entire time.

The Ping Pong effect will occur soon, as the most massive redistribution of criminal wealth BACK to all of humanity once SolutionGovernment.com(URLiDent.com (Interpol), and other ONLY world class saving solutions go public. The closing song is ‘Nothing is impossible’. by the PlanetShakers. copyright.

###

Now at 3 pm until 5:30, I am at a new Church of Christ home worship service with Pastor Jonathan who I met at Friday’s historical VP of Philippine Gov Mamba press conference. About 15 people are here as Jonathan pastors 3 separate small congregations every Sunday. Their small open chapel was damaged by the Cat 5 Typhoon this week. They also need immediate relief funding to build their new church, just like 7.44 billion people need http://www.SolutionHousing.com to re-build brand new communities to UNLOAD the poverty stricken mega cities controlled by the criminal Banksters and Political criminals who hold almost everyone in financial BONDAGE.

### Friday, Oct 21, 2016. Another world historical day. Much has transpired in just the past 1 week as I have been broadcasting all world events this entire time to TEACH everyone how to actually LOVE and CARE for EACH other.

We just survived Category 5 typhoon Lawin that lasted well over 6 hours of sustained +120 mph winds. Metal power poles were bent over without debris hitting them. 90% of all housing was damaged in our area as almost all trees are GONE.

I just video recorded Gov Mamba with Vice President of Philippines, Mrs. Lenie Robredo in Manny Mambas office at Tugeogario City, Philippines. I have shared and gifted to People’s TV PTV my business card as well as the regional Rescue commander. I have detail recorded many of the horrors of these man made disasters as any major hurricane like Matthew and Lawin can be liked to global flooding caused by global warming. All solved forever with TurnOffLights.com and the redistribution of TRILLIONS of $$$ criminal assets seized by all citizens using URLiDent.com and SolutionGoverment.com
Everything I have done has already been gifted in the name of our Holy Trinity. I even went back by Calvary Hills at Iguig to meet Father Carlos and record the damage and huge split tree before their prime statue of Jesus Christ who has his back to the flooded Cagayan river.

It is now noon time as VP Lenie Robredo meets with Gov Mamba about the current severe tragedy recovery strategy that occurs when the WORLD WAKES UP and sees the true reality of the human condition.

This is described in extreme nth degree detail on the Clearinghouse of humanity BuiltBykeith.com I am now in search again for internet connectivity, maybe at the Delfin Hotel as we do not expect electric power for at least 2 weeks in the city, and well over 4 weeks in our remote barangay township of BabaYuanES.com as our school has also been devastated and MUST have foreign funding donors to rebuild the classrooms with technology and basic educational materials. The Dept of Education just removed 2 of the 5 teachers 2 weeks ago because of lack of funding and qualified teachers. The student to teacher ratio just jumped to 34 to 1.

PDRRMC Providential Disaster Risk Reduction Management Commission.

### Saturday, Oct 15, 2016. I have broadcast EVERYTHING about ALL criminals I have encountered and experienced as well as the matching SOLUTIONs to remove all criminals once and forever. All World Leaders and governments will be beyond OverJoyed that BidOnkeith.com works tirelessly and fire breathing fearlessly for their benefits. So far, publicity has never reached the peak of creating the most massive cascading effect to reform and unify all of mankind. No one else has ever accomplished this one miraculous and actually simple feat.

Currently we are at funeral Mass for Marvin Liggayu that demonstrates the life cycle of birth through death. Humanity is on verge of total self destruction for the logical and spiritual reasons stated for now years. I did not publish BBK20161012 and 1013.pdf files since these are on going world broadcasts for mankind to totally REVERSE the most sinister and true reality of genocide in world history. I have never been one of the gloom and doom mastermind mindsets. So many religious preachers and doomsday persons broadcast end of world dates, videos, books, and publications to convince others they are the only ones with the true answers and relationship with God himself.

This is also why I am truly universal in nature serving all of mankind. My only benefactor so far has been my-our GodFather and a very minor contribution of $200 USD from Chris Morris CMAWizards.com and $800 USD from my sister Paige Collins in Bar Harbor Maine. All my other lifetime assets and intellectual property is GONE, stolen by the longest list of criminals because they all profiteered like HELL because of their satanic mindsets.

The end of the review line of about 500 people file by Marvins casket in preparation for the walk to the cemetery now. Cradle to grave is one of the original world broadcasts still somewhere in my famous 1930 Model A Ford.

THE most CRITICAL QUESTION and SOLUTION has always been… exactly TO WHO does one report crime activity. The original answer was law enforcement and our judicial system. This I have done in extreme ways and means since Jan 15, 2008 when ROSE threatened my life with extreme fear and intimidation as he had my original $109,800 USD Promissory notes due March 2008 and knew he could ruin my entire fortune including murdering me to prevent the expose of his original satanic crime sprees I had unearthed from his own business files on his Solomon accounting system run by his criminal wife partner Amy Rose. My own first $70,000 USD is listed on the general Ledger of HWIGL.pdf as a Capital Investment. ROSE has used the resulting extreme ANTI-Terrorist Intellectual property on my stolen +8 PC’s to cyber attack our own governments, corporations, public, banks, extremely wealthy mega-millionaires who are his own criminally acquired clients, vendors, customers, and even any visitors to the Trojan Horse enabled homes and businesses. This includes massive criminal conspiracies with Atlanta Based lawyer Alexander Cyclone Covey running the Perfect clearCollarCrime.com of www.AgileLaw.com

I just sent text message to PNP General Bato Ronald Dela Rosa in Manila at 9 am as I walked to the cemetery to video record the mass of friends and family putting Marvin in his final crypt. For the decoding of this encrypted total reformation and unification of mankind has always been easy.
Some send me messages asking me to pray for them and suggesting that GOD will save us if we just pray to GOD for his intervention. This is the most 'criminal' mistake by my people. For GOD has seldom ever intervened on behalf of his own people for the reasons I have been stating all along.

I have broadcast EVERYTHING about ALL criminals I have encountered and experienced as well as the matching SOLUTIONs to remove all criminals once and forever.

Here are more critical real time explanations of WHY humanity is crashing, why no one actually UPHOLDS laws, WHY the criminal ruling elite are on verge of total enslavement of you, my people. And WHY so very few people care about anything but their own survival and viceful actions that destroy human society one relationship at a time…

### world repost press conference revolt reformation of uniocracy.com
Oct 15, 2016. FatherKeith.Com Duncan. Text message sent to one and then all. The life and death cycle of humanity is at the most critical junction of world genocide. Only a few notice or care.
From Elmer at governors office. Gud morning, i am inviting you ang your wife to attend our worship services every wedenesday at 630pm and sunday's every 1030am at Iglesia Ni Cristo. Campos st, Caritan Centro,Tuguegaro, City.

Keith replies:
I pray and spend most of my time actually acting with wisdom for all of humanity. I just sent this to a INC member..... Thank you. I attend as many church events as humanly possible. I have become universal in Gods true nature to unify all religions. No one or group has accomplished this because of human greed and desire to create exclusive membership of haves versus have-nots. SolutionGod.com shows works how to finally unify under our one mutual Creator. I ask our world to support each other with FatherKeith.com using BidOnKeith.com master teaching ministries. Keith.

We attend another funeral right now. 7 am. Oct 15, 2016 ...use iMessenger and Internet portals to reduce text message expenses to monopoly thieves Globe and smart.

#####. Another relationship established messages.

J Christopher states:
Good afternoon,my brother in faith. I visited your distinguished and international web pages. Your personality is % 100 servant of God like Mark, Matthew, Luke, John's(4 Evangelist) life. I am satisfied to meet you. Great to see you, Keith.

Keith answers: Load whatsapp add my cell 6309173354300, or Wechat: builtByKeith to reduce text message globe expenses. Free wifi comes when solutionGovernment.com goes to press and mass public overthrow of all crime. Join UNITYuRL.com as first step for everyone as a meetup.com is how to create cooperative ministries to create UNIocracy.com total peace on earth as it is in heaven. Keith

J Christopher states: I see my fellow helper of God like a Titus. But, I have no sufficient pension or another job opportunity and/or no my own notebook PC and/or no monthly PLDT/Free facebook/whatsapp due to Turkish Islamic Shariah Imams's or caliph of Ottoman Empire in 2016 in Turkey closed/censored my all e-mail accounts+facebook+twitter etc. May Almighty God have mercy on us, forgivé them their sins, grant us peace, bring us to everlasting lifeAmen, Amen.Pray for me.My brother

Keith: Very short. So establish new life yourself. Tell your experiences as a free man who will not be put out under the ground or enslaved by those who profiteer on everyone. Get access to a PC or notebook through friends or Internet cafe. Tell all that uniocracy.com frees all mankind by unifying humanity by devastating the true satanic criminal ruling elite.

JJ: Of course,you are all right, but If I will do it therefore I will be first target list of IS(Islamic State) or ASG(Abu Sayyaf Group). I am not fool Christian. So, I and my Christian brethren,brothers and sisters wont page 46 of 89
fight enemies, love your enemy, forgive your enemy, Real Christian Love is Charity+Faith+Hope. No provoking each others, only pray and LORD only provoke us, Amen.

In addition, Keith, I have investments in Turkey. How can I explain and reveal my past time experiences mis timely. In the right time, at the right place. Ok! I will reveal on social média. Today is Holy Sabbath, God Almighty created everything 6 days as you know. We must remember all sabbath days of Our LORD Jesus Christ, If we will forget sabbath days, No protection, no Holy Ghost According to Holy Scriptures, my brother in faith. Do you have Sabbath school today? On the other hand, on internet, There are many many rumours, blamings, backbitings, persecutors, transgressors, blasphemers, pretenders etc., where-upon many espionage systems are monitoring, stalking on Facebook on other international civic/civil média networks on internet fiber optic cables via land line or SATCOM. Warmest Greetings andy Blessings from this rest day...

Keith answers: If you have Internet, go read just top BBK20161015-original-UNlocracy-397.pdf on IseeIUnderstand.com . I just update loaded for world to finally believe and act with wisdom to overthrow all criminals forever. You can post and write using a ghost writer name so no one knows who you are. I post everything under my builtbykeith.com clearinghouse of only solutions to save mankind. Read above. Find a friend with resources. Share their free services. Join meetup.com and go to the Manila based smart groups. Join UNITYUrl.com and ask everyone to do the same. Take solutionGovernment.com to the national news broadcaster groups and YOU will be famous very soon.

JJ: Thank you so much,I don’t need friend nowadays, I need job and sufficient budget for me and my wife. I think so You misunderstood about my character and real situation/conditions. I am simple/unworthy/worthless man, but I am not alone, I am living with Lord Jesus Christ, Amen.

Keith answers: First, there’s nothing worthless about you or anyone else. you must develop a network of friends and business partners to be successful in life. Christ asked for help from all others for his basic needs as he owned nothing because the criminal ruling elite and his own religious leaders persecuted him relentlessly ending in death. This time , history reversed itself with the unification of all mankind. I am low on globe load so I will not send many more text messages. I record these also to re publish soon as the author fore founding father of our new world society UNlocracy.com.

JJ replied: Please, no debate, no argument, no quarrel between you and me, please, You did not text me any prayer even though Amen. Alleluia etc. No force, no violence for internet .Yea ,Io, Please dont blame anyone. If you help me real help like a charity. I am ready always.. May Almighty God have mercy on us. Grant us peace in this holy sabbath day, Alleluia, Amen, Amen.

Keith states; I could quote scripture and equal. I am neutral observer and acting to enable unification of mankind. We have blackout power out right now solved forever by turnOffLights.com Nobel Peace Prize worthy of trillions $$$ benefits to 7.44 billion people. Send this to all others also. #######

Keith ; To Bato Ronald Dela Rosa PNP chief of police text message 2248. SolutionDrugs.com kills the black market drug trade forever.
Contact FatherKeith.com Duncan cell 0917-335-4300 for broadcast journalist evangelist interviews and press conferences to use solutionMilitary.com and Interpol URLiDent.com to complete Borderless Justice worldwide. Set our people free to shun all criminals forever. Ask Duterte PCOO, NBI, IM commissioners and PR to contact Keith in BabayuanES.com Cagayan valley. MaryRights.com can explain who I am.
### Thursday, Oct 13, 2016.

Daily world history is being created and conducted by Messianic Messengers (FatherKeith.com + others Keith has met), as few people out of my 7.44 Billion people even have a single clue what has been occurring for last decades. This is the satanic Criminal Ruling Elite who have infiltrated almost all major corporations and governments to enslave the rest of humanity. Most people consider money to be the source of all evil. Christ spoke over 222 times in the current version of the new testament about matters of money and management of God’s resources. The most fundamental base primal sin and vice has been prostituted predatory greed.

Rhyme time. The price of freedom is never free, Jesus Christ died in poverty so you could see, the devils of deception have prostituted your greed, Few see His truths of reality. Since others are so busy tasting the seeds of vice, others profit by abusing the rights by dice.

### Wednesday, Oct 12, 2016.

A huge lapse of a few days, yet I broadcast each possible moment. We were stuck in traffic for 3.5 hours to go about 10 km in Manila from VA hospital so we are late for this meeting. Now I am at Bishop Jones church home in a bible study meeting with 8 Christians from many nations discussing the Original Jesus and the Gospels. The four voices of 1. The verbal voice, 2. The voices of Others, 3. Inner voices 4. Voice of Spirit Stillness. Romans 1:4. The spirit of God speaks among us when we quiet down our voices and distractions to be fully aware of God presence in our daily lives. Paul describes actual awaken-ness John chapters 14-16 speak volumes about personal relationships with GOD and others. John 14:3 then John 14:17 “…You know him because he abides with you and will be in you..”. This is the ultimate inner peace that shows we are never alone. Arthur: It expects awareness of the abiding presence of the Spirit of God, not only for what is to come, but in every situation. Arthur has done decades of experiential research into the life and behavior of Jesus Christ. John 14:20 is part of the last gospel detailing the true base nature of GOD. Known as low-tide moments. John 28:20 ‘and remember, I am with you always’.

Our group speaks about up and down moments in our life span. When up, deep thoughts are often avoided. When really DOWN, it presents the ultimate moments to experience GOD in raw basic visceral elements. Such as the ‘meaning of life’. And ‘who is GOD relative to WHO am I?’”. From the Upper Room John 14:26 and John 15:26. (page 9 of Bishop Jones study notes). “The Advocate, known as the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you everything. …” Arthur states: “Jesus saw no cessation of the flow of the Spirit of God with his human-divine stamp on it, in the years after his final farewell to his disciples.

1,2,3. Rising of what can be called ‘The Witness’. about pure consciousness. 4. Practice. Every decision should have an immediate immersion in a brief loving kindness mediation which inculcates compassion in the expression of the decision. points 5,6,7. Final resolution is to be utterly happy and to express radiance in the entire body.

To be in true touch with reality is to be in touch with GOD himself. Keith: while in fearless authority to protect the rights of others while in service humanity and GOD.

### Thursday, Oct 9, 2016.

Back at Victory Church worship at 8:30 am meeting. Maria is the pastor speaker today. 1 Cor 11:17 onward. is Communion. includes and ends with : “… and when I come I will give further directions.

Click: 1 Colossians 3  Living as Those Made Alive in Christ

3 Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. 2 Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things. 3 For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you also will appear with him in glory.

5 Put to death, therefore, whatever belongs to your earthly nature: sexual immorality, impurity, lust, evil desires and greed, which is idolatry. 6 Because of these, the wrath of God is coming. 7 You used to walk in these ways, in the life you once lived. 8 But now you must also rid yourselves of all such things as these: anger, rage, malice, slander, and filthy language from your lips. 9 Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old self with its practices 10 and have put on the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator. 11 Here there is no Gentile or Jew, circumcised or uncircumcised, barbarian, Scythian, slave or free, but Christ is all, and is in all.
12 Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 14 And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect unity.

15 Let the peace of Christ rule in your hearts, since as members of one body you were called to peace. And be thankful. 16 Let the message of Christ dwell among you richly as you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit, singing to God with gratitude in your hearts. 17 And whatever you do, whether in word or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him.

The sermon series is All & Nothing. She speaks of humanity thinking they are the center of the universal world. Sky Darmos recently stated that Earth is the center of all creation as an atheist and quantum physics viewpoint perspective. All and Nothing is equal to Do or Die for Justice. She speaks about Facebook and that we are all slaves to sin. The redemptive power of God, the Holy Spirit, and Jesus Christ are the three trinity components of creation. Humanity is the fourth component. LOVE is the fifth periodic element. She states “Our life is hidden with God in Christ 0Our life is protected and secured in Christ”.

Keith recorded that Sky Darmos believes most of Germany and Europe are non religious and that cultural wars about religion have no basis. He does not believe in a higher people. The topic on the LCD projector is about a mechanic who discovers he is directly blood related to British monarchy and is now a part of the royal family. God has offered us royalty also. Pastor Maria speaks about humanity all being sons and daughters of God himself. British Isle of Man was the link. He was ridiculed by the locals. His wife resents the new attention.

Colossians 3:5 “Put to death therefore what is earthily in you: …” Because knowing all these things makes all the insurance reasons in the world to change the direction of current humanity. She speaks about her young son with husband Michael in year 2008, aug 31. She speaks about removing the Old in order to put on the New. Keith: This is the New World Order devastated by the New World Society of UNIocracy.com. Are you living with your old self, or new? Surrendering to criminals or GOD is a true ultimate free-will choice. scripture “Sexual immorality… on account… But now you must put them all away, anger, w rath, malie, slander, and obscene talk from your mouth. 9 Do not lie to each other.… Maria: Living in Christ means putting off the old self. She discusses the sexual aspect of marriage and other sins of the flesh. Many families are ruined by adulterous affairs. This is the relationship Re-Management taught by ReManADate.com MaryRights.com and FatherKeith.com.

Impurity is caused by greed and hiding secrets that are often started with unmet needs and gossip. Evil Desires. Keith: I just ran out of GLOBE data (15 mbyte in less than 44 minutes) so I can not reference internet. Maria speaks about a man destroying his computer with a baseball bat because of his pornography vice addiction. Another man started the Anito hotels for quick sex encounters. He made millions Pesos per day? Similar hotels exist in Manila on the main boulevard on the Mall of Asia. He shut down the old ones and changed the name to Kabayan Hotel in Manila.

Maria: Colossians 3:7 “In these, you too one walked, when you were living in sin’. She asks about accessing Facebook and seeing old high school friends, including old girlfriend/boy friends. She shows a nurse, Michelle Doucout, who sponsored a child and ministries.

1. Again, “living in Christ means putting off the old self”. She continues about the other sins of the souls and the solutions to literally WASH THE SIN out of the minds of humanity. Keith: I am reviewing the slide show history on BuiltBykeith.com while Maria is speaking in mixed Tagalog and English. Colossians 3:11 ends with “…Christ is all, and in all”. Compassionate hearts, kindness, humility, meekness, and patiences. Keith Notes: yesterday we attended visitation funeral home wake for a 18 year old youth son who got drunk, crashed his motorcycle on the dried corn on side of road, went into coma for 6 days and died. Maria speaks about Mother Teresa and her sainthood service to the sick and dying. Keith: How biblically odd that I was forced into Hell-Jail for 848 days and denied ALL my rights because I went to Military Sept 25, 2011 and had already shown all the criminals to everyone BEFORE being kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 by orders of the one World Terrorist ROSE who I also properly show as an AntiChrist satanic devil along with his criminal wife Amy Rose.
Mark 12:31 “You should love your neighbor as yourself..”. LOVE OTHERS. This is 1 Cor 13:13 and other scripture that focuses on ‘Fearlessly protect the rights of all others’ Keith: This I have granted and shown the prime authority to all of mankind to reverse the impending collapse of humanity caused by the most verifiable and irrevocable crimes against humanity that tear apart the very soul fabric of humanity. Maria closes out todays All and Nothing sermon.

Announcements 1. Water Baptism Oct 22, 2016 9 am at Four Diamonds Resort Larion Alto. 2. Adult Womens’ Gathering Oct 15, 2016 2 pm Victory Center Bagay Road. 3. The Gathering of Men Saturday Nov 5 2016 at 5 pm Victory Center Bagay Road. 4. Blood Letting Nov 26, 2016 8 am to 3 pm (This is the equal of the Red Cross Blood Drive).

Offertory, Proverbs 11:24 One person gives freely, yet gains even more; another withholds unduly, but comes to poverty. Keith: I have few funds left after loosing absolutely everything to Criminals in USA. SO I have offered THEIR criminally acquired assets to the REST of humanity as my own offerings of TRILLIONS of $$$/EUROS/Pesos/British Pounds/ Francs/etc. This is the largest reversed transfer of GOD’s wealth in world history that will never be DENIED once all these solutions go public to all my 7.44 Billion people. The prayer speaks about the grace of God and the bountiful assets that God has provided to all his people. The Needy are examined and shown through websites such as www.FundHelpTheNeedy.com

Prayer meeting is every Wednesday. Offertory is now collected. the song of ‘Lost without You’, by Freedom Band is performed. Keith: I truly miss my other multiple churches I have personally visited and blog broadcast such as Northpoint Community Church in Alpharetta GA, Marietta First Baptist Church north of Atlanta GA, and my original home church of Peachtree Corners Baptist Church Norcross GA. Each of them are 100% aware of the crimes committed against their own Ordained Deacon. Most have refused to lift a finger because they are so focused on . . . (ask them... call them, and see WHY they have not supported the most powerful ChristDomain.com Reformation movement in world history.

We host our friends for lunch today at our new BabaYuanES.com home that the world can visit anytime, and then THEY can sponsor FatherKeith.com Duncan as the #1 World Sovereign Ambassador Evangelist Crusader Emissary to teach our world how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other at all levels.... These are all the reasons why I broadcast the new World society of UNIocracy.com to overthrow the New World Order of the Criminal Ruling Elite.

### Thursday, Oct 6, 2016. Posted on famous http://www.Facebook.com/BuiltByKeith today. Repost on your own timelines and GO PUBLIC. Oct 6, 2016 Revelations are Fulfilled as UNIocracy.com becomes your New World Society free of vice, crime, and sin. http://www.theTruthVault.com unlocks the most massive current horrific events and WHY humanity refuses to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.

The ROOT is predatory prostituted greed. The collective ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’ have satanic, no-remorse attitudes to overthrow mankind by hooking them on the vices of drugs, alcohol, sex, theft, and being consumers earning dollars at absolute minimum wage and benefits in factories, flipping burgers, and basic DO-NOTHING, menial jobs.

This is the SLAVE TRADING enterprises repeated from ancient Egypt 3,500 years ago. God sent Moses. 2,000 years ago the Roman Empire enslaved all of Europe. God sent Jesus Christ. In the next centuries with focus on 1500 A.D, the Roman Catholic church and the MonkeyKings.info controlled all of Europe on pretense the church of GOD was the King of Kings and all must bow down to their most powerful RULE. Christopher Columbus discovered America. Magellan discovered Philippines. Martin Luther created Lutheran Reformation Movement, the German printing press started mass production of Bibles and marketing propaganda as well as started the Library rebuild of knowledge.

Currently, God has NOT intervened in the past decades because Mankind shows NO remorse or indications of actually LOVING and CARING for each other. So why WOULD GOD do anything but allow his own creation to commit Self-Genocide... For GOD refuses to allow mankind to explore the rest of his universe if all they do is rape, pillage, burn, destroy, and conquer all the rest of GODs creation. Why has no man/woman stepped on foreign soil (the Moon) since 1972 despite all the technology advances. Until HUMANITY determines they will RID our world of EVIL, they will be enslaved and forced to be the food gatherers and even the raw meat protein source for those satanic
people who overthrow all of society with CYBER CRIME Terrorism that extends into each of our own Governments, our national News Media, our TV commercials and consumer magazines, over the Internet in form of Video Sex and Gambling, and all the other vices that destroy the souls of mankind.

The answer will ALWAYS be SolutionGovernment.com that overthrows and kills all criminal enterprises once and forever. Along with INTERPOL URLiDent.com, all citizens now UNITE in the first worlds standard referential integrity normalized database to ensure NO CRIME can occur and go immediately UNPUNISHED. Very few law enforcement and Judges will be needed with SolutionJudge.com.

Since the public LOVES to pass judgment on each other, they will have the technology capacity to VOTE on criminals to determine who DIES, who is put into Prison, and who is innocent.

Join UNITYurl.com and SOMEONE actually contact FatherKeith.com Duncan -Philippines cell (63)0917-335-4300 so that he can finally FILL Stadiums of our 7.44 billion people to teach them how to actually conduct ethical and integrity based transactions to rebuild the strongest husband/wife, children, communities, and businesses that all are above board, with 100% visibility of accountability.

MaryRights.com is Marites Duncan at (63)0906-582-1399. THEN very little government is needed at all. http://www.BuiltByKeith.com is the worlds first clearing house of WORLD saving and Humanity changing solutions that are YOUR reality as soon as all churches unite with http://www.ChristDomain.com, all National News media cover the latest SOLUTIONS on National TV, Radio, Newspapers, and the PUBLIC goes VIRAL on the internet of GOD's most powerful URL - Universal Resource Locator www. For URL also means yoU aRe Loved.

NewZion2.com becomes the new world theology that is a cooperative mix of all religions who understand we have ONE mutual Creator regardless of the name you call him/her. We then all live in the Paradise of Heaven as it is here on EARTH as everyone fearlessly protects the rights of all others. use BidOnKeith.com to invite Keith Duncan and growing world team to travel to your greatest places of need so we can FINALLY unify all of mankind…..

###

### Wednesday, Oct 5, 2016.  Monday and Tuesday skipped.

Today I am back at the Cayagan Board Members meeting broadcasting to our entire world as the #1 World Changer author of UNIocracy.com. There are four big high def video TV quality cameras recording today's proceedings. If they had a simple PC with webcam, they could live stream to the world as I have shown that video gives ring side seats to the public to see their leaders in action. Note: After fighting this one super criminal terrorist ROSE since Jan 15, 2008, why has no one actually done anything to represent any of my rights and those of my 7.44 billion people. The true answers are published to world for them to TAKE ACTION to reform their own society with Unification of mankind with UNIocracy.com as the only solution to reverse the core course of their own history.

Vice Governor Melvin Vargas Jr. is connecting with our visitor gallery today of about 45 students in the gallery. Melvin invites them all down for picture taking. We sing the National Anthem, the Cagayan song, an innovation prayer at 10:30 am with 8 member quorum in attendance. There is even a Virgin Mary alter with candle in the front right corner of our weekly meeting room. Res No 2016-9-135. Mr Ethan Robl Mesina, a 10th Grade student of Cagayan National high School for 2nd place in Asean Quick Competition held in Vientiane, Laos.

Order of Business. 1. Requesting authority to enter into Agriculture assistance programs for the Cagayan Valley Region. 2. Ordinance No 2016-9-002, D.2.3. regarding financial assistance for poor high school students. Keith: this is WorldSchoolFund.com world changing solutions for direct funding of all education. The governor has vetoed this ordinance tied to Section 15 A, C because of financial priorities. Keith: this relates 100% to the huge disparity between public and private schools worldwide. Education should be free at all levels to any student who passes the requirements to advance. The conversation is mostly in Tagalog so I am unable to record most of their discussions that ends after 30 minutes.
In the meantime, I am actively posting on [http://www.Facebook.com/BuiltByKeith](http://www.Facebook.com/BuiltByKeith) to Unify all of mankind. This is my one line mission world statement required of any successful missionary endeavor to literally and virtually teach mankind how to reverse their own criminal, viceful, and human nature.

RA 7160 regarding letter to appoint Atty Vicente D. Lasam as Provincial Legal Officer. He introduces himself at the lectern as graduating law school in 1976. He lives in Solona.

A few other announcements made and meeting is adjourned at 11:30 am. Last week this board meeting lasted 4+ hours. I now eat with the board members and also give a stack of critical business cards all about [TeenPenny.com](http://TeenPenny.com) to the students from Cagayan national High School. I briefly share this video based eBook gifted to all of humanity on how to actually start and run their own small business from age 14 onward. Then they generate all the business skills and profits to fund their own education anywhere in our world without reliance on their parents or scholarship grant trust programs. They then love to go to school as they are now applying their higher education directly to real world problems as engineers, inventors, artists, musicians, historians, craftspersons, and other focused production oriented services. They are now the consumers of their own creations.

Soon, they are the new leaders to replace all the corrupt politicians who have been ousted forever by [SolutionGovernment.com](http://SolutionGovernment.com). Direct Funding of all educational systems occurs with [http://www.WorldSchoolFund.com](http://www.WorldSchoolFund.com) to bypass all the political war mongers who sit on the tax dollars forever and redirect to their own crony and criminal based enterprises. This occurs because few in the public have direct access to the legal and contract agreements because of the massive amount of paper chase conspiracies to hide the actual flow of assets from the consumers to the producers. The in between brokers and taxing authorities all have their hand in the proverbial pie taking their percentages without any oversight or accountability for directing these huge funds back to the producers.

Everyone has now left the outdoor table cafe area except for a few of the office staff. I have been invited by the Board members to go to a Philippine island on Oct 15 for a conference. I now go back to many of the Regional Commissioners to get more interviews and presentation appointments to FINALLY go world world PUBLIC as the ONLY person in world history who has already taught our world how to:

UNIFY all of Mankind. Why can no one truly understand and ACT with authority to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. This is the Golden Rule in current language. Even my-our own GodFather Christ Jesus and so many other fore founding creators of new world orders suffered the most vindictive persecution because they taught humanity how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other.

I remain SHOCKED and beyond STUNNED that I have to spend any time at all to complete all of these God centered ministries that ensure the longevity and prosperity of the human race. I have spearheaded and spared no effort of extreme time, personal expense, and application of common sense to order and demand that JUSTICE be served once and for all.

WHO do YOU know in any authority position who can actually JOIN our growing world wide teams. Start with joining [UNITYurl.com](http://UNITYurl.com) and then immediately form your own community chapters to oversee the conditions of your own immediate area. When this finally occurs, very little government will be needed at all. TRUST [FatherKeith.com](http://FatherKeith.com) Duncan since it is clear that trusting most politicians and high ranking authorities just enslaves the rest of us….. No one has yet to ask me what are my motivations, profits, and opportunities after loosing almost all my lifetime assets to so, so many criminals I have identified by their own signatures and actions.

The most true international crisis is WHY no one has done any followup, investigations, press conferences, or even simple republishing of any of the most powerful reformation solutions in world history. This is what will be asked of each related person when they face their OWN Judgment day in front of the ultimate court of public opinion and when they face GOD in person asking for admission to heaven. Exactly what does each of you think GOD will ask and say about how EACH of you have treated each other throughout your lives of vice, crime, and occasional Acts of Mercy and kindness to others.

For few can see the utmost tragedies of the enslavement of my people and the absolute one way transfer of GOD's wealth from the blood sweat and tears of my people being systematically captured and used by those I accurately label 'the criminal ruling elite'. Keith
### end of Wednesday Oct 5, 2016 broadcast…

### Sunday, Oct 2, 2016  combined with Oct 1 Saturday broadcast.

Matthew 5:11-12 NIV  “Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you and falsely say all kinds of evil against you because of me. Rejoice and be glad, because great is your reward in heaven, for in the same way they persecuted the prophets who were before you.

Pastor Ross Reusello is at our Victory church service at 8:30 am. The sermon title series is ‘All and Nothing’. He speaks in mixed English and Tagalog. Once in Christ, God wants us all to be fruitful in the salvation of our lives. Until Jesus returns, this starts with receiving the Lord and continues unto heaven. All of mankind are sinners at some level. Few people actually understand the severity of their actions of greed, vice, and consumption of God’s natural resources.

Galatians 1 **No Other Gospel** 6 I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you to live in the grace of Christ and are turning to a different gospel— 7 which is really no gospel at all. Evidently some people are throwing you into confusion and are trying to pervert the gospel of Christ.

Colossians 3:1-4 **Living as Those Made Alive in Christ** 3 Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. 2 Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things. 3 For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you also will appear with him in glory.

1. **Eternal Position.**
2. **Eternal Ambition.**
3. **External Hope.**

We are already a new creation. Christ is seated at the right hand of God. Keith: this is Christ as the advisor to GOD sitting on the Judgment seat. I met with Ross last Wednesday after the 4 hour Board Meeting #12 Legislative session with Vice Governor Melvin Boy Vargas residing.

1. **Eternal Position.**

Ephesians 2:5: ‘… and raised us up with him and seated us with him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus.’ The bible states we are cloaked in sin and vice. To cut through the predatory greed, one must fearlessly protect the rights of all others (fatherKeith.com) God created an imperfect world that is a contradiction to most religious teachings. The evidence is you, my people. There will be pressures and trials of trials and tribulations. Christ states that we can all be conquerers to overcome the deviant and decedent sins of vice and greed.

2. **Eternal Ambition** (Keith: I just ran out of 15 mb GLOBE data so I have no biblegateway.com internet access now, just 23 minutes since I REDEEM GOUNL20 command.). Ross: Colossians 3:2 “Set your minds on things that are above, not on things that are on Earth.” GOD has promised us fulfillment. He wants us to enjoy life. **Seek first His Kingdom, then all things will follow,** states Ross. He uses Bill Gates, Microsoft, as an example about development ownership of WINDOWS. He speaks on Bill’s net worth (I think it was 40 billion). He asks if Bill owned all the worlds assets, what would occur? How much is enough?, yet loses their soul. Keith: This is what the Anti-Christ(s) and the Criminal Ruling Elite have done. They have lost their souls in pursuit of overthrowing humanity for their own satanic purposes. Eternal Ambition is a primary key acceding and according to Pastor Ross.

Steven Curry is the NBA player with Golden State Warriors (San Francisco). As a Christian, Steven still must work to excel at his professional. He shares the Gospel as a well known celebrity player. How about us? Is our ambition connected to GOD’s purpose or only our own ambition? God has gifted and given us the mandate to go and make disciples of the Holy Trinity.

3. **Eternal Hope.**

Colossians 3:3 “For you have died, and your life is hidden with Christ in God”. Keith: I remember back many conversations with top religious leaders like Bro Eli Soriano from the world broadcast Dec 13, 2015 when I went to their primary campus and when on-line live on their international broadcast with two simple questions of 1. What will it take to get rid of political corruption. 2. What will it take to unify all the churches. Both times, Eli got extremely mad, opened his Bible and started quoting scripture out of context. He claimed that ‘this was IMPOSSIBLE’, because GOD has allowed all this corruption and greed in the first place. That Humanity was incapable of correcting their own sinister and anti-christ ways.

ROSS: Colossians 3:4 ‘When Christ who is your life appears, then you also will appear with him in glory.”. Ross speaks about acquiring the new IPhone 7, then 8, etc. And other technology latest wiz page 53 of 89
gadgets. Keith relevant commentary: I carried 4 iPhone 3S cell phones back on Oct 3, 2011 that were full of all evidence needed to obtain my freedom if ANYONE had actually used what I have gifted them. CIA/NSA/FBI can easily get my call detail records for (770)-289-3050, 770-289-3089 from AT&T by contacting my former consul toning boss Jose Vargas, last in Texas as a Vice President. Even glenn_lurie@ATT.com personally met and knows about PhoneCradle.com IcStand.com regarding $15,000 breach of contract crime committed by Keith Hartford of WNA-LTD.com in Nov 2010.

Ross: Everything is beautiful in God’s time. The acquisition of wealth and assets is a prime focus for most people. Make Jesus the center of your life, and your world changes for the best.

KEITH: The rest of Colossians Chapter 3 you can read on your own. https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Colossians+3&version=NIV

Once in heaven, we have everything as the Eternal Hope of all.

Offertory time. I only have 2200 peso left in my wallet equal to about $40 USD. 2 Corinthians 9:7. “Each one must tie as he has decided in his heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.” Jesus offered his body to us as the ultimate offertory to mankind. 5 pm meetings are about the building project. Juan Deal Cruz gifted $5,000 on the video screen. I put 100 Peso in, since I have only had about $50,000 USD income back in summer of 2010. This started back on Nov 4, 2007 with ROSE and has NEVER been resolved in any form or manner this entire time.

The song ‘Alive’ by Hillson Young and Free is sung by the congregation of about 200 that is not a full capacity crowd.

The briefest review is:

The USA Gov and criminals tied to ROSE are sitting on my $3 Million USD original saved assets, my $8 Million USD IRSWhistleblower Feb 2009, my $350,000 USD Forsyth County GA Judgment (Oct 2010), my + $40,000 USD in hands of Ms. Bashama, aka Tammy Jo Shepard (Austin), and all my lifetime assets GONE, stolen by criminals like ?murdered Brian Walker in Gwinnett County GA Dec 7, 2013.

This is the result of so many actual ROBBERIES, LArcency, false witness, and active protection of each of these criminals BY the USA Government since they collect paychecks and benefits regardless if they enforce USA Constitutional laws and statutes or NOT. For NOT is the total failures of our world systems to fearlessly protect the rights of my 7.44 billion people.

Therefore, UNIlocracy.com is the first and last fully comprehensive plan of total salvation for all of mankind to overthrow all evil satanic criminals by the people.

This has never been any simplier. Just ask FatherKeith.com to represent YOUR rights.

As I have 8 am Monday Oct 3, 2016 historical radio news broadcast at AM 765 on the 5 year anniversary of when I was kidnapped the 3rd and 4th time by USA government agents paid off by ROSE.

Oct 15 Adult Women conference Victory Center Bagay Road, starting at 2 pm.

#####

##### End of Saturday, Oct 1, 2016. The total Reboot of our entire world occurs when YOU, my 7.44 billion people actually OVERTHROW the criminals of our world using the technology and methods I have architected to replace ALL leadership who have been ruining your prosperity, peace, and general harmony. For as I have always been universal in nature, these are the new standards that set the commandments, constitution, mandates, guidelines, and rules for everyday transactions that are at the true heart of all of humanity.

The current environment of corruption and genocide is the worst in world history. Only the direct application of UNIlocracy.com with SolutionGovernment.com will prevent the impending enslavement of all of humanity who control the infrastructures of our world.

My new wife remains extremely disturbed that I have no results from all the +9 years of the most extreme efforts to order arrests of so many criminals. I remain beyond shocked and stunned that so many criminal terrorists exist inside and out of our own corporations and government agencies. Clearly from extreme wealth, then the most extreme vindictive persecution, and the resulting SOLUTIONS, I have re-emerged as the defacto standard architect of our own new world society. I am exhausted providing all these solutions to mankind and never getting any results. In fact, most people RUN like HELL after they recognize that I have shown the world their own crime sprees. While in JAIL, everyone ridiculed me for
ROSE had paid off so many to order my murder for hire. This was so that ROSE could continue to orchestrate the most profitable world crime spree in recent world history that exceeds almost all other criminal asset acquisitions.

I am watching the Netflix ‘Designated Survivor’ series as it only releases one episode a week now. I supplement with ‘Scorpion’ as this team mirrors my own extremely high IQ problem solving mentality. Many of their scripted technology achievements are pure hog-wash and totally unrealistic in reality. I close now, still waiting for SINGLE Federal Judge, Special Prosecutor, Special Investigative Prosecutor, Congress, Interpol, NBI, FBI, IRS, PUBLIC, and/or Press to INTERVENE on my behalf. …

### Start of Friday, Sept 30, 2016 as I have been ordering and demanding Justice for my people as well as myself for now 8.75 years starting Jan 15, 2008. Read and TAKE ACTION to fearlessly protect the rights of all others. Overthrow all criminals using SolutionGovernment.com and Interpol URLident.com with mass viral publicity that shall sweep our mutual world clean of all the viceful greedy prostituted criminals.

Sept 30, 2016. Hundreds of Thousands of CRIMINALS arrested, their crime assets seized, and then most banned to the abandoned slums of our world. FatherKeith.com Duncan Sky Darmos continuation. Wed Sept 28, 2016

Email to Jonathan CamCam and a few others( Actually our entire world).

After almost 9 years of fighting this one devil in USA in court and around the world,

I continue connecting humanity with technology by unifying them into one degree of separation with UNIocracy.com Robert Dee Rose personally owes me well over $350,000 USD based on Forsyth County GA USA Judgment 08SC-1345 granted Oct 2010, the IRS owes me $8 Million for IRSWBFeb2009,658 they filed against ROSE, and the USA government owes me well over $400 Million USD for real and punitive damages because ROSE paid off so many county officials, then state, then federal rogue agents to force me into hell-Jail so others could destroy all trackable traces of their own crime sprees. I smuggled almost all court documents and evidence OUT to my own churches and retrieved them in Feb 2014 as soon as I could travel back to each crime scene and each courthouse to get the certified proof of massive political crimes.

SolutionGovernment.com and INTERPOL URLident.com are clearly the ONLY solutions never deployed to quickly identify who is honest and who is not to be trusted (mostly criminals).

I go to LoveRadio today on invitation, and back to Commission on Police near BNI and Human Rights commission buildings that I have been visiting as well as BFP, Science and technology (BOST), Telecommunications Commission, and many others.

No one has YET to actually ESCALATE to authorities what I have been doing for most of my life. SOLVING major system problems with perfect computer system designs and now application of
simple off shelf technology and methods to remove all criminal elements from the periodic criminal tables of GREED, POWER, and even enslavement.

I post this broadcast also soon.

Attached is latest ongoing commentary about our entire world. As I have never had any secrets, just like the other archangels, saints, and converted disciples, apostles, and followers of our/my GodFather, Christ Jesus as shown on

http://www.TheTruthVault.com video series

and http://www.ChristDomain.com to unify all religions, all

Under Clearinghouse http://www.BuiltBykeith.com

I am so low on the absolute last of my $3 million USD original life savings from 40 years ago, that Marites is going emotionally unstable, claiming she must return to Hong Kong to work as another domestic servant for 2 years in order to survive.

I have about $1,000 USD left to my name and huge intellectual property like

http://www.TurnOffLights.com that has never gone to market BECAUSE everyone claims

1. Oh, we are too busy. Our boss is out of office, on leave, or not available....

2. Oh, We have no authority, jurisdiction, or justification to do anything other than what we are ordered to do.

3. Oh, we have no clue who to contact. We just work here for a paycheck.

4. Oh, good luck with that, and walk away since their minds are on themselves.

5. Oh, Oh My GOD, do you know what you have done.? THESE are the PEOPLE I have been trying to FIND. Do YOU KNOW ANY like this?

I have gifted her and the world MaryRights.com and SolutionHousing.com that is the most powerful Reformation movement in world history. why waste words or time.....
ACTION has always been how to motivate our people as prayers and words hold no weight without results..

SKY states: I discovered years ago that criminals are inside almost all news media, corporations, and government agencies.

"This is not breaking world news for most...", no, not for truthers. Why do you re live sept 11, 2001 using conclusions that are based on speculation.

"There was indeed many coverups and destruction of related evidence as those behind all terrorist attacks focus on extreme fear and intimidation to provide criminal funding to themselves for more terrorist crime sprees.", but Keith, those coverups were conducted by the CIA! It was the CIA shipping the debris of building 7 to China! And it was the CIA who destroyed all videos from CCTV surveillance cameras!

So, who is the criminal? Don't you know that Larry Silverstein admitted that building 7 was demolished .. he claimed by the fire department .. but that is another lie .. it was a demolition company. "Terrorism is more than 4 thousand years old as genocide is the most powerful method of wiping the opposition off the face of our earth.", you are absolutist just like most humans .. to say that some attacks are false flags doesn't mean that all are.

"When you finally start Te focusing on the current terrorist realities, you and the world can truly see, believe, and actually act with fearless authority to protect the rights of all others."

I focus already 100%. Current terrorist attacks are Paris attack, sandy hooks, Orlando, Munich .. OMG .. you are so anti scholar .. lazy to think .. that is why your websites look like advertisement ...

"For there is no greater crime against humanity than corrupt politicians, evil corporates executives, and underground cyber based criminal networks who plan to depopulate our world so they are the only survivors of the coming holy cost Holocaust.", but that is exactly what I am talking about .. all of them were involved in both 911 and a lot of other attacks.

####

####

### Thursday, Sept 29, 2016.

Keith replies: Since I hear almost constant barrage attacks on the corruption of CIA, FBI, law enforcement, and even military then EXACTLY who is left to actually enforce everyone's rights? WHO.... Not all 10 million USA government employees/leaders who are the NON-TEACHERS are page 57 of 89
corrupt and evil. That is a total impossibility. **WHO.** WHO is left to actually uphold Justice and Equality? **WHO.**

The answer has always been simple. THE PEOPLE. Those who **RISE UP in outright OUTRAGE wrath** and overthrow all criminals by replacing them with honest integrity driven person who actually represent all rights of all people. This is UNIocracy.com using SolutionGovernment.com and URLiDent.com in it's perfected logical step by step format constructed to identify WHO are the true criminals so the NEW WORLD SOCIETY can easily SEIZE the criminal assets and redistribute to our communities to build NEW schools, free education (no tuition), new roads/railroads, clean safe water, ample safe food, security from all localized threats and terrorist attacks, etc. This is the UNIFICATION that occurs when PUBLICITY goes viral over the SAME internet system used to propagate on-line gambling, sex trade, drug trades, financial crimes (worth TRILLIONS). for the Criminal Ruling Elite can easily OVERTHROW all of humanity by creating a few terrorist attacks, shut down the telecommunications infrastructure, force the banks to go into total default (devalued currencies), control all trade and food supplies, and literally DEPOPULATE our WORLD. All it takes is a small group of super criminals like Robert Dee Rose who have embedded themselves INSIDE each of the most powerful government agencies and corporations using FineHomeTechnologies.com OneOceanBahamas.com and especially www.AGILELaw.com in Atlanta Georgia USA.

I am watching Netflix. (DIS)Honesty: the Truth About Lies. You can too. It is all about Duke University Professor studies on the Economic Rationalization. Sociopaths like Rose and Ms. Bashama see deception as the ONLY ways and means to acquire the assets of others with minimum risk because they BUY off those law enforcement and judicial authorities with their criminally acquired assets. the same goes for Corporate Executives who BUY the politicians using mega millions of share holder dividends and corporate assets. Often this is in form of promised stock in the future and massive kickbacks from contracts and laws from these criminal lawmaker lawbreakers. No one truly knows, because 1. No one cares. 2. These terrorists control the flow of information 3. Criminals seldom rat out other criminals because this creates KILL off rat kills rat wars. Any questions or objections now on WHY UNIocracy.com is the ONLY SOLUTION to PREVENT world self-genocide........

By websters definition, a Terrorist is ' anyone who uses fear and intimation to defraud an organization or government for personal, financial, or political gain'. Those sociopath criminals who have no remorse have justified to themselves they can dominate over all others by variety of ways and means to prevent their crimes from being revealed to the few honest persons who are tasked by society to investigate and punish all guilty parties. A Political Criminal uses the power of their compartmentalized offices to alter and conceal any crimes from other groups, the public and press. In the current age of all electronic record keeping, almost anyone can delete and forge incriminating evidence since there is very few confirmable chains of custody. With URLiDent.com, anyone submitting or accessing any evidence must record their selfie photo, time, location, and confirm with
their own one-shot PIN number shown on world famous http://www.SolutionBankFraud.com  All objections by everyone have already been incorporated into these checks and balances to create our new world society 'perfect' self-balancing system.

Pope Francis on Wednesday was in Poland. http://en.radiovaticana.va/news/2016/09/28/pope_francisEntrust_yourself_to_the_archangels/1261297

Pope Francis spoke about the feast of the Archangels Michael, Gabriel, and Raphael, which is observed on Thursday. The Holy Father quoted scripture, saying the Angels are “all ministering spirits sent to serve, for the sake of those who are to inherit salvation.” (Heb 1:14)

Keith’s prime question. Exactly WHO and WHERE are the Archangels. the answer is simple. YOU, my people. Those who RISE up to fearlessly protect the rights of all others are the TRUE angels of mercy and grace to OVERTHROW all evil once and forever.

### Start of Wednesday, Sept 28, 2016  Another major historical day in the life of mankind.

Today I attend the Providence of Cagayan Valley Region 2 board member legislative meeting with 9 board members and the two honorary members who are the son and daughter of ex mayor Delfin Ting. I met with Delfin and many other commissioners, newspaper editors, and regional directors over just the past 6 to 13 months. Perla Tumaliuan is one of my all time favorite representatives. It is now 9:45 and only she and one other board member are present for the start of the 9:30 pm session. The audience is a mix of medical technician college students and a few interested citizens numbering about 20. This is the prime legislative body for about 10 million citizens that is headquartered in Tuguegarao City, Philippines just east of the City hall.

Perlas campaign slogan was that she wanted to ‘marry’ her constituents. She happens to be single. She is a finance mastermind and is truly beloved of everyone who meets her. I met her first at our Barangay hall when she was starting campaigning for what she could do to SERVE HER PEOPLE.

I just met Vice Governor Honorary Melvin K Boy Vargas Jr. His admin executive is Joyce who is sitting next to me. She wants me to meet the high school education leaders who are in the building today. It is now 10:24 pm and the viewing gallery is now full of 50 people. The room is 20 feet by 58 feet long. There are 4 high definition video TV style cameras to record today's legislative session. Call to Order. IdeKkucan is one of the Tagalog words on the innovation song and National Anthem.

The Two Tings are out on business today. 8 board members are present for the required quorum.

The **12th session is declared open.** On my right is a representative of the PNP. He is introduced. Others are the Dean of the School of Engineering and Architecture. St Louis University. I am introduced as USA Press Association, Broadcast Journalist Evangelist. The Board members are Hon. Rosauro ‘Ross’ Resuello, Maria Olivia Pascual, Crisopher Barcena, Vilmer Viloria, Caren Kaye Turingan, Hilario Ting, Jean Alphonse Pone, Arnold Layus, Rodrigo De Asis.

top 9 respiratory Therapist Exam. Most discussion are in Tagalog with occasional English so I am very limited in recording the actual bullet points and discussions.

Agenda Proper B. Ordinance establishing development and promotion of Farm Tourism. This ties into the existing world famous SolutionHousing.com

The discussion is on Health, education and jobs. Keith: this would be the original FixMedicine.com now WorldSchoolFund.com = BabaYuanES.com and SolutionEmploy.com

They discuss the ongoing conflict problems of the education system. Gov Mamba has a program of offering scholarships at Barangay levels. The issue is which budget is appropriated and who approves the expenditures. Hundreds of high school students have flocked to one of the board members Hon. Rodrigo C. De Asis. Oct 1 Saturday will be a meeting for these students to explain the actual sponsorship programs.

C.1 Attorney Mila tinCay? Pincay? asked for hold on the Tuguegarao City budget supplemental stating the ordinance does not have the proper legality of jurisdiction. 79 million Peso is the motion and carries with approval. C2 is on Committee of Health< Sanitation, Population, and Technology on on Operation Smile, and a GeneXpert machine for detecting Tuberculosis. D2.5 to reactivate and strengthen their Barangay Anti-Drug Abused Council (BADAC) in the drug addiction and drug proliferation severe situation. Keith has shown SolutionDrugs.com and SolutionMilitary.com as the prime methods of foreer dealing with the extremely profitable black-market use of VICE initiated by ‘the Criminal Ruling Elite’.

A representative with PLO Provincial Legal Office speaks on the appointment of Atty Vicente D. Lasam as the Provincial Legal Officer.

PRIVILEGE HOUR. Two people were murdered recently locally. Ordinance 6-20-12 To secure the identification of all persons. this involves VISAs as well as the PNP ability to rapidly confirm any person. Motorcycles are often used as the mode of get-away with extreme difficulty of finding these criminals. Also, contractors are making a major mess of the road construction in the center of town. There is seldom any oversight of the engineering and construction completed to the required specifications. Keith: I have personally observed many local bridges and street lights taking 9 months to complete. Potholes and obstructions to the free flow of traffic and large buses/trucks is a high priority issue. This is solved by the funding the highway department to create new By-Passes, expand interchange lanes, and soon expand the highway system to be 4 lane divided highway modeled after the USA interstate system of the 1950’s. This includes the construction of a national railroad system for both massive passenger and freight service to all major points of all Philippine islands.

The guest speaker Doctor discusses the hospital system of Isabella and this area. 8 infirmaries and 8 primary care hospitals exist in this Region. They want to merge some of these care facilities. The budget is hard to maintain 16 separate institutes. The population to doctors/medical care is extremely high. He quotes 80% PS and 20% MOE rates that should be down at 40% and ??%. I believe this is the # of nurses for each licensed doctors. They ask for 32 infirmaries. Licensing requirements are preventing level 1 care from being provided. The difference issues are the license and facility to perform surgery and C-Sects (childbirth). The 2015 budget was 50 million Pesos. Keith: From personal experiences, whenever our family needed medical care, we would have to go to the private outside pharmacies to buy the basic medical supplies needed by the doctors and nurses for basic testing procedures.

It is now 12 noon as my PC is down to 10% power. I need to shut down as I do not have my charger with me today.

The agenda is about the rising number of teachers, professors, and other school personal who have lost their jobs due to the implementation of the K-12 Program.

Other key matters relate to the Dept of Education, Dir Estela L. Carino OIC< Regional Director #2. I interviewed with Chief Administrative Officer Atty Jose Mario (mobile 0917-775-0055 as he was thrilled with the 30 minute demonstration of use of off shelf technology to be deployed to all classrooms and offices. Since I own the published USA patent of the original Selfy Stick, no one has ever acknowledged I have been the mastermind genius behind the true unification of mankind using the same technology altered by criminals to commit so many crimes. This is summarized on almost all videos published to world with focus page 60 of 89
on the Dec 2014 SelfyProStick.com that demonstrates well over 30 uses of off-shelf technology and methods that revolutionize the educational, business, government, and residential environments.

##### start of Sunday, Sept 25, 2016.

Today’s title is BBK20160925-TotalUNIFICATIONRevealed-392.pdf on IseeIunderStand.com as this has always been the PRIME world evangelist mission of FatherKeith.com before, during, and after the most severe capital and felony crimes are actively being committed against a-the True Man of GOD and all of humanity.

### Sunday, Sept 25, 2016. Thursday was the last blog world broadcast when I met with Governor Mamba. Today I am at JILworldWide.org church in Barangay Libargnorte with Pastor Lony Soriano. This is Eastern Tuguegarao about 3 km from St Peter + Paul church of Archbishop Sergio Utleg who I also visited on Friday Sept 23, 2016. Gov Mamba’s sister Carol attends here as we met in the entrance area.

We start with opening praise songs then have Testimony from different members on how GOD has been working in their lives. Pastor Bishop EDDIE C. VILLANUEVA (former communist atheist) and Joel ‘Testaman’ Villanueva are key persons I need to interview and share about use of technology to unify all of mankind. Philippines 2:10-12 “That at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue acknowledge that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father”

The Testimony I have been recording for all of mankind is deposited at the ‘Book of Reality Life’ at http://www.IseeIunderStand.com About 100 people are on the two floors of about 7 meters by 7 meters, 24 feet wide by 24 feet long. This is very close to size of my one story BabayuanEs.com based ChristDomain.com based FatherKeith.com home. JIL is also the prime rally that I attended with 8,000 Philippine women in Hong Kong on exactly July 5, 2015 with wife Marites Duncan (MaryRights.com).

Hebrews 10:35-36 NIV “So do not throw away your confidence; it will be richly rewarded. You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will receive what he has promised.”

The testimony is mostly in the national dialect of Tagalog. I tried to send message to omniscoop@jilworldwide.org on their website to request interview meeting with Bro EDDIE C. VILLANUEVA (former communist Atheist) and Joel ‘Testaman” Villanueva.

Our service sermon starts at about 9:45 with a young Lady Pastor of about age 38. name ??

Today is the exact 5 year anniversary of when I, Keith Duncan, debriefed the USA Military at Langley Airforce base on Sept 25, 2011 9 pm evening. It was Sunday, just like today.

The text from Exodus 34: The Radiant Face of Moses
29 When Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the two tablets of the covenant law in his hands, he was not aware that his face was radiant because he had spoken with the Lord. 30 When Aaron and all the Israelites saw Moses, his face was radiant, and they were afraid to come near him. 31 But Moses called to them; so Aaron and all the leaders of the community came back to him, and he spoke to them. 32 Afterward all the Israelites came near him, and he gave them all the commands the Lord had given him on Mount Sinai. 33 When Moses finished speaking to them, he put a veil over his face. 34 But whenever he entered the Lord’s presence to speak with him, he removed the veil until he came out. And when he came out and told the Israelites what he had been commanded, 35 they saw that his face was radiant. Then Moses would put the veil back over his face until he went in to speak with the Lord.”

The Lady pastor Dolly states: Gods glory is the physical manifestation of divine beauty = … excellence’. She defines divine beauty as the glory of GOD shown throughout his magnificent creations. This includes YOU, my 7.44 billion people. She describes the beauty of God as unfathomable with depth beyond vision.

Today’s title is BBK20160925-TotalUNIFICATIONRevealed-392.pdf on IseeIunderStand.com She now quotes the homepage mission statement of JILworldWide.org of Philippians 2:10-11 NIV (shown above). Exactly five years ago, I am at Albert Prinos (teenNewsNetwork.com) Roman Catholic page 61 of 89
Church in Olde Greenwich Connecticut USA right before I drive to Langley AFB that afternoon from NYC area. travel noon until 9 pm.

On their JIL wall is their Declaration of Faith with 15 bullet points on their major doctrines.

2 Corinthians 3:14 14 But their minds were made dull, for to this day the same veil remains when the old covenant is read. It has not been removed, because only in Christ is it taken away. 15 Even to this day when Moses is read, a veil covers their hearts. 16 But whenever anyone turns to the Lord, the veil is taken away. 17 Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. 18 And we all, who with unveiled faces contemplate the Lord’s glory, are being transformed into his image with ever-increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit.”

Pastor + Keith commentary: We can not survive in todays time by being loners. We MUST have the support of all of mankind as well as work directly on the prime aspects of WHY GOD created mankind in the first place. Our strength is in UNITY with each other under God’s divine commandments and ordinances known as doctrines and beliefs that transcend the daily tribulations and trials of our lives.

All of us have HAD the veil removed so that we can actually see the glory of GOD in our daily lives. We become more and more like Jesus and even GOD with our focus on fearlessly protecting the rights of all others. This is why Christ stated in John 10:30 “I and the Father are one.”. (Keith’s prime interjection).

Pastor: We are all called to be part of the Holy Community of Faith and Grace since the dawn of mankind. Keith: Since God is a loving and caring mutual Creator, just why has our world descended into the most severe situations of enslavement that are a repeat of ancient Egypt and the Roman Empire, then the slave trading enterprises of USA (1600’s until Civil Rights movement in the 1960’s). Human trafficking continues worldwide, and few people know or even care. The answers are shown throughout the world ministries of http://www.BuiltBykeith.com that unifies all of mankind with simple solutions that are step by step using SolutionFinal.com

Good works are not the prime pathway to righteousness. Keith: When crimes occur, it is the duty of all moral and ethical persons to STOP the crimes at the root point of transactions. Pastor: Only one thing will reverse the course of history (In tagalog so I did not get her point). She does state “the nearness of GOD. “ Keith: Is this the ‘where ever two or more are gathered, there I am also…” Matthew 18:20

For where two or three gather in my name, there am I with them.”

Pastor: We are all citizens of heaven and not just residents of the current organic world. The AntiChrist Satanic persons delay and deceive at every possible point in order to enrich themselves. We are in the end times now. She is lead by the Holy Spirit to teach the absolute basic truths of life, just like FatherKeith.com and so many other messianic messengers who must BOND and BIND together to overthrow the evil ones of our world. For there are few in the middle and higher levels of all Law enforcement, corporations, and leadership positions at the management levels who have incentive to protect the rights of all people. These is leading to the final and last collapse of most governments and corporations that are initiated plans of the ‘Criminal Ruling Elite’.

For Keith has personally experienced the worst of the most brutal criminals in world history because he WENT to all churches possible as well as all law enforcement agencies and judicial authorities known to man. The same occurred with his-my-our GodFather Christ Jesus 1972 + 16 years ago = 1988. this is the year that Keith Duncan went on his own Walk To Emmaus in Charlotte N.C. USA at St Stevens Methodist Church right off Rama Road near our home 1200 Lynbrook Ave. Keith went back to the actual EmmaUS in JerUSAlem exactly April 2-5, 2015, toured and broadcast iseeJustice.com then flew to Rome Italy April 6-16, 2015 to enlist the Vatican and everyone he meets to UNIFY all of mankind.

Keith’s interjection is Matthew 18 The Greatest in the Kingdom of Heaven
18 At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, “Who, then, is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?” 2 He called a little child to him, and placed the child among them. 3 And he said: “Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. 4 Therefore, whoever takes the lowly position of this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. 5 And whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me.”

This is also why FatherKeith.com ministers and evangelist serves the children by protecting their rights as well as building the strongest husband wife relationships possible. This enforces the community ethics values that everyone protects each other.
In real time, it is now 10:38 am as the lady pastor speaks about education. Everyone can testify that Jesus lives in their hearts, souls, and minds once they discover the joy of GOD in the creation that surrounds them. She states “The Lord is the same yesterday, today, and tomorrow”. I beg to differ as GOD also lives in real time and is actively monitoring his creations to see the outcome of their own free will choices concerning their own procreation of extending their influence into the realms that extend past the boundaries of their own atmosphere of life.

The Song of the Cherubim from Jill Shannon. Revelation 4:8 “each of the four living creatures had six wings and was covered with eyes all around, even under his wings. Day and night …

The sermon closes out and we have Offertory.

Keith: I have been asking for the ‘Love Offerings’ for now years so I can finally pay my most basic living expenses and complete the mission work of Jesus Christ as the #1 Sovereign Ambassador Emissary Messianic Messenger. I remain beyond shocked and stunned that our world has degraded to the Sodom and Gomorrah as well as Jericho viceful crime and poverty that existed thousands of years ago. No one has ever recovered a penny of the more than $3 Million USD of my own earned income lost years ago to the anti-christ criminals who are so many of your own corporate executives and government leaders.

Pastor Lony invited me to present the current world ministries to the congregation. I would have voice recorded this, but then, too much time to hit the RECORD button.

WHO is the Church? WE are the church, not the building structure.

Oct 28, 2016 Manila JIL mass celebration rally.

### Thursday, Sept 22, 2016. Total Reform of mankind has always been the end result of Keith Duncan’s worldwide ministries. It is now 5:20 am as this use to be my normal every day routine regardless of day of week. Even on Saturday and Sundays, I would normally sleep from about midnight or 1 am until 5 am, wake up totally refreshed, and go to work. On Sundays that meant going to at least 2 churches in the morning and traveling as far as possible to interact with as many people as feasible. This is also what my GodFather Christ Jesus did according to multiple sourced accounts of his travels and teachings.

All indications are that many Christian sects, including the Roman Catholic Church have hidden all records of Jesus Christ age birth through age 29 years of experience. That is also a crime against humanity since Jesus clearly was a mortal man made in the image of my-our God that I have describing as collective consciousness. I am eating oatmeal and my daily bread here in the Philippines.

Yesterday, I spent most of the day on my 150 cc Suzuki Motorcycle visiting the top officials of Commissioners here in Tuguegarao City and broadcasting to our world, just like I have done for past 9, actually more, years. These are the old testament revelations shown to the our world as well as the progression into the Last testament testimony of ERA3 that is http://www.UNIocracy.com

I have never made any excuses or self objections to the true reality of the most horrific crimes being committed by so many hardened career criminals like ROSE. I take a walk up to the local elementary school now as the sun was starting to brighten the sky about 30 minutes ago.

AT 1:00 pm today, I met with Governor Mamba and 8 of his advisors for lunch and candid discussions about SolutionGovernment.com URLiDent.com and TurnOffLights.com I asked for them to connect with their extensive network of commissioners and public relations to FINALLY go public with each of the world class and world saving solutions on http://www.BuiltByKeith.com

I sent longer text messages to Jonathan CamCam,

### Tuesday, Sept 20, 2016. The Unification of all mankind occurs WHEN the public RISES UP from their blinded and cult brain washed capitalistic marketing craze, and actually fearlessly Protect the rights of all others. I just published the following on theTruthVault.com

TITLE: #391 UNIocracy.com kills all crime forever. Contact BuiltByKeith.com today. Call to Justice
https://youtu.be/Vixg1QppBw0 ### Sept 20, 2016 World Press release-Conferences for humanity. www.SolutionMilitary.com with www.SolutionGovernment.com enables ALL world citizens to STOP and PREVENT all Wars forever. One PERSON can and MUST change the course of self-genocide of the human race. FatherKeith.com Duncan (Philippine Cell 63-0917-335-4300) explains all to humanity. INTERPOL URLiDent.com is biometrics + face recognition to immediately Identify any of our 7.44 Billion citizens as Honest with Integrity, or SHUNNED and BANNED by all of society as unrepentant criminals.

There can be NO greater crime against humanity that Political Corrupt Truant Tyrants inside ANY government (including USA) who are the Criminal Ruling Elite because they are elected/appointed/promoted to leadership positions and actively use Organized Crime groups like AgileLaw.com and FineHomeTechnologies.com to prostitute the same laws they make and control. ARREST all criminals and force them into the SLUM HELL-JAILS vacated by those who actually LOVE and CARE for their families and communities.

JOIN UNITYurl.com and form your own self-reliant self-governing communities of Faith and Grace. This is YOUR ultimate CALL to ACTION to remove need for brutal profiteering wars conducted by ruthless Banksters and satanic (devil antiChrist) leaders in corporate and government positions of unrestrained authority. Use Builtbykeith Duncan is Prime Solution Provider as your Prime world consultant by actually SENDING FatherKeith.com Duncan to the United Nations on SolutionUNI.com and Press conferences to UNIFY all of MANKIND once and forever with UNIocracy.com , YOUR NEW WORLD SOCIETY.

Refusals of everyone to deploy any of the new world solutions broadcast on TheTruthVault.com and http://www.BuiltBykeith.com will enable the Criminal Ruling Elite to enslave the rest of our-my 7.44 Billion People. REPEAL almost ALL laws using SolutionFinal.com so the citizens will no longer linger as slave traded red meat controlled by the most obvious worst career criminals in world history, your own world leadership.

From Sky Darmos: Response from Keith Duncan on June 25, 2016 on Facebook.com/BuiltByKeith world famous broadcast network.

From February. Your conversation states: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Direct_democracy#United_States I got to know that the occupy wall street movement was actually aiming to make direct democracy real. There is a huge list of parties which promote direct democracy from different countries. Can you tell me what your approach has which they dont have? KEITH: The answer is so, so clear. FIRST, No approach has ever worked. If a REAL Solution had ever gone public, we would still NOT be slave traded with one way transfer of wealth to the criminal Elite.

The SolutionGovernment.com has finally been polished to total Checks and Balances to create a single New World Society where very little government leaders are needed. Everyone takes care of their own local community issues, including funding schools, roads, emergency services, social services, and everything required to make any community self-sufficient.

Everyone will be free to travel anywhere in world with URLiDent.com Interpol single referential integrity normalized database as everyone will be listed if they want to conduct business. If NOT listed by their own choice, they are SHUNNED by rest of society. If LISTED as criminals by enough people, that along with face recognition using any smart eDevice will prevent them from conducting ANY business transactions.

Everything else showing the ONLY solution to almost all of mankind's basic issues is on http://www.builtByKeith.com. SaviorKeith.com has completed everything and gifted to all of humanity for a variety of unselfish and ordained reasons that are so easy to see, believe, and ACT with WISDOM on IseeJustice.com and TheTruthVault.com.

I contacted my own Congressmen and Freedom of Information Agencies again just last night ORDERING them to take action to protect all the rights of my-our people. Keith
From Keith Duncan, Atlanta GA USA, then China, Hong Kong, and now Philippines. Please share SolutionGovernment.com with your national news broadcasters and all government officials. GO DIRECTLY to news stations and explain the four simple By-pass laws that PREVENT all political corruption in first place. The recent UK vote to leave the EU will have far reaching consequences since few politicians have done anything to ensure the protection of any civil, legal, or financial rights of their own citizens. Anyone can join the Daily Press Conference calls shown on CALL-IN International numbers on top of http://www.BuiltBykeith.com

#### of YOUTUBE.com world rebroadcast.

Now I am at the local Region 2 Health Department requesting my new Well water be tested for safety. That would tie into SolutionSafeWater.com that provides clean safe water worldwide wherever there is sunshine regardless of any other infrastructure including electricity or access to treatment chemicals. DanRayus is my greeting host here on the National two lane highway that circles our prime paradise Philippines island up toward Santa Anna.

I just sent additional text messages to Bishop Tony Marioghae, Tuguegareo previous mayor Delfino Ting (his son is now Congressman Randy Ting), to Jonathan CamCam, to Mike Jr at the Golden Press (Northern Forum weekly newspaper, Nancy Cortez-Garcia at the Cagayan Star. All about the most massive and critical marketing campaign in world history to UNIFY all of MANKIND. This is so easy when the public sees, believes, and ACTS with WISDOM to merge the Holy Trinity of GOD, Jesus Christ (and all other messianic messengers), the Holy Spirit, with the fourth component of mankind. Add the remaining periodic Fifth element of LOVE, and our world becomes the true paradise that I have non politically architecting for the basic majority of my entire 58 years since Aug 15, 1958 birthdate.

Today, I visited Allan Sibel Sr Dept of Health about publicity on multiple Health directed solutions. He states that 20 million Indigenous (poverty) Philippines persons will complete free health screening by Dec 25, 2016. This includes dental, eye, general medical checkup, and even minor surgery as warranted by the nurses and attending traveling doctors to all providences of the Paradise of Philippines. Why the USA and other countries REFUSE to provide basic screening and preventive care is beyond reason as FatherKeith.com knows why everyone PROFITS by huge red tape ticker parades and the worse paper chase conspiracies in world history. Obama care is a prime example of huge overhead and taxpayer expense claiming to meet the needs of the people while in fact they are enriching all the politicians and those at only the top levels of pharmaceuticals and owners of mega health insurance companies at the Corporate Executive criminal level.

Next visit was back at the region 2 Dept of Education to meet with Chief Administrator Officer Atty Jose Mario Macarilay about use of off shelf technology in all classrooms at the desk level. Using IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com AppleTV, a hotspot wifi, and a self-stick on a simple L clamp, all students will be using their smartphones with wireless keyboards to connect with ONE DEGREE of SEPARATION with anyone in our world of 7.4 billion people. Why has no one else in the world brought simplified off-shelf methods and technology to my people? WHY is what I have been explaining this entire time.

Almost everyone says ‘Good Luck with that,” and glass over in their eyes with blinded distractions. A few ask what I am selling them. I state. I am GIFTING this away because I know the extreme quad-Trillions of $$$ value to the entire world economy. If no one knows, then everyone looses these Acts of Wisdom that are the most comprehensive in world history from any viewpoint.

Next was visit to Dept of Science and Technology to finally get www.TurnOffLights.com and SolutionSafeWater.com on world markets. Eng Cesar S. Siador Jr is the Regional Director of EMB-R-2 at EMB_R02@yahoo.com Chris and Ann were the primary Admins and MIS directors that I spoke with for 30 minutes about the extreme value of this USPTO.gov patent applied solutions that are both Nobel Peace prize worthy for the trillions of $$$ economic benefits and the removal of all corrupt Corporate executives who skim shareholder value as well as buy politicians so they can all be prostituted criminals who become the slave traders when the corrupt governments and corporations collapse.
Next I am at the oldest hotel in all of Tuguegarao City waiting for the owner Delfino Ting to arrive per his direct phone call one hour ago. He is the ex-mayor who recently lost to the twice suspended Mayor Jeff SORIANO. I have met well over 15 major political candidates over the past year here in Philippines and video recorded their promises and platforms to the best of my broadcast abilities. Seldom do Politicians actually deliver on their campaign promises since the memory and news cycle of most people is less than one day very short on IQ -Intelligence Quotient.

Delfino Ting arrives at 5:45 for a 10 minute discussion on SolutionGovernment.com then OFF he goes to a funeral. He dismisses SG as not possible since the TOP level people control each of the elections steps and corruption is impossible to cure he claims. He was Mayor and involved the most deeply in Tuguegarao City government for 25 years. I showed him the basics of the 4 by-pass laws as he claimed he would take YEARS to implement because some contractor firm would have ability to fix the election results. This prime objection has already been addressed and clearly stated with the world first PERFECT election/appointment system that actually prevents all continuous corruption in the first place.

I head back home now. I post everything as quick as possible, including crimes committed to ensure SOMEONE of INTEGRITY will actually complete all these world changing missions in the simple case that my own GOD, your GOD, calls me home at his discretion to complete the JUDGMENT of the rest of these blinded FOOLS and actual IDIOTS who think they are immune from my GodFathers wrath. This includes my OWN wrath (righteous anger) when the true criminals are brought up for Judgment in front of the final court of PUBLIC OPINION of URLiDent.com so they can truly be judged by independent and impartially unbiased persons of integrity known as Keith Duncans 7.44 Billion family of Paradise integrity based persons.

### Sunday, Sept 18, 2016. Keith’s sermon titled ‘What is Crazy’. Solved forever by UNlocracy.com

I was reading Joseph Smith’s accounting from his Latter Day Saints of Jesus Christ Chronology today. It is now 1:11 am as I woke up after a most vivid dream of a beautiful woman who as crazy about seducing me. She was vividly crazy, her husband knew it, and also was never blinded to the fact that his wife had a severe emotional disturbance when it came to the logical fact she was sex crazed because it was a fiery risk to be adultrueous. In my dream, I was definitely NOT a willing participant in this situation so I was handling it with open forum awareness in a way so this woman would probably NOT kill me. If she did, so be it, it must be my own ending. So I discussed his wife’s emotional situation with her husband as well as custom formulated a sermon for the congregation that I was about to address.

Yes, God does do some extremely weird activities to Keith Duncan on a regular basis right when I might normally be complacent. The weirdest and most true recollections of the series of extreme events is that God has been using my first love of technology to communicate with me because that is the media that I most understand based on my very unusual youthful growing up with two alcoholic parents who were kind on the outside, and mean on the inside from one side of their skin to the other.

Joseph Smith speaks his own experiences as a 14 year old boy who had a series of discussions with GOD about humanity and his own extreme predictaments. He was persecuted by very powerful religious leaders for holding firm to his explanations that GOD and Gabriel had spoken to him to change the course of human history. Who am I, Keith Duncan, to claim that Joseph Smith was crazy and did NOT have a personal experience with GOD. For I have always had my extreme doubts that Jesus Christ, my own GodFather, would actually have visited America after his resurrection. It just does not make sense since there is no collaborative evidence shown to the world from secondary or ancillary confirmed sources. So I can not say YES or NO about Joseph Smit.

What I can say, and have repeated for years, is the at the LDS treasure trove of GOD is their genealogy database. It is near perfect as the original seed of GOD to be used for INTERPOL URLiDent.com since they have done centuries of research into family relationships.
I will re-iterate again, that almost every major religious denomination has a central figurehead who claimed he had a vision from and with GOD, and that GOD told them they were the foundational Father (seldom a mother founder), of the ONE and ONLY TRUE CHURCH of GOD.

From an extremely simple and logical viewpoint, there is NO such thing as a single and exclusive TRUE CHURCH of GOD that excludes all other cult based cultural religions. It is logical impossibility since if one DID exist, the others would be instantly nullified and voided.

Jesus Christ NEVER once said that one must be Jewish in order to have a relationship with my-our GodFather. Find it in a multiple sourced bible, and I will be glad to eat crow. I think I have eaten so much crap and even chinese snake, that a little crow might be a welcome variation. Yes, GOD does have a keen and seldom cruel sense of human, for he invented YOU, my people, in his own image.

So SEX is indeed a driving force of weirdness in humanity. As the driving force of both procreation, prostitution, adultery, sexually transmitted disabling diseases like Herpes, Syphillis(sp), and killers like HIV-AIDs, sex is both a weapon as well as a healing mutual exclusive therapy relationship tool.

I have spoken most freely about the Black Widow Con artist thief Ms. Bashama as well as the sociopath super criminal Robert Dee Rose who both have bounties on their heads. This I did as soon as I saw they were both career criminals and left victims in their wake like a great white shark eating it’s way through a school of fish or a recent shipwreck of humans. No mercy is their motto, eat while the fresh vitals vittels are on the dining buffet line.

So it goes with Corrupt politicians, Liar-Lawyers, criminal Judges, Prosecutors, chief executives and so many of your-my leaders in the government and corporate enterprises of DOG eat Cat eats DOG world we all live in.

GOD does send messianic messengers to mankind at moments when humanity is about to explode from their own deviant greed. The worse offenders will always fall before the masters feet when the people UP RISE and command their worse enemies face the justice of the injustices they have caused to so many others. This is SolutionGovernment.com and URLIdent.com in a fits all size showcase of teaching our world how to actually LOVE and CARE for each other while eliminating all the evil crazy people who threaten our very existence. These people I accurately and database label, the Criminal Ruling Elite.

Now Jesus was considered the most powerful and respected Jewish Rabbi of his time. Yet, it appears to Keith and most others that he never went to the required Jewish Rabbi school system that is still a basic requirement to be ordained as a spiritual leader Priest. Jesus never said ‘You must convert and be a JEW’. In fact, Christ hung out with the worse of the sinners and viceful crazies such as the tax collectors (Matthew, his disciple), the prostitutes, drunks (alcoholics), gamblers (card and high stakes obsessive Las Vegas One Arm Bandit junkies), the drug addicts, the petty and grand thieves, the politicians (Oh I am being redundant again), and all other ‘DEPLORABLE’S’ of society.

So have I. For have purposefully been challenged with facing humanity with the biggest mirror of all. That is the Judgment mirror of GOD to show each person their own net worth as well as teach them how to identify themselves as either righteous or sinister. This psychology mirror can also be angled to review and expose the true nature of all others by their actions and repeatability.

As the most base example, I have video recorded so, so many crimes and taught everyone else how to database record to be the #1 determent at the point of transaction of evil. When I video recorded 3, then 4 year old SKY, Marites niece, while she was throwing a dirt down to DIRT temper tantrum, she quickly realized I was holding her accountable. The same event occurred with psycho path Ms. Bashama. When she went into a blind rage, I pulled out my iPhone 3S, and video recorded her multi faceted satanic rage on about Jan 30, 2011 right before I went to Florida and she robbed me blind. For she knew her days were numbered with the evidence I held in my hand that she was a career sociopath criminal who had no remorse to con and steal from everyone, thinking she could escape justice by talking her way out of her crimes by screaming bloody murder to any police investigator and claiming she had been gifted by all.

It is easy to see that career criminals have honed deception and diversion to a fine art. When they have millions of $$$ cash on hand from their victims, they can easily offer bribes as almost everyone has their price. Including all these Judges and Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates who is one step away from being YOUR Attorney General of USA.

My own wife Marites has been developing a deep seated psychosis in the past 4 months after our marriage on May 27, 2016 here in Philippines. It is based on her being slave traded for 16 years as a domestic servant. She has learned and believes that she has to have a job working for a master in order to
earn cash to survive. The criminal and normal ruling elite LOVE that the general population is brain washed to do anything they command. The same psychology applies to the Ang Dating Dang (spelling) Church of God International Brother Eli Soreno, INC Inglisto Ni Christo Edwardo Manalo cults as well as almost all other religious denominations including most atheist and agnostic organizations.

I have loved Marites for a variety of stated reasons and have been literally cross training her to be her own self-reliant person of extreme GOD’s value. She has a really hard time understanding her role as a first time wife of a man who is the most deeply cross focused man on earth. I do state this with humbleness. For GOD did indeed forsake his own son Christ on the Cross. So did all of Jesus’s followers, his Rabbis and entire community who had heard the most absolute TheTruthVault.com for years, yet denied Christ his most absolute basic human rights to face his accusers as well as travel freely helping all of humanity reverse their own direct self-genocide.

Self-Genocide is the self directed murder of millions, even billions of my-our people for the simple fact that humanity has never been able to identify the true threats to their existence and simultaneously reverse their own human historical direction.

When I read, see, and experience what most politicians are doing to my people, I cringe in horror that they use Hitler style propaganda to raise billions of dollars to DEFEAT the opposition as money MUST be used to DEFEND the HATE FILLED RAGE attacks. Once they overspend the competition, they are elected with a HUGE fat bonus of back pocket criminally acquired cash in their pocket and are now on the slaughter house meat hook of all criminals donor contributors who have literally BOUGHT their devil souls into a lifetime of crime depravity. Once corrupt, ALWAYS corrupt unless saved by the grace of Humanity and GOD.

This group are the satanic devil serpents tied to the AntiChrist despots of Robert Dee Rose and other super criminals who prey on everyone and eat the intestines and brains of their victims as pre appetizer ad-hours morsels of delight.

Now back to my own wife Marites. I have no secrets. Neither should you. For secrets cut our souls apart with worry and stress. She is heading for emotional sickness over the issue of money. When people ask her what Job Keith Duncan has, and how I earn money to support our new family, she often does not have a clear answer since I have always been multi-faceted like a finished diamond that only has value when applied to the needs of humanity. A true #1 issue is that most people can not deal with more than one topic subject at a time. They use vice to avoid reality and often become extremely corrupt while smiling nicely to everyone, kissing babies, pumping hands for donor support, and generally never doing anything to actually fearlessly PROTECT the RIGHTS of ALL OTHERS. This is the golden rule in condensed biblical truths.

Not bad for this morning, as my internet appears to be down so I can not cross reference research anything at 2:15 am or even do more advanced auto-spell check. Everything above is right from the brain of Keith Duncan delivered right to the very souls of all my 7.44 billion people.

These exact descriptions of the human condition are exactly what I have been doing since prior to the historical Nov 4, 2007 direct business relationship with the #1 Devil Robert Dee Rose at HomeWaves.com and LightLogics.com in Cumming Georgia on NorthGate Avenue.

For the gates of Hell have been open for centuries as the serpent devils have been snaking their way into the bedrooms and boardrooms of your world since the dawn of mankind.

Few people know how to disable a serpent or the Devil effectively. Quite simply, in elementary terms, all one really has to do is put a mirror up the snake and let them see the HORDES and MASSES of wrathful people standing behind them that look at the devil snake as an appetizer ready for slaughter.

The key question is what condiment goes best with Snake, roasted Pig, cock-roach, worm, shark, crocodile, or properly cooked criminal politician. Most people like salt infused sauces including the most popular fish paste and even the original CATS-UP for flavoring.

Here, Deer Bambi has planted an improvised explosive or RPG right next to the criminal conspirator predator. They are discussing what condiment goes best with dinner. Bambi explains that Catsup is the best choice at the moment. More than likely, the Mom is telling her youngster that he better wash his hands before consuming the cat as he might get sick from eating dirt or coach roach dung that is so prevalent on the plains of deception. Wise mothers (and Fathers) know that dirt and dung are part of life as well as cuts, bruises, broken bones, and death. Deer-est Mom is probably also reminding youngster to not get to ‘Cocky’ about being too close to the instruments of death. That would be prevented by
UNlocracy.com when all criminals are banned, shunned, isolated, and even put to death by the Common will of the majority of Honest Integrity driven people who are indeed, a dying breed of GOD and Keith’s 7.44 billion people. I go back to sleep now, hoping Marites sees who is sleeping next to her, once more I am WHO I AM. Who exactly ARE YOU? That has always been the key question for each of you, my people.

#### end of Sunday Sept 18, 2016  2:30 am expose of the Human Condition.

### Sunday Sept 18, 2016 continuation of life… UNlocracy.com is NOT Crazy. Ready of next publication of the BOOK of LIFE. I am sending this to Dr. Bill Ross of Marietta First Baptist Church, Georgia as he has promised to go speak to Cobb County Georgia District Attorney Berry Vic Reynolds with my deacon body and actually SEE this is another Anti-Christ Devil in a 3 piece suit despite VIC being a Marietta Methodist bible thumping serpent who wants Keith dead even from the one Voice Recording made April 14, 2014 when Vic personally THREATENED my life in front of 8 Deputy Sheriffs he had called (extreme fear and intimidation) as he announced on the audio recording, ‘AFTER ALL I DID to get that restraining order dropped against you.”…

This key world evidence along with all the other emails and personal/corporate/government evidence is right in front of your own eyes on DropBox.com of Bashama Evidence and ROSE evidence on the KSHAMA.me directory. I can NOT upload right now because internet is down.

Now we are back at Victory.com.ph church at 10:30 am service. Pastor makes announcements. Supremacy of Christ is the Sermon series topic. Ephesians 5:1 ‘Follow God’s Example, therefore, as dearly loved children’. The temporary sanctuary is almost full to capacity. Head Pastor Ross is at a new Bishops ordination today. Pastor Jeanina starts with 1. ‘Christ above all else’. 2. ?? 3. He Prayed for faithfulness.

Colossians 1:15  (NIV) The Supremacy of the Son of God “15 The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation. 16 For in him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things have been created through him and for him. 17 He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 18 And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy. 19 For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, 20 and through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross. “

The supremacy of Jesus as he was and is the Sovereign Ambassador Messianic Messenger. Supremacy is the quality or state of having more quality and value than the competing products or services. Keith: What is exactly Better than the Best. You be the Judge. For this is what I quoted at CEOSPACE.net in Lost Wages Las Vegas conference back in Sept 27 - Oct 3, 2011 Christian based business conference forum where I am Platinum member from Feb 2011 right after I was viscously robbed of $40,000 USD in cash and assets by Ms. Bashama.
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The supremacy of GOD, Christ, and the Holy Spirit is a validated issue of current times since very few people actually fearlessly protect the rights of all others. Pastor says Jesus is Supreme, no questions asked. She speaks in mixed English and Tagalog so I can not follow every single word. I could voice record as I have done for years at so many churches, crime scenes, interviews, and interactions with my tens of thousands of persons who personally know exactly WHO I AM.

Hebrews 1 God’s Final Word: His Son

1 In the past God spoke to our ancestors through the prophets at many times and in various ways, 2 but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, and through whom also he made the universe. 3 The Son is the radiance of God’s glory and the exact representation of his being, sustaining all things by his powerful word. After he had provided purification for sins, he sat down at the right hand of the Majesty in heaven. 4 So he became as much superior to the angels as the name he has inherited is superior to theirs.

Pastor: When you look in the mirror, you get what you see. Keith: Putting makeup on a pig does not change the fact it is still a pig. Pastor: Jesus is an exact imprint of God’s nature. She states a Spanish woman restored a famous Fresco painting. She ruined the translation. 1. Jesus is the Image of God. If one wants to identify the true character and nature of Jesus, read the bible. In John 14:8 Jesus rebukes his disciple who asks to be shown GOD. 6 Jesus answered, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me. 7 If you really know me, you will know[b] my Father as well. From now on, you do know him and have seen him.” 8 Philip said, “Lord, show us the Father and that will be enough for us.” 9 Jesus answered: “Don’t you know me, Philip, even after I have been among you such a long time? Anyone who has seen me has seen the Father. How can you say, ‘Show us the Father’? 10 Don’t you believe that I am in the Father, and that the Father is in me? The words I say to you I do not speak on my own authority. Rather, it is the Father, living in me, who is doing his work.

Colossians 1:16 For in him all things were created: things in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or authorities; all things have been created through him and for him. 17 He is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 18 And he is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy.

Pastor states that humanity thinks their universe revolves around their own soul. Keith: Holding together is the glue of God’s love in very simplistic terms. This is the application of SolutionFinal.com Christ never claimed he was God himself. He did state John 10:30 ‘The Father and I are one’ This is also tied to ‘where two or more of you are gathered in my name, there I am also’. Putting the principals and integrity of Christ in your daily lives and thoughts is exactly what Christ and FatherKeith.com have been teaching for the majority of their walking ministry lives.

2. Jesus is the Creator. Few people put GOD at the center of their lives since they are by nature, self centered and self-entitlement in almost all their thought and action processes. The example of a new born baby intrudes upon the world of the first born 3 year old sibling daughter. Josephine is no longer the center of her parents attention. Putting the Holy Trinity at the centers of our lives is the simplistic answer to life. Keith: Fearlessly protecting the rights of all others is truly the most concentric commandment that encompasses all of the 10 commandments as well as ‘Love thy God with all your heart, mind, and soul. And Love thy neighbor as thyself’.

3. Jesus is the Head of the Church. ECCLESIA is defined from the bible as a Group of People known as a Church. Pastor says as soon anyone enters a church, the church becomes imperfect because of their presence. Perfect people have no need to attend church or even pray since they are 100% righteous in all their thoughts and actions regardless of their situations that can often be extreme.

The Pastor’s mission is to minister to young teenage and youth ladies. Coffee Buddies and the Single groups are excellent ways to find mentors, leaders, and co-existing members of Christ’s body of believers and practicers of the True Theology of LOVE one another. (commentary from Keith).

The Pastor is single. Colossians 1:18 PreEminence is outstanding or supreme. She quotes: “First place in my life with no close second” is the example provided. The supremacy of Christ in our life means HE is the first with no close second.

Colossians 1: Verse ’21 Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in your minds because of[g] your evil behavior. 22 But now he has reconciled you by Christ’s physical body through death
to present you holy in his sight, without blemish and free from accusation— 23 if you continue in your faith, established and firm, and do not move from the hope held out in the gospel. This is the gospel that you heard and that has been proclaimed to every creature under heaven, and of which I, Paul, have become a servant.

Taking Action is the final court of appeal to our congregation.

One of their Doctors does the offertory. He is about 35 years old. He asks if anyone has been praying for years for a specific event to occur. He quotes Hebrew 6:10 God is not unjust; he will not forget your work and the love you have shown him as you have helped his people and continue to help them. 11 We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end, so that what you hope for may be fully realized. 12 We do not want you to become lazy, but to imitate those who through faith and patience inherit what has been promised. The Certainty of God's Promise.

Considering I have not had any income (other than defrauded IseeATT.com in summer of historical 2010), when I was robbed in Gwinnett County Aug 4, 2010, I still gift what I can to these world ministries.

Yet not a single soul has ever supported my ultimate prime mission of unifying our entire world using the unique mix of 1. Technology. 2. Common sense 3. Biblical principals of supreme integrity and ethics, and 4. fearlessly protecting the rights of all others as broadcast on so many of my prime GOD’s Domain websites. Just WHEN will the simple miracle of supreme Justice and Equality sweep our world clean of all the sinister sin and evil that pervades almost all compartmentalized section of our society.

This occurs when everyone JOINS UnityURL.com and takes BuiltBykeith.com to all national news groups as well as all Churches and top level government officials.

For this is exactly what I have been doing for almost all my life. FatherKeith.com Duncan at 12:00 noon Sunday, Sept 18, 2016.

### end of this service.


The rebuilding of the King Solomon's Temple of GOD occurs with http://www.NewZion2.com on top of Stone Mountain Georgia USA to unify all Jews, Christians, Muslims and all other culturally split denominations. Use ChristDomain.com SolutionGod.com SolutionISLAM.com to see the Return of Messianic Messengers like FatherKeith.com SaviorKeith.com and many others who actually teach our world how to LOVE and CARE for each other using SolutionFinal.com For http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is both divine and ordained to remove ALL political criminals once and forever. INTERPOL URLiDent.com shuns and isolates all unrepentant criminals by sending them to the abandoned slums as my 7.44 billion people build new homes with SolutionHousing.com and SolutionEmploy.com BidOnKeith.com is here, born Aug 15, 1958 and waiting for YOU, my people to WAKE UP, RISE UP, and remove all crime from your own lives once and forever. Keith is in Philippines at cell (63)-0917-335-4300 IseeIunderStand.com

The absolute most incriminating evidence has always been shown to the Court of PUBLIC OPINION. This is UNIocracy.com that is NOT entertainment.

I just sent this email to my very EX-WIFE Sherry Duncan (770)825-0500. Contents:

I went to JerUSAlem, EmmaUS, Rome Italy on exactly Easter 2015 on ordained and divine reasons to see firsthand the travesties of our world. So many criminals roaming and ruling our world. No one to force them into HELL-JAIL except the SolutionMilitary.com and the court of PUBLIC Opinion based on the WEBCam technology since I am original patent holder of SelfyStick IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com that I demanded be full owner per our divorce agreements that YOU BROKE, and forced me into MENTAL hospital since you refused to uphold our marriage agreement of 50% joint ownership of everything we earned. $3 Million USD I earned in income,paid taxes, and owned $1.2 Million after taxes of my lifetime page 71 of 89
assets. ALL GONE, because NOT a 'DAMN SOUL" has ever upheld any of my rights, NONE at ALL.

WHY, this explained in full scale visible detail on TheTruthVault.com that is the true BOOK of YOUR LIFE, my 7.44 billion people. ### end.

##### Sunday late Afternoon.

Now I am back at Victory.org.ph church 5 pm service with my wife Marites Duncan and our 6 year old son Ezekiel whose birthday is Sept 17, 2009. Their services are packed to capacity despite having at least 10 services at their main campus next to Market Market in Fort Bonifacio Global City. Every where I have gone in the past decades has been focused on Humanity and GOD despite all the blinded objections by almost all I have visited to minister to their needs. I use to be very, very quiet and an observer only. if you can volunteer, text your name and Volunteer position to Globe +(63)0917-567-3739, Smart (63)949-991-0102

Proverbs 3:9-10  "honor the Lord with your wealth and with the first fruits of all your produce; then your barns will be filled with plenty, and your vats will be bursting with wine. ".

The prayer is about getting rid of the labels that haunt us from our younger days. The pastor just returned from a marriage retreat on how to be better partners with each other.

The sermon series is ‘All and Nothing’. Jesus Above, All & Nothing More, no than less. Psalm 121 ]

A song of ascents. ] I lift up my eyes to the mountains— where does my help come from? My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth.

Colossians 3:12 Therefore, as God’s chosen people, holy and dearly loved, clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience. 13 Bear with each other and forgive one another if any of you has a grievance against someone. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. 14 And over all these virtues put on love, which binds them all together in perfect unity.

The Greater the Revelation we have of GOD's love, the better our relationships become. Relationships with other Christ Followers is the beginning alpha begging for the Omega ending of unification of all of mankind.

Keith comments on verse 13 above in many extreme and true revelations about forgiving those who are the most hardened of criminals.

Pastor quotes: “Real Christianity is both a doctrine and a life. Mere belief is dead without life as proof. real spiritual life is impossible without vital contact with God and Christ, and our dealings with others become the final proof of our real connection with Christ’” A.T Robertson quote.

The greatest impact of our faith must be our FAMILY. Keith: Normally, I would voice record the sermons and interactions, but I often am so low on MacBook Memory. Pastor: Most family members know how to ‘push the buttons’ on others.

Colossians 3:18-21 “Instructions for Christian Households”

18 Wives, submit yourselves to your husbands, as is fitting in the Lord. (commentary below).
19 Husbands, love your wives and do not be harsh with them.
20 Children, obey your parents in everything, for this pleases the Lord.
21 Fathers, do not embitter your children, or they will become discouraged.
22 Slaves, obey your earthly masters in everything; and do it, not only when their eye is on you and to curry their favor, but with sincerity of heart and reverence for the Lord. 23 Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as working for the Lord, not for human masters, 24 since you know that you will receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are serving. 25 Anyone who does wrong will be repaid for their wrongs, and there is no favoritism.

Combined commentary. Keith: Verse 18 truly states that submission to husbands is not an open contract for men to rule over any women. Verse 22 is also OLD Testament, as so many slaves still exist, like my own wife Marites who was in slave labor as a domestic servant for 16 years. This is shown in full regal detail in rely July 2015 blog broadcasts that are public to all of humanity. verse 22 is the EVIL being acknowledged and swiftly judicially administered justice with INTERPOL URLiDent.com and the original Video911.mobile solutions.

What is missing is the commandment for husbands to submit to their wives as equal partners. The old adage is that ‘if Momma is not happy, no one is happy’. Last week, a wife was attacking her husband with a page 72 of 89
large borrowed kitchen knife in my own backyard. The reason was her husband was getting drunk and their uncle was totally wasted on gin and whiskey. the uncle came to my backdoor asking if I had drink for him.

Pastor: Submission does not mean inferiority. Genesis created Eve (Adam original man) as a helper. Not as a sub-servant to be dominated. Wives are normally social creatures and love to communicate with each other. Pastor: Submission is not absolute. Absolute Submission is only For and BY our maker GOD Creator. Verse 19 speaks about treating each other with respect and honor, ALWAYS. Not just when convenient. DO NOT be Harsh with them. In Old testament times, men were encouraged to beat their wives into submission.

In Philippines, one fourth of ever-married women experience emotional, physical, and/or sexual violence from their husbands. This is a universal conflictual issue that tears apart the fabric of all families. Ephesians 5: Instructions for Christian Households
21 Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.
22 Wives, submit yourselves to your own husbands as you do to the Lord. 23 For the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the Savior. 24 Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit to their husbands in everything.
25 Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ loved the church and gave himself up for her 26 to make her holy, cleansing her by the washing with water through the word, 27 and to present her to himself as a radiant church, without stain or wrinkle or any other blemish, but holy and blameless. 28 In this same way, husbands ought to love their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his wife loves himself.

MailOnline.com story is about a China man, Du Yuanfa, age 84 who cares for his paralyzed wife for 56 years. (19 Nov 2015) people.cn CHILDREN subject. Colossians 3:20 Children, OBEY your parents in everything, for this pleases the LORD. keith: a huge caveat. This relates to righteous instruction and not abusive parents. At age 18 or equal, they should be totally independent as shown in TeamMoneyMachine.com no more boomerang children who are fully capable adults.

FATHERS subject. Do not provoke your children. This also must be examined from the ultimate viewpoint of ‘WHO BENEFITS’ from the training and administration of discipline. Keith: this shown is full regal exposure in many of these world posts, including the huge tupperware container stored in my 1930 Model A Ford in Atlanta Georgia that is also, world changing exposure of major world problems, and the resilient solutions to prevent almost all crimes and abuses of power.

Pastor: This occurs when we talk down, we ignore them, we speak harshly, we label them, we play favorites, we do not show affection, neglect to place boundaries, we are overprotective, and when we do not APOLOGIZE for wrongs we have caused. It is never too late to forgive, to recognize and reconcile.

SolutionGovernment.com Hit COUNT: 68760 as of 9/11/2016 3:00 PM

Final quoted scripture is Colossians Chapter 3: Living as Those Made Alive in Christ
1 Since, then, you have been raised with Christ, set your hearts on things above, where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God. 2 Set your minds on things above, not on earthly things. 3 For you died, and your life is now hidden with Christ in God. 4 When Christ, who is your life, appears, then you also will appear with him in glory.

Keith: on the eve of 9/11 year 2001, exactly 15 years later. In year 2011, I was at McCullen Airport, Kennesaw Mountain Georgia looking at purchasing a new 4 place private aircraft and getting my pilots license. I was positioned to be worth well over $100 to $400 Million USD in the next 42 months per professional evaluations of EdBogle@cox.net and hugh@HughBallou.com

It is now 9:56 pm Manila time. I believe the World Trade Towers were attacked around 10:00 am as I was working at bellsouth.com creating dynamic system failure prediction analysis modeling to prevent major website engines from failures based on previous trend analysis.

### Saturday, Sept 10, 2016. At Victory Church, Fort Bonificio in Makati Philippines, blogging with the youth at the 6 pm service today. Contact Us 32nd St cor. University Pkwy, Bonifacio Global City, Taguig 1634 Philippines Office: +63 (2) 817 1212 Fax: +63 (2) 817 6130 Email: info@victory.org.ph
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They are all WORLD CHANGERS. The capacity is 1200 people. Most are ages 13 to 25. Everyday, I have been working steadfastly for our FATHER in Heaven. And yes, some days I do not actively PRAY since just prayer is little more than wishful thinking without ACTION. The finishing song is “You have opened my eyes." A video is shone about Happy Birthday Coach Braud, who is 34 years old and apparently one of their youth pastors. Many of his associates and his wife wish him well and God Speed. They all clearly appreciate his blessings and work on behalf of everyone he meets.

2 Corinthians  8:9 ??(needs correction). “For you know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ, that though he was rich, yet for your sake he became poor, so that by his grace, you become rich'.
Keith quotes: Isaiah 46:4 NIV “ Even to your old age and gray hairs I am he, I am he who will sustain you. I have made you and I will carry you; I will sustain you and I will rescue you.”

This is ENC Every Nation Campus. Pastor Dale? We celebrate life in Christ. Daniel Gianudade?? is the guest preacher/teacher this evening. He went to Victory San Diego California for 2 years. (Keith was there Jan 2015). He was a campus minister returning here in March. Coach Ella, Coach Paul, Jake, and others truly are here to support our youth. This sermon series is KICK OFF.

On the screen, “Our new life kicks off when Jesus reveals himself to us.’ then, “Something new happens to you when you have a relationship with Jesus.”. Week one was ‘New Lord, New Mission’. When one realizes that we all have one Creator, our visionary center shift changes from ourselves to OTHERS. The Heart of God is the focus of those who truly see and know their true relationship with their own world.

Today, we speak about New Community. The agenda is to have a growing and engaging relationship with Jesus with focus on OTHERS. We must grow in circles, and not just rows of congregational audiences. Keith: Many expect to be entertained by church fancy worships that resemble rock concerts in content. this was subject of recent world broadcast blog on facebook.com/BuiltByKeith

Most people have inhibitions about joining share groups because it requires being honest and open to others. This is what Christ did 2,000 years ago in gather all people regardless of their previous affiliations with bad or good people. Most of us have set patterns that are really hard to break. These habits are also a source of conformity to a fake world. By being open to new experiences that benefit others, our lives change, one relationship at a time.

Pastor speaks about convenience and comfort in routines. Having a new relationship with GOD opens new doors to your own life as well as all OTHERS. New oppositions occur when new opportunities are explored. NEW TEMPTATIONs are a source of pain such as drinking, smoking, etc.. NEW TRIALS are about Integrity and honesty. He speaks about school test cheating. NEW PERSECUTION. This can originate with conflicts with parents. Excuses, complaints, and diversion techniques are mastered by our young people as well as many adults.

NEW BATTLES in life are NOT meath to be Faced Alone". If you have been a Christian for a while, one has a strength that others normally do not have or experience. Being a one man show wa exactly what Jesus Christ did his own life despite recruiting so many apostles, disciples, followers, and of course the detractors and bigoted objecters. Disciple Saul became Paul because of his relationship with Christ. Saul was a extreme Roman empire persecutor.

Acts 9:26 26 “When he came to Jerusalem, he tried to join the disciples, but they were all afraid of him, not believing that he really was a disciple. 27 But Barnabas took him and brought him to the apostles. He told them how Saul on his journey had seen the Lord and that the Lord had spoken to him, and how in Damascus he had preached fearlessly in the name of Jesus. 28 So Saul stayed with them and moved about freely in Jerusalem, speaking boldly in the name of the Lord. 29 He talked and debated with the Hellenistic Jews, but they tried to kill him. 30 When the believers learned of this, they took him down to Caesarea and sent him off to Tarsus. 31 Then the church throughout Judea, Galilee and Samaria enjoyed a time of peace and was strengthened. Living in the fear of the Lord and encouraged by the Holy Spirit, it increased in numbers.

The groups of our people are all imperfect. This is part of being human. Pastor speaks about bad experiences like a bad haircut. The scripture shows a turn-around caused by Barnabas who witnessed that Saul-Paul was legitimately speaking and practicing God’s world of words and Actions. Keith: This is the partnership that FatherKeith.com has shown the world in real time reality of today.
Pastor states that sometimes, all one needs is one who believes in you, supports you, and actually walks with you throughout the trials and tribulations of life. For these lifetime and short time battles are real. He speaks about support systems to sustain him through tough times of self-doubt.

Quote: **People around you affect the faith inside you.** Above, scripture states ‘the Hellenistic Jews tried to kill him.’ Screen quote: “God Provides people to protect your faith from falling (failing).” Paul wrote about 2/3 of the new testament that were letters to each church communities of faith and grace. Keith: This is exactly what these broadcast publications where always designed to accomplish. To bring new believers into the fold of community support and caring in the most fabulous and positive Cooperative Ministries ever created and managed by Gods People. This is all about YOU, my 7.44 billion people.

Thursday, Sept 8, 2016. I did not publish Wednesday’s short blog for obvious reasons. Today I went to Commissioner of Immigration to apply for my Permanent Resident Visa. It took well over 9 hours and cost a minor fortune in fees and running back and forth between NBI (National Bureau of Investigation = FBI) to get all the affidavit and signed forms into two packages. These are all eliminated including the mega hours waiting for my number to come up when the world uses URLiDent.com at Interpol level for constructive observation of almost all of humanities transactions.

I have already published all the solutions to totally remove each objection of WHY no one can actually get anything DONE because of the huge paper chase conspiracies used by criminals to profit from almost every government and corporation transaction. These are the perfect ClearCollarCrimes.com I have been showing for almost all my 40 years as the most consummate and conscious OBJECTOR in world history. For I truly seldom complain about anything, including being kidnapped and denied ALL my rights since Jan 15, 2008. All referenced material I have created and published prove conclusively exactly what I have gifted to all of mankind. This is how to UNIFY all of humanity.

Right now we are at Marites sister’s crowded home with a huge thunderstorm with lightning strikes all around. Marites is out with Ezekiel buying new shoes while MaryAnne is somewhere in Makati while her obsolete husband sits at home on his iPhone and a few of their kids piddle with video games and music.

Not much really happening here. Perhaps your own worlds are being devastated and no one notices. I am so tired since I was on bus seat from 7:30 pm last night until 7 am this morning.

enough for now. Surely GOD will intervene since no one else has to date.

**** Wednesday, Sept 7, 2016. Sunday was the last major blog with Monday Labor Day the most recent historical presentation to the Commissioner of Human Rights and his 12 member staff for 1 hour in Tuguegarao City. Now, I am on the Florida Bus traveling to Manila with Marites and our 6 year old son for 7 days of obtaining my permanent visa and direct contact campaigning to the National News Broadcasters, back to the United Nations offices, and exacting contacts and visits to an assortment of Commissioners of Energy, Dept of Education, COMELEC (commission on Elections), President Durttertes staff, and as many top level churches as possible. Who joins UNITYurl.com now and becomes partnership members with CreatorKeith.com in your own new world society.

The 2 lane national highway is extremely potholed so I am having difficulty speed typing at 8:30 pm this evening during the +11 hour journey of about 500 kilometers. We are on the Deluxe bus at 900 pesos each as I have freight shipped my motorcycle on the next bus behind us. The movie is a high def fantasy science fiction movie about Horus in the Egyptian dynasty timeframe with the prominent Gods involved in enslaving the human race. Some things just selflessly never change, don’t they…? I even have fresh Carobou (their primary cow like work animal), meat in a cooler on ice at my feet. We just hit a rain storm with thunder and lightning. I am glad I did not repeat drive my motorcycle all the way to Manila like I did 1 year ago. That historical journey was 19 hours in one day.

After all this extreme HELL time initiated by the devil AntiChrist Robert Rose back in Oct 2007 timeframe, almost absolutely no one I have paid hundreds of thousands of dollars for their expertise had actually delivered to met the terms of their contracts. This 100% includes all the LIAR Criminal Terrorists
who work in the different USA Government agencies who are sworn tasked to protect the rights and assets of you, my people,

On the movie, two women warriors are riding giant fire spitting serpent snakes chasing down the two heros. One of the main characters looks a little like Kirk Russell. I have been chased by satanic serpents named specifically as each Judge, Prosecutor, my own LIAR Lawyers, Criminal Investigators, and of course my own Duncan clan shown on kshama.me. What more criminal evidence could our world possible need?

For I have shown and taught our entire world how to remove the satanic devils with almost no effort on the part of my followers who will soon number +7.44 Billion with YOUR HELP.

For no man is an island. No great man (or women) has ever been an isolated monk, nun, or visionary sage.

---

### Sunday, Sept 4, 2016. Next broadcast was Monday, Aug 29, 2016. Much has occurred in the name of our Holy Trinity in this very short period. Read and ACT with the Authority I have granted and gifted our entire world.

We are back at Victory Church Tuguegarao City Philippines for the 10:30 am service with Pastor Ross. On Monday Sept 5, 2016 at 10 am, I present to the Commissioner Of Human Rights group on how to remove all Civil Right violations by total Tort Reform of the Legal and Judicial System. For worldwide, the root sinister evil is the ability for elected, appointed, and promoted officials to pervert the man-made laws for their own profit purposes. Many of the crimes are building kingdoms of paper chase conspiracies requiring the citizens to pay taxes and fees for absolutely every single business and government transaction. I contacted the most top level criminals again last evening of Sally Yates, Dee Sterling, Phoenix Harris and contacted a person who knows Ms. Bashama is a master criminal for past 25 years in Phoenix Arizona where my SUV car sits waiting for FatherKeith.com to return to USA for the most powerful Press Conferences hosted by the USA government or literally anyone.

Pastor Ross begins now. He introduces the Campus director of Youth, PJ, as the speaker preacher today. The Sermon series is now Game Changer. Changing the world has no Age Limit.

ENC = Every Nation Campus is their title bar. Their UNLEASH event was recently used to gather youth together to harvest their knowledge in cross relationship building. He shows his youth picture from year 1988.

The son of David was Josiah.

**Josiah’s Reforms** 2 Chronicles 34:1 “Josiah was eight years old when he became king, and he reigned in Jerusalem thirty-one years. 2 He did what was right in the eyes of the Lord and followed the ways of his father David, not turning aside to the right or to the left.” The rest of these chapters describe the struggles with evil of the Jewish and other nations in their attempts to actually prosper and thrive in a world of pure greed.

Quoted is Romans 12:9-21 are also all about exercising LOVE and CARE for each other with Acts of Wisdom. A key verse is 14 “Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse.” Read the surrounding verses to see the full context. Too many scripture teachers pull single verses out of thin air without the flow of the rest of the truthful story.

Pastor speaks on **1. Decision to Seek God.** This is always a first step to determining one’s collective consciousness of their own reality. Keith: The pastor speaks in mixed English and Tagalog so I have interspersed my running world commentary, just like I have for most of my life. Just like each of you. For each person interprets their experiences and makes their own free will choice on their re-action or action. Pastor: Respect all women. Uphold family values. If you want to be a World Changer, start at the family level. He speaks about drug abuse and the diversions of vice. Keith: SolutionDrugs.com.

If Fathers and Mothers fail to lead and teach the next generation, the viceful world will bring them up as self-entitling and even blinded fools. 2 Chronicles 34:4

**2. Determination to Obey God.** He speaks about Sunday only Christians who appear to worship God and uphold Justice and Equality. This is the AntiChrist Cobb County GA DA Berry Vic Reynolds as previously described for years as a criminal who hosts prayer meetings, kisses babies, works on elder rights, yet breaks Constitutional laws. Pastor speaks about supporting examples in Tagalog.
A video on a single Youth is shown now. The college student describes his conversion process that changed his life. This Way Out was a book that helped him understand his own relationship with GOD. He stated “God brought me to a place where I finally understood ‘WHO I AM:’

PJ speaks about new teenagers of age 14 and 15 leading other teenagers in ministries. This is TeenPenny.com TeamMoneyMachine.com URL linked by FatherKeith.com Duncan.

3 Devotion to GOD. Practicing GOD’s word is the true answer for just thinking and praying about guidance and fulfillment accomplishes practically nothing. Only actions move mountains. Be Glorious in everything you do in God’s name and purpose. “Changing the world has no age limit”

Steps are Invite, Invest, .. 2 Chronicles 34:14 The Book of the Law Found

14 While they were bringing out the money that had been taken into the temple of the Lord, Hilkiah the priest found the Book of the Law of the Lord that had been given through Moses.

The offertory is announced by a young India lady graduate 1Timothy 6:17 “Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor to put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope in God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment.”

GOD will provide us abundantly. The caveat is that we must ask and actually WORK for the benefits of all others to truly be wealthy in spirit, soul, body, and mind.

I placed another 100 Peso in offertory bag despite having zero income for 8 years. I left note also pledging 1 Million Pesos to church if Pastor Ross would simple contact Keith to ask HOW, WHY, or anything all. So many blinded people have no clue what is happening in their own realities. This is have been showcasing to our entire world at every single opportunity for at least 45 years now.

The service closes out with more praise songs.

FatherKeith.com

The following has a deep history of biblical proportions and was recently posted on facebook.com/BuiltByKeith as the last testament testimony that will indeed make FatherKeith.com world famous.

####  Monday, Aug 29, 2016. Actually it is still Sunday evening at 10:30 pm as I sit in my new home waiting for anyone in authority to simple contact Keith Duncan. This has always been so easy. For I Spy was a famous TV show 1965-1968 starring Robert Culp and Bill Cosby(comedian). This is the period proceeding a few world historical events of the space race with Sputnik launched Oct 1957 and Christmas 1957 that was about the time I was conceived. April 29, 1929 was my mother’s birthdate that has a very strong mission impossible link to Albert Einstein per quite a few of my broadcast publications.

I was born on historical Aug 15, 1958 against my better wishes. Just a little insider joke I have with GOD. For I had no choice for being born at 11:11 pm that evening in High Point NC Memorial Hospital in USA. I also had very little choice in NOT pursuing being the #1 evangelist anti-crime crusader in all of history for a few simple reasons. This is in my blood, soul, heart, and mind. I have always been a problem solver from my very early years as I loved putting things together as well as dis-assembling them to find out how they are constructed.
The same has applied to the human psychology that I have studied intensively since way back in 1989 time period when my wife Sherry Mingle Duncan starting loosing her mind and common sense because of her extreme Schizoid condition that was finally remotely diagnosed back in timeframe 2005 by Dr. Robin Kirby, Dr.  and Dr. (the names will come to me soon).

Since so, so many felony crimes have been committed against me in order for each criminal to profiteer, there has never been any reason for anyone to so grievously threaten my life. For I have indeed recorded exactly what has been occurring in our mutual world as reading books and extensive writing was one of my first loves in Junior High through this current historical moment in time.

A few extremely odd events occurred in my pre-paid condo home in summer of 2010 that I have documented extensively as even paranormal. More than likely, these recorded histories have survived in the secret storage I have in Atlanta Georgia from Nov 2014 when I left Atlanta in my new used Toyota SUV Sequoia for 10 weeks traveling across the USA and sleeping mostly in the back with my camping gear and full scale electronic communications center I had recreated after all my lifetime possessions were sold off with a single Forged Power of Attorney while I was rotting in hell-jail after being kidnapped on orders of #1 Terrorist Robert Dee Rose.

It is late now with a slight drizzle as I have been watching Sense8 Netflix series with a few pauses as the GLOBE internet is spotty delivery of gigabytes on occasion. I trust everyone knows what a governor does on a motor including a school bus like the one I drove as a 16 year old for Guilford School system for two years. God has been using another form of governor on myself to indicate choices on where he wants me to explore and go.

It is now almost 11:11 pm and 13 days past my 58th birthday as SolutionGovernment.com hits 67777 visit counts this evening. I just posted the 13 plagues of mankind that are the most powerful Revelations and even breaking of the seven seals of the Christian alpha omega books of Genius Geniuses to Zion Revelations of the New Testament. For I have been faithfully writing the Last Testament this entire time for the variety of reasons stated over and over and publicly broadcast to our world as the Book of Life, humbly submitted by FatherKeith.com Duncan.

####

Today is Sunday, August 28, 2016 at Victory Church in Tuguegarao City, Philippines. Michael is doing the introductions this morning. He visited us with our new church family on Monday, Aug 15, Feast of the Assumption. Our guest speaker/paster today is Arthur. Pastor Ross is not here today. I visited his new Board Member office on Friday per the broadcast that one day of historical significance.

Isaiah 26:3 NIV **You will keep in perfect peace those whose minds are steadfast, because they trust in you.**

Exodus 20:17 “You shall not covet your neighbor’s house. You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his male or female servant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor.”

This is the end of the 10 commandments. The pastor speaks of guard rails. This ties into NewZion2.com on top of Stone Mountain Georgia USA video series on TheTruthVault.com when I speak to the world about handrails and guardrails to set new standards of simplified laws in common language to enforce civil, legal, financial, and humanitarian rights. This the culmination of all the master teachings of Christ as well as our other fore-founders since the dawn of mankind.

Many people resent the oneness of our GodFather Creator according to our speaker today. A review of the 10 commandments starts with there is Only ONE GOD. Idol worship. Honor GOD, Day of rest, honor family, murder, adultery-prostitution, stealing, liar lying false testimony, theft.

**Coveting your neighbors possessions.** 17 “You shall not covet your neighbor’s house. You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his male or female servant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor.” This is the most distinct commandment (that is not a guideline or suggestion). aside from the ‘You have ONE GOD’. Immediately after this section is Idols and Altars. In todays reality, the idols and altars are the physical possessions that almost everyone worships, covets, and even steal.

Pastor: Covet. Define: to desire wrongfully or inordinately without regard for the rights and property of others.” Keith: The worst criminals and terrorists use fear and intimation to acquire others assets. Pastor:
5 million of Filipinos own an iPhone out of 102 million population. 3 million live overseas as domestic workers, on freighers, and other basic servant positions. The reasons are all about 'THE MONEY'. It takes money to make money and for basic products and services to maintain any lifestyle.

Keith: It pains me to the extreme to see bamboo huts, dirt floors, and a population struggling for what they will eat that day. Even with PNP -Philippine National Police and Military nearby, robberies, drunken festivals, and card games are a nightly occurrence in the remote villages. For Crime has always been the #1 world problem of mankind.

Pastor: In Hebrew, Covet relates to Chamad that is to greatly desire something beautiful, delectable, delightful, and desired. Covet is much more than to want. The Hebrew verb Lachmod means to want to the point of seeking to take away and own. -something that belongs to another person.

1. The Root All the commandments require action except for #10 that requires restraint of thought. Genesis 3:6 speaks on the forbidden fruit. 1 Timothy 6:10 ‘for the love of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is through this craving that some have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many pangs.” If the truth offends you, then it must be effective in motivating you to actually TAKE ACTION. Mark 7:22-23 “Coveting, wickedness, deceit, sensuality, envy, slander, pride, foolishness. 23 All these evil things come from within, and they defile a person.”. He asks about who covets an iPhone 6. I carried (4) iPhone 3s back in 2011 right when I was kidnapped Oct 3, 2011. those calls I made and the evidence on phone (770)289-3050 and 3089 would have put +100 criminals in hell-jail if anyone had looked at anything I had supplied to everyone.

Ecclesiastes 5:10 ‘Whoever has money,

2. The Results The cause and effect of the human condition is easily seen when viewed at micro or macro levels. Coveting and covertness opens the soul up to almost all the other sins of the mind. Luke 12:15 ‘Then he said to them, 'watch out' be on your guard against all kinds of greed; life does not consist in an abundance of possessions’. Many people are murdered or die because of greed. This includes suicide and taking unnecessary risks attempting to acquire illegal assets of others. Most people are willing to lie and slander because they can commit perjury without being detected by most others.

3. The Remedy Is there a solution? Of course, using www.SolutionFinal.com, 5 steps, anyone can create their own solution decision tree, confirm it’s validity, and implement their own process as long as the solution set benefits all involved. The prime solution is to shift your attention to what GOD wants. This is the Sovereign Ambassador mindset that everyone on earth must learn to actively apply to their daily lives. This is what Christ did 2,000 years ago as recorded on www.IseeIunderStand.com.

In the book of Deuteronomy, mankind was taught to solve their own problems. To put our faith in GOD (Christ, Allah, Buddha, Creator, GodFather, Yehwah or what ever labeled name you want), has always been the key to saving the human race from their own extreme predatory greed. Ephesians 5:2 ‘But sexual immorality and all impurity or covetousness must not even be named among you, as is proper among saints.”

Jeremiah 5 Not One Is Upright 5 “Go up and down the streets of Jerusalem, look around and consider, search through her squares. If you can find but one person who deals honestly and seeks the truth, I will forgive this city.

2 Although they say, ‘As surely as the Lord lives, ‘still they are swearing falsely.”

The above is exactly what has occurred to our entire world as reported by broadcast media to our entire world by the ONE person who is truly righteous in the ultimate search for other righteous persons of Integrity who actually care about the prosperity of the entire human race.

The offertory scripture is:
Psalm 35:27 ‘let them shout for joy, and be glad, that favor my righteous cause, let them say continually, Let the Lord be magnified, which hath pleasure in the prosperity of his servant.

###
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Our small group meets afterwards to discuss the sermon and our current thoughts. Coveting others assets is the topic. Lack of contentment is a driving factor to covet, steal, and take advantage of others. The issue of greed is built into humanity for the original issue of pure survival as a primal instinct. The key question has always been ‘When is enough, good enough?’ Do you enjoy the basics of what you already own? If one knowingly sins, does one immediately make restitution and correct the action? How odd, for one can not knowingly sin unless one expects to succeed in committing the crime and go undetected.

Christ died the most extreme death BECAUSE he saw the travesties of all humanity and did everything possible to literally Save All Nations (hence http://www.SaveAllNations.com)

I remain the only world citizen servant who teaches our entire world how to actually conduct ethical business and personal relationships. No one else has ever comprehensively shown our entire world how to solve the majority of their own issues. This has also been part of my life long missions to bring total justice and equality to all of mankind.

Therefore, each criminal owes FatherKeith.com Duncan a personal apology, the surrender of their criminally acquired assets to CreatorKeith.com INC since the FBI-AG are 100% incompetent to actually conduct any criminal investigations leading to the convictions of so many for crimes against my=our people. Soon, I will fill stadiums and arenas full of you, my people, so we can ALL experience the Paradise of heaven as it is here on earth. The reverse is also true. We all soon experience the paradise of Earth as it is in Heaven in the most binary simple terms of exactly WHO I AM. Most humbly submitted, Keith Duncan
PRIME Addendum of Scripture is here, freshly minted for all to ACT with AUTHORITY of Fearless People to Protect the rights of all others.

The most extreme crimes committed against FatherKeith.com are legendary for any and all reasons. Christ did not testify on his own behalf before Ponticus Pilate as reported by the few who were in attendance. Why did he not invoke ‘Pro Se’, the right to represent oneself? The simple explanation is that he already knew that whatever he said would be perverted and used against him to justify their own criminal actions to destroy all traces of their own crimes and sins. For most in authority positions wield tremendous power that is seldom questioned by the wolf led blinded sheep flocks who go with current trends rather than taking any stand for Justice and full scale equality for all others.

Matthew Chapter 27:11  Meanwhile Jesus stood before the governor, and the governor asked him, “Are you the king of the Jews?”  “You have said so,” Jesus replied.
12 When he was accused by the chief priests and the elders, he gave no answer. 13 Then Pilate asked him, “Don’t you hear the testimony they are bringing against you?” 14 But Jesus made no reply, not even to a single charge—to the great amazement of the governor.

…. 37 Above his head they placed the written charge against him: this is jesus, the king of the jews. Christ was so much more. He was the most humble servant as the Son of ManKind. In human form, he represented God’s Sovereign Rights everywhere he traveled, learned the greatest needs, and provided the solutions to literally SaveAllNations.com
### Broadcast to all. The 13 Revelation World Plagues are listed below.

RISE UP, I command humanity, to overthrow all corrupt politicians and bury all criminals once and forever. Very few of my 7.44 billion people can see they have been enslaved by satanic criminal individuals. These are the #1 world clearinghouse strategic ONLY solutions to solve each of mankind’s root conflicting issues. Use bidOnkeith.com to crowd fund the #1 Crusader of God’s Sovereign Rights while governments and corporations collapse from the massive corruption that has always been #1 world evil.

Failure to ACT results in depopulation of earth by financial, political, military, cultural, and energy wars to isolate each of you from the last Integrity driven leaders that I have asked to join UNITYurl.com ACTION by fearless people to protect the rights of all others is the only requirement to Peace + Tranquility.

**UNIlocracy.com** is your NEW WORLD society.

1. **Political Corruption** PCTerror.com solved with SolutionGovernment.com to kill all criminal profiteering forever. Remove politics and graft, then all criminals are shunned and isolated forever.
2. **Slave trading-genocide shown on HostageForProfit.com and KSHAMA.me** (the ultimate forgiveness) For enslavement was the Egyptians, Roman Empire, Cult Wars, and USA governments.
3. **Cybercrime terrorism** ClearCollarCrime.com solved with URLident.com and SolutionJudge.com
4. **Underground criminal enterprises in cabal league with gov and corporate leadership. Interpol URLident.com** No crime with #1 Normalized Referential Face Recognition universal database.
5. **SolutionDrugs.com with SolutionMilitary.com**. Kill the demand eliminates the need for any supply.
6. **Abject Poverty homelessness solved with SolutionHousing.com and MaryRights.com**
7. **Energy wars solved with TurnOffLights.com** Smart Circuit Breaker and Smart Smoke Detector.
8. **Cultural and religious brainwash wars solved with unification of all denominations with ChristDomain.com SolutionGod.com SolutionIslam.com with IcStand.com PhoneCradle.com**
9. **Health, children, elder care IseeGranny.com** (actually many others) using SolutionFinal.com 5 steps to solve any issue. Protecting families, communities, and business trade is #1 priority for all.
10. **Overthrow of humanity** by Satanic Illuminati Forces known collectively as the Criminal Ruling elite. Solved forever with SolutionManifesto.com and 1 Cor 13:13 as the Book of Life is BuiltByKeith.com
11. **Education.** The root evil is the brain washed consumer who works as a slave to “BUY” the next bling cool item and expects his future income to save his pork barrel bacon from poverty. The solution is WorldSchoolFund.com that directly funds all schools at all levels to prevent political criminals from skimming and diverting the most extreme percentage of tax dollars into their mega wealthy accounts.
12. **Basic human needs solved by SolutionPeace.com SolutionDefense.com SolutionSafeWater.com SolutionEmploy.com SolutionHousing.com** These are the ability of mankind to fearlessly protect the rights of others to ensure no crime goes undetected and immediately unpunished.
13. **Legal and Judicial Systems. SolutionJudge.com** gives full voting power over criminals to prevent all nefarious criminal abuse by Judges, Liar-lawyers, prosecutors, and law enforcement who all PROFIT by holding innocent whistleblowers HostageForProfit.com This includes the USA Governments use of drugs to suppress all evidence by turning honest citizens fighting the worst terrorists and criminals into DRUG induced vegetables who DIE and are cremated on orders of the outside criminals and judges. This almost happened to Keith Duncan, the one world crusader who teaches humanity HOW to actually LOVE and CARE for each other. Similar travesties have occurred to our other fore-founders who pursue prime justice and total equality for all of humanity.

From FatherKeith.com Duncan broadcasting every day on GOD's Human rights as the most powerful broadcast journalist evangelist crusader in all of recent history. NO one in authority has ever cared or done anything to represent Keith's rights and the rights of all you, my 7.44 billion people.

Contacting Keith has always been easy to HOST Press Conferences and fill stadiums of our people.

**Keith Duncan** in Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300
WeChat:BuiltByKeith, SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2, SaviorKeith@Gmail.com
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of UNITYurl.com
Universal Reformation Movement for UNIlocracy.com
Thursday Aug 25, 2016 was another busy day by FatherKeith.com Duncan in the the Holy Trinity Name of humanity, God, Christ, and the Holy Spirit. It takes four entities to actually have a universal collective conscious called life. Almost our entire world is in survival mode of finding basic food, shelter, water, and protection from the basic periodic elements of the nuclear age. This includes protection from the criminal elements who are almost all of your own government and corporate leadership. They have obtained their evil kingdom thrones of ultimate power because they ruthlessly abuse the rights of those who have elected and promoted them. For the survival of the strong fittest, is now the conquering ability of those who have the intellectual quotient (IQ) to enslave those around them at every opportunity.

How many politicians promise exactly what their constituents need, then raise millions and collective billions of $$$ for campaigning, get paid off (bought) by criminal agents of mega wealthy MonkeyKings.info? Then once elected, they use the power of their office to prevent everyone from seeing they are dipping their hands into the blood stained taxpayer coffers to feed their own political and criminal enterprises. They buy their way out of all criminal proceedings by extorting the judicial system using taxpayer and criminally acquired funding. The news media Press is just as criminal as they are typically interested in only profits from advertising revenue. They report only the most scandalous and exclusive news as the cycle of fresh blood meat news changes every day. Citizens seldom follow any story and simply do NOT CARE how reality is systematically destroying their assets and livelihoods.

Criminals like Cobb County District Attorney Berry Vic Reynolds attend church, host prayer meetings, advocate for elder and children rights, kiss babies and old ladies at every photo opportunity, yet they run the most insidious criminal enterprises because they control the court documents, the prosecutor evidence, and work hand in hand with the most corrupt judges in world history. None of these factual testified statements are speculation, conjecture, or hypothesis. These criminals were criminally incompetent to destroy key evidence and to certify sign their own names on false testimony that includes their ability to electronically weasel their way out of the rat invested worm holes they have dug for themselves.

On Thursday, I visited the new local Health Spa run by my Palestine friend who married a Philippine lady like I did. He sponsors 24 students at the local college. Next I went to Golden Press to photocopy my most powerful business cards and to set a NEXT appointment with Ma Belen Barrias-Lim (CPA) manager publisher of The Northern Forum (Harbinger of Truth). MabelenLim@Yahoo.com GoldenPress_Tug@yahoo.com.ph.

Then I visited St Peter Paul Cathedral (Roman Catholic) to set Next appointment with Archbishop Sergio Utley and Edgar ‘Gary’ Agacoli. I met Gary one year ago to describe the horrors of humanity and the Solutions to transform crime reality into the Corruption Free world of UNIocracy.com I video recorded that whiteboard history lesson and posted on YouTube.com as

Then to exchanged some of my very last USD into Pesos at dropped 46.10 rate. Then 30 minutes at the Bambo Radio Station for second visit to meet their station manager producer. Then the second visit to Nancy Cortez-Garcia at the Cagayan Star ‘Weekly Newspaper in the Region’. NancyGarcia_87@yahoo.com. I text messaged Philippine Inquirer again about SolutionGovernment.com.

This posted on FaceBook.com/BuiltBykeith today at 11 am Manila timezone Philippines.

BuiltBykeith google Adwords campaign remains a huge expense with absolutely no response ACTIONS after years of full time broadcasting. The keyword Politics is expensive and tends to kill the impressions once a few people CLICK and never, ever take ACTION.
I am truly OUT of my own extensive lifetime cash reserves and will be struggling to find minimum cash to feed my family after about 2 months more despite living in extremely frugal conditions. I have about $2,500 USD left after all my bank accounts, 401K cleaned out, my prepaid condo-car motorcycle sold off with all my lifetime evidence/possessions with a Forged Power of Attorney, and my rights viscously denied for 8 long years of pure hell. We do not even have running water in our new home. I lost +$1.2 million in hard cash + assets to career criminals ROSE, Ms. Bashama, my own Duncan clan, murdered Brian Walker, and the absolute most sinister Government officials in world history. All based on biblical and logical fact that I reported all criminals to Law enforcement, to the Military, Congress, Public, and PRESS before I was brutally kidnapped Oct 3, 2011 by ROSE's extortion orders. ROSE has a $2 Million USD bounty on his head with Ms. Bashama $10,000 bounty to be paid BY USA government once they SEIZE my assets held in their serpent fangs of satanic devil worshipping teeth.

What can you do? Apparently very little, like IntegratedMediaOne.com without being paid + $500 per month. ANYONE can CITIZEN ARREST the true criminals, chain them to the front doors of FBI-AG headquarters with hard copy documents of their crimes. This includes DAG Sally Yates, Judge Raymond Jackson (Norfolk VA), ATF William Banks, or any of the police, judges, investigators, prosecutors, my own LIAR-LAWYERS tied to two Cobb County Georgia USA of TPO 11.1.1171.99 and 11.1.7683.99,Marietta PD larceny 1.11.2506 Or dress them in bright red prison jumpsuit, shackle them hands to feet, place them on the biggest JACK-ASS mule, and march them down main street to the local BIG HOUSE JAIL. Everyone asks as they live video stream, 'Which one is the bigger jack-ass? The one on top or bottom?" The same applies to well over 30 firms I have hired over past 8 years to GO PUBLIC with any and all of the World changing Solutions seen on updated BuiltByKeith.com

#### END OF modified facebook.com/BuiltBykeith posting done today.
Below are the attached photos that clearly show the final stages of the REVEALED Book of Life that is Humanities massive struggles with their own extreme and deadly predatory GREED. This has always been the original sin and used by the survival of the strongest(fittest) and now used for the ultimate slave trading domination of all humanity by the Criminal Ruling Elite. GOD certainly will never intervene this last time for the reasons clearly spelled out in black and white Last Testament Testimony scripture known as the Book of Life tied to INTERPOL URLiDent.com with Jurgen Stock. Who takes STOCK of humanity’s evil condition and how to REMOVE all criminals with just a few simple methodologies created and deployed worldwide by FatherKeith.com (FollowKeith.com BidOnkeith.com BuiltByKeith.com CreatorKeith.com SaviorKeith.com)
USA gov owes me well over $400 Million USD for what criminals did to me years ago.
https://www.facebook.com/keith.duncan.9231/posts/1768078256792959 describes the TRUE state of why the bucking Broncos are the CRIMINAL Corrupt Politicians who refuse to be herded and broken. Read for details and DEMAND ACTION using SolutionGovernment.com as your own BANNER AD. Ask everyone to JOIN UNITYurl.com also to create their own self-sustained communities of action. FatherKeith.com

Facebook reply from : Agustin Vasquez Jr Great luck, keep pushing if it's meant to be. The only thing, I don't like about electronic voting is the face recognition portion of it. It removes more of the anominity portion of your vote.

Keith’s immediate reply:

taking your own photo WHEN you vote is for YOUR protection so you can go BACK and see each of your votes tied to your own Photo, Timestamp, and GPS location. NO one can see your votes UNLESS you turn on the public versus private switch. I would always vote PUBLIC view so anyone could see my voting history. This is READ ONLY to world. If the prime database is HACKED or changed, I would be notified it was CHANGED, Plus I could confirm each and every one of my votes. The ANOMINITY portion is exactly what the criminals use to CHANGE your votes by CHANGING the tallies. The PRIME part of FACE recognition is immediately knowing WHO IS the person you are dealing with. It allows all citizens to IDENTIFY criminals, terrorists, fraudsters, corrupt politicians, and anyone REGARDLESS of the money or clothes they flash. For FLASHING cash and power is used to buy almost anyone off.... This is the Corruption FREE zone that will soon be WORLDWIDE, with the help of all of humanity. This is the most powerful, broad reform movement, no disrespect with the word Broad, as all women must be protected first along with all children since man has always been the prime aggressor.

#### World Press Conferences and re-broadcast. Monday, Aug 22, 2016

The following is world broadcast commentary on USA Dept of State Press Release. World Commentary is from Keith Duncan, the #1 Broadcast Journalist Evangelist Crusader who has already provided all the basic solutions to teach mankind how to REMOVE all terrorists, drug dealers, political criminals, cyber criminals, scam artists, and all other underground criminal enterprise operators.

Everyone who reads this ONE world broadcast, TAKE ACTION by understanding the realities of Political Corruption that is the root evil of all of mankind. Once removed from leadership positions, other criminals quickly are shunned and isolated since they no longer have anyone hidden in elected, appointed, and promoted positions to actively prevent the required investigations, arrests, and convictions. The most obscene sequence of legal proceedings is required to bring any guilty party to justice as detailed on the next few pages from FatherKeith.com Duncan Cell Philippines +(63)0917-335-4300 who will soon emerge as the most famous broadcast journalist Evangelist Crusader of all modern times as soon as you, my people RISE UP and TAKE ACTION as I have taught all of you.
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Remarks by Sarah Sewall
Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights under USA Secretary of State John Kerry, from Astana, Kazakhstan
August 17, 2016

Before I take your questions, I’d like to briefly explain why I’ve come to Kazakhstan and share a few observations from my meetings this week.

As you may know, two weeks ago Secretary Kerry hosted the so-called “C5+1” meeting between the five Central Asian republics and the United States to reinforce regional cooperation on a broad range of issues, including economic connectivity, the environment and climate change, human rights, and security.

My trip this week has a narrower focus: strengthening our cooperation against terrorism. Kazakhstan has played a leadership role in building global support for a broader preventive approach to violent extremism, including by hosting a summit here in Astana last June.

Two weeks ago in Washington, we announced U.S. support for the Global Counterterrorism Forum to hold a dialogue focused on countering radicalization to violence and the movement of foreign terrorist fighters across Central Asia.

This week I'm here as the top counterterrorism official at the U.S. Department of State to learn about Kazakhstan's efforts to counter violent extremism. I've been impressed by the thoughtfulness and commitment of our Kazakhstani colleagues to address this problem. In meetings this week, I shared our observations about the factors often linked with terrorist radicalization – and more importantly – what we can do to prevent it.

One factor is often government behavior. Corruption, impunity, and poor public services can erode trust between people and government and create openings for violent extremist to recruit. Prisons that mix petty criminals with violent ideologues can provide terrorists a captive audience. And we've seen how governments that respond to terrorist attacks with torture, abuse, and restrictions on fundamental rights can actually fan terrorist radicalization by leading otherwise peaceful individuals to see violence as their only recourse.

That's why, when Secretary Kerry visited Astana last November, he emphasized that “terrorist presence does not give authorities license to use violence indiscriminately... [or] to lock up political opponents.” In meetings this week, I've underscored that governments should take a “no harm” approach by ending counterproductive practices, fighting corruption at all levels, and respecting human rights.
Sources of terrorist radicalization can also include personal or community alienation, hopelessness about the future, or hunger for identity and purpose. But addressing these vulnerabilities is not something governments alone can do; an effective approach must involve local communities. Religious leaders, researchers, teachers, women, and youth are often best positioned to intervene when vulnerable individuals are on the brink of violence. Similarly, free and independent media and citizen groups can refute terrorist ideologies and their false propaganda with far more credibility than government officials and outlets.

The U.S. welcomes Kazakhstan’s commitment to a broader and more preventive approach to terrorism, and we stand ready to work with partners in and out of government who will join us to turn back this shared threat.

Now let me take your questions.

The Office of Website Management, Bureau of Public Affairs, manages this site as a portal for information from the U.S. State Department. External links to other Internet sites should not be construed as an endorsement of the views or privacy policies contained therein.

### From FatherKeith.com Duncan Aug 22, 2016.

An absolute root world problem has always been the lack of standards to ensure evil persons do not overtake and overthrow the society and government institutes that were originally designed to ensure peace and tranquility throughout all lands. This includes the foundations of democracy, communism, socialism, monarchy, and others that served the people equally in their alpha beginnings. UNIocracy.com is the ONLY form of society government that incorporates the best of all human relations to ensure full scale accountability and integrity with one degree of separation between all my +7.44 billion people. This occurs using shared off shelf technology of mobile eDevice communications that ensures no one can commit hidden crimes and prevent their own punishment by extorting others with their stolen assets and abilities to deceive and divert attention away from their crimes using false witness and coercion techniques.

Cultural wars between differential factors of society have always been used to enrich the Criminal Ruling Elite who use every ways and means to capitalize and enslave their own people for their own nefarious means. The Press Release by Sarah Sewall identifies many of the prime world problems and international conflicts that exist because most people can not agree on unification of our entire world.

The Solutions provided and taught our entire world are actually quite simple as they are based on the problem solving engine mechanics of 5 simple steps of http://www.SolutionFinal.com that has yet to be world re-broadcast because of the evil influx of capitalistic marketing and propaganda flood by advertisers who want everyone to be brain-washed consumer bureaucratic ‘sheeplets’ and piglets lead to slaughter by the industrialists, technologists, and capitalists who have obtain kingdoms by abusing each and every one of your civil, financial, legal, economic, sexual, and spiritual rights to be FREE PERSONS of the utmost integrity.

This broadcast is very unique in its brevity and because I have not including the collective years of Acts of Wisdom that are the basis for how to transform your world into the Paradise of heaven as it is here on Earth. These are seen in the ‘book of life’ at http://www.IseeIunderstand.com and are cross referenced in database lookup manners on http://www.BuiltByKeith.com

http://www.SolutionGovernment.com is the ONLY solution to truly rid our world of the serpent and satanic evil forces that are rapidly focusing on de-populating our world to ensure the survival and prosperity of the Criminal Ruling Elite. The standards of decency and righteousness are easy to obtain when our mutual world of uneducated persons UNIFY within the one spirit of our Creator’s original design for all of humanity.

By "Acting with the Authority of Fearless People to Protect All Rights of Others", humanity quickly removes the con-artists and terrorist criminals using the forensic procedures I have documented to the nth laser focused degree using INTERPOL Gifted URLIDent.com This is the end times final results of my past +40 professional years designing perfect computer operational systems in the telecommunication, banking,
cyber security, cutting edge / state of the art technology bonanza. These methodologies have broken through the extreme barricades and iron walls erected by most of the corrupt politicians in cabal league with criminals known as mega wealthy political donors, crime invested and serpent infested corporate executives, and underground crime enterprises run by the cruelest sociopath manias like Robert Dee Rose identified for 8 years on websites of WhereIsRobertRose.com and personally delivered to every single Law Enforcement Agency known to man. This includes Congress, United Nations, the USA (and other) Military, the Associated Press News broadcasters, and well over 200 churches in just the past 8 biblical years of extreme ‘HELL’ tribulation.

The true reasons for the ultimate trials and tribulations of the cause and effect of our human psychology conditions is caused by pure adulterated and prostituted greed. For the BIGOTS, hypocrites, cynics, blinded fools, criminal brood of viper serpents, and the un-educated masses are the complete ‘VENN’ diagram.

The extreme sequence of felony and capital crimes I have personally experienced are legendary.

This is the most recent Freedom of Information Request contents for world to see. The original emergency request and matching APPEAL were denied almost the same day they were submitted on 06/24/2016 and closed Aug 8, 2016 by Davita Brown with criminal excuse of: DOJ-AP-2016-003823 has been processed with the following final disposition: Closed for other reasons -- Other -- Improper Appeal.

Expeditied Disposition Reason: Your request for expeditied handling of your appeal is denied. You have not provided a statement certified to be true and correct, nor have you explained which of the four expeditied processing standards set forth in the Department of Justice regulations would apply to your appeal. See 28 C.F.R. 16.5(e)(3). Your appeal is currently being processed and this Office will respond to you once a final determination has been made on your appeal.


Again, emergency request for AG Loretta Lynch to investigate massive corruption tied to Norfolk VA 4:11cr112 destruction of Public Documents used to criminally hold Keith Duncan based on Cobb County GA TPO 11.1.1171.99 dated July 15, 2011 that shows NO violation could have occurred Sept 25, 2011 at Langley AFB VA. Release ALL sealed documents TO the FBI James Comey Corruption and Terrorism investigation teams to CONTACT FatherKeith.com using BidOnKeith.com so I can finally RETURN to testify with Press Conferences to our entire world. I have my USPressAssociation.org credentials and DEMAND-ORDER every criminal accuser be put on TRIAL for their direct ties to OneOceanBahamas.com Robert Dee Rose (DOB 1971-April-01) who personally owes $250,000 USD forsyth County GA Judgment08SC-1345 and $8 Million from IRS WBFeb2009-658 Nora.Beardsley@IRS.gov. No criminal will go unpunished once NEWS MEDIA, with your help, is engaged to SHOW the TheTruthVault.com evidence already delivered for years to IRS, FBI, AG, USMarshals Military, and Congress. CLOSING these emergency requests will clearly be PUBLISHED to world as the last example of political corruption since no one has ever actually UPHELD U.S.C. statutes of Law that are the true basis for this emergency request for ACTION. Clearly YOU know WHO to contact including COMEY and LYNCH. Ask the MILITARY to investigate as well as CONGRESS, since NO honest person of integrity has yet been identified despite years of direct requests and turn over all ALL Kshama.me criminal evidence with signatures. Interpol gifted URLiDent.com removes ALL political Criminals with SolutionGovernment.com that overthrows and replaces all corrupt governments worldwide. WHY has no one in authority EVER represented any of the Constitutional Rights of the one man who teaches our world HOW TO remove the criminals at almost ZERO taxpayer expense. This is the SEIZEUR of the criminals own assets like Robert Dee Rose of TheFinalTerrorist.com.